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FEDERAL ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING

JUNE 30, 1987

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Mineral Resources

Development and Production,
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a.m., in

Room SD-366, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Melcher,
presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MELCHER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA

Senator Melcher. The subcommittee will come to order. This
morning we are going to hold a hearing to receive testimony on
two bills, S. 66 and S. 1388, which would reform the Federal On-
shore Oil and Gas Leasing Program.
On January 6th of this year Senator Bumpers introduced S. 66,

and on June 18th I introduced S. 1388. Both bills would provide for
a two-tiered leasing system and would eliminate the problems we
have with "known geologic structure." That is a designation that
in current law the Department must decide on in case of oil leases.
When we had the oil price drop from $30 a barrel to as low as $9

a barrel, well, exploration and drilling dropped off on the continen-
tal United States. In Montana drilling rigs went down 57 percent
in the course of just a few months.

In Colorado this decline was 50 percent. In Wyoming it was down
over 61 percent. Now, there is a little price improvement in oil. It

has come back to $20 a barrel. There is a chance that that figure, if

it is going to remain at $20, that we will see rigs getting out, drill-

ing some more oil.

I think we have five rigs working in Montana, for instance, this

year, right now, which is not very much but it is better than none
working, which was the case about a year ago. I do not know what
the case is in Wyoming or North Dakota or Colorado, or New
Mexico. But I hope it is on the upswing.
These two bills have some similarity. But it is fair to say that the

one I introduced is more designed to encourage independent pro-
ducers to get out there and look for some more oil, and try drilling.
That is what it is all about. It is all about production.
Now I believe it is about time that Congress do something about

production of our own domestic supplies. So I drafted a bill that I

think would bring that about. In our case in Montana, we probably
(1)



will not have a great deal of interest in our share of the Wilston
Basin unless oil prices get up to around $23 or $24 per barrel.

I do not know if the price of oil is going to get that high. But I do
believe that it is time now to set the stage to where, if oil prices
recover to that level, we are going to have more activity in fields

such as Wilston Basin.
Now other states can speak for themselves. But I believe that

what we see in Montana, we are kind of on the fringe. We need
that $23 to $24 per barrel price in order to encourage production.
A lot of oil patches in Texas are probably showing more activity

now at the $18 to $20 per barrel range. I have been here since

1969, either in the House or in the Senate, and I want to recite just

very briefly my experience in working with various administra-
tions on trying to develop "an energy policy."
There was not any energy policy under Nixon. Ford was there

only for a short time, and it would probably be unfair to expect
him to develop an energy policy. The Carter Administration did

not develop an energy policy of any great magnitude.
And this administration, having had now, what is it, six and a

half years to start doing something, they are not out of the blocks

yet. Almost every bill that I have been involved with in production
has been opposed at some stage by whatever administration was in

power.
The Alaskan Pipeline bill had only two questions. Were we going

to build it, number one. Number two, when. The administration at

that time, the Nixon Administration, says, well, let us build it.

When we got to the question of when, that was pretty fuzzy.

Maybe two or three years from that time. It had been taken into

court by environmental groups. The court found that they had to

just widen the right-of-way so it could be built.

So we passed that kind of a bill. And as to when, the House said,

now. Not two or three years from then, but now. I was in the
House then and that was our position. The Senate's position was
like the administration's position.

They said, oh, well, do not rush it. Do not waive further judicial
review. But we did. The House won on that point, and so it was
built right then. And as events proved, it seemed to be the right

judgment because we had the oil embargo occurring right at the
same time.

We wanted to open Elk Hills up, the residents sit on that oil.

And the administration opposed opening it up. But we did, to

produce the oil.

We have got ANWR before this committee now, with the same
types of arguments we heard on the Alaskan Pipeline bill. What
about the caribou, for instance. We decided finally when we passed
the Alaskan Pipeline bill, the caribou do fine. And they have.
But I am not trying to prejudge what this committee will do on

ANWR. I just mention that as one of the arguments from the pas-

sage of the Alaskan Pipeline bill.

In later years we have developed the legislation here in this com-
mittee that says, we are going to have a Department of Energy. It

seemed like a good idea, and I still think it is a good idea. But that

has not brought us to an energy policy.



At the same time we are talking about this bill here and should
we have more drilling, onshore drilling in the United States. We
are debating what should be our policy in the Persian Gulf.

So I think we find ourselves sort of coming and going at the
same time. But that is not anything new. When we passed the
Alaskan Pipeline bill, we were talking about what could happen in

the Gulf.

Now it is happening. And it is a case of uncertainty. And wheth-
er or not we make the right judgments to minimize that uncertain-

ty, while that will be our intentions, we are still subject to what
other people do.

But what we do in developing our own production on our own
shores is our business and no one else is going to interfere with it

from abroad. And it is that certainty, which is not trying to draw a

conclusion, that this passage of a bill like this will be 100 percent
sure of producing more domestic oil.

At least we would be doing the right thing to set the stage for

that opportunity. The arguments that we have over the environ-
mental concerns are going to be enunciated today by an environ-
mental witness who will say that we should attach more require-
ments to the Mineral Leasing bill on decision-making on whether
or not we are going to lease.

Now that is not in itself an unfair request or position. But I shall

resist that very vigorously in attaching it to the mineral leasing
amendments. And the reason I shall resist it is because it properly
belongs as an amendment, if there are going to be amendments of

that nature, to the Forest Management Act and to FLPMA, the
Federal Land Policy Management Act.

As to this administration, they are going to testify that they
would like to sort of continue with some rather detailed, rather

confusing stipulations, requirements, new language, new law re-

garding leasing.
I do not share their opinion at all. I am of the opinion if you be-

lieve in production, that we could possibly have more production
here onshore in the United States, we might as well write the bill

very simply and very much to the point.
That is probably the major difference between Senator Bumpers'

bill and my bill, and the committee, if we move a bill, will decide
which is the best course, and I will bow to that decision.

Senator Bumpers.
[The texts of S. 66 and S. 1388 follow:]
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100th congress
1st Session S.66

To provide for competitive leasing for onshore oil and gas.

m THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

January 6, 1987

Mr. Bumpers introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

A BILL
To provide for competitive leasing for onshore oil and gas.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Onshore Com-

4 petitive Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1987".

5 Sec. 2. (a) Section 17(b)(1) of the Act of February 25,

6 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(b)(1)), is amended to read as follows:

7 "(b)(1) All lands to be leased which are not subject to

8 leasing under paragraph (2) of this subsection shall be leased

9 as provided in this paragraph to the highest responsible quali-

10 fied bidder by competitive bidding under general regulations

11 in units of not moi'e than two thousand five hundred and sixty

12 acres, except in Alaska, where units shall be not more than
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1 five thousand one hundred and twenty acres, which shall be

2 as nearly compact as possible. Lease sales shall be conducted

3 by oral bidding. Lease sales shall be held for each State,

4 where appropriate, not less than quarterly, and more fre-

5 quently if the Secretary determines such sales are necessary.

6 A lease shall be conditioned upon the payment of a royalty of

7 12.5 per centum in amount or value of the production re-

8 moved or sold from the lease. The Secretary shall establish

9 by regulation a minimum acceptable price which shall be the

10 same for all leases and which is at least $20 pier acre. The

11 minimum acceptable price shall be established vdthout eval-

12 nation of the lands proposed for lease. The Secretary shall

13 accept the highest bid from a responsible qualified bidder

14 which is equal to or greater then the minimum acceptable

15 price. All bids for less than the minimum acceptable price

16 shall be rejected. Lands for which no bids are received or for

17 which the highest bid is less than the minimum acceptable

18 price shall become available for leasing under subsection (c)

19 of this section for a period set by the Secretary not to exceed

20 one year after the lease sale.".

21 (b) The first sentence of section 17(c) of the Act of Feb-

22 ruary 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(c)), is amended to read as

23 follows: "(1) If the lands to be leased are not leased under

24 subsection (b)(1) of this section or are not subject to competi-

25 tive leasing under subsection (b)(2) of this section, the person
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1 first making application for the lease who is qualified to hold

2 a lease under this Act shall be entitled to a lease of such

3 lands without competitive bidding.".

4 (c) Section 17(c) of the Act of February 25, 1920 (30

5 U.S.C. 226(c)), is amended by adding a paragraph to read as

6 follows:

7 "(c)(2)(A) Lands (i) which were posted for sale under

8 subsection (b)(1) of this section but for which no bids were

9 received or for which the highest bid was less than the mini-

10 mum acceptable price established by the Secretary and (ii) for

11 which, at the end of the period established by the Secretary

12 under subsection (b)(1) of this section no lease has been

13 issued and no lease application is pending under paragraph

14 (1) of this subsection, shall be available for leasing only in

15 accordance with subsection (b)(1) of this section.

16 "(B) The land in any lease which is issued under para-

17 graph (1) of this subsection or under subsection (b)(1) of this

18 section which lease terminates, expires, is canceled or is re-

19 linquished shall again be available for leasing only in accord-

20 ance Avith subsection (b)(1) of this section.".

21 (d) The third sentence of section 17(d) of the Act of

22 February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(d)), is amended to read as

23 follows: "A minimum royalty of not less than $1 per acre in

24 lieu of rental shall be payable at the expiration of each lease
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1 year beginning on or after a discovery of oil or gas in paying

2 quantities on the lands leased.".

3 Sec. 3. The third sentence of section 30{a) of the Act of

4 February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 187(a)), is amended to read as

5 follows: "The Secretary shall disapprove the assignment or

6 sublease only for lack of qualification of the assignee or sub-

7 leasee or for lack of sufficient bonds: Provided, however, That

8 the Secretary may, in his discretion, disapprove an assign-

9 ment (1) of a separate zone of deposit under any lease, (2) of

10 a part of a legal subdivision, or (3) of less than six hundred

1 1 and forty acres outside Alaska or of less than two thousand

1 2 five hundred and sixty acres within Alaska, unless the assign-

13 ment constitutes the entire lease or is demonstrated to fur-

14 ther the development of oil and gas. Requests for approval of

15 assignment or sublease shall be processed promptly by the

16 Secretary.".

17 Sec. 4. The first sentence of section 31(b) of the Act of

18 February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 188(b)), is amended to read

19 as follows:

20 "(b) Any lease issued after August 21, 1935, under the

21 provisions of section 17 of this Act shall be subject to cancel-

22 lation by the Secretary of the Interior after thirty days'

23 notice upon the failure of the lessee to comply with any of the

24 provisions of the lease, unless or until the leasehold contains

25 a well capable of production of oil or gas in paying quantities.
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5

1 or the lease is committed to an approved cooperative or unit

2 plan or communitization agreement under section 17(j) of this

3 Act which contains a well capable of production of unitized

4 substances in pa\nng quantities.".

5 Sec. 5. Section 1008 of the Alaska National Interest

6 Lands Conservation Act (16 U.S.C. 3148) is amended as

7 follows:

8 (1) Subsections (c) and (e) (16 U.S.C. 3148 (c)

9 and (e)) are deleted in their entirety.

10 . (2) The second sentence of section 1008(d) (16

11 U.S.C. 3148(d)) is deleted.

12 (3) Subsections (d) and (f) through (i) (16 U.S.C.

13 3148 (d) and (f) through (i)) are renumbered subsec-

14 tions (c) through (g) respectively.

15 Sec. 6. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

16 Act and except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section,

17 all noncompetitive oil and gas lease applications filed pursu-

18 ant to regulations governing the simultaneous oil and gas

19 leasing system (43 CFR subpart 3112) and pending on the

20 date of enactment of this Act shall be processed, and leases

21 shall be issued under the provisions of the Act of February

22 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), as in effect before its

23 amendment by this Act, except where the issuance of any

24 such lease would not be lawful under such provisions or other

25 applicable law. If the date of enactment of this Act occurs
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1 during a simultaneous filing period prescribed by the regula-

2 tions of the Department of the Interior, all applications filed

3 during that period shall be considered filed prior to the date

4 of enactment.

5 (b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act and

6 except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, all non-

7 competitive oil and gas lease offers filed pursuant to regula-

8 tions governing the over-the-counter leasing system (43 CFR

9 subpart 3111) prior to January 1, 1987, shall be processed,

10 and leases shall be issued under the Act of February 25,

11 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), as in effect before its amend-

12 ment by this Act, except where the issuance of any such

13 lease would not be lawful under such provisions or other ap-

14 plicable law. If the Secretary posts tracts for competitive sale

15 containing lands in an over-the-counter noncompetitive lease

16 offer filed between January 1, 1987, and the date of enact-

17 ment of this Act, and if any such tracts do not receive bids

18 greater than or equal to the minimum acceptable price estab-

19 lished by the Secretary at the sale, the Secretary shall rein-

20 state the noncompetitive lease offers for these tracts and shall

21 issue leases in accordance with section 17(c) of the Act of

22 February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(c)).

23 (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, all

24 competitive oil and gas lease bids filed pursuant to appHcable

25 regulations (43 CFR subpart 3120) pending on the date of
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1 enactment of this Act shall be processed, the high bid for

2 each tract shall be accepted without further evaluation of the

3 value of the tract, and leases shall be issued under the Act of

4 February 20, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), as in effect

5 before its amendment by this Act, except where the issuance

6 of any such lease would not be lawful under such provisions

7 or other applicable law.

8 (d) No noncompetitive lease applications or offers ending

9 on the date of enactment of this Act for lands within the

10 Shawnee National Forest, Elinois; the Ouachita National

11 Forest, Arkansas; Fort Chaffee, Arkansas; or Eglin Air

12 Force Base, Florida; shall be processed until these lands are

13 posted for competitive bidding in accordance with section 2 of

14 this Act. If any such tract receives no bid from a responsible

15 qualified bidder then the noncompetitive applications or offers

16 pending for such a tract shall be reinstated and noncompeti-

17 tive leases issued under the Act of February 20, 1920 (30

18 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), as in effect before its amendment by this

19 Act, except where the issuance of any such lease would not

20 be lawful under such provisions or other applicable law. If

21 competitive leases are issued for any such tract, then the

22 pending noncompetitive application or offer shall be rejected.

23 Sec. 7. (a) Except as provided in section 6 of this Act,

24 all oil and gas leasing pursuant to the Act of February 25,

25 1920 (30 US.C. 181 et seq.), after the date of enactment of
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1 this Act shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions

2 of this Act.

3 (b) The Secretary shall issue final regulations within one

4 hundred and eighty days after the date of enactment of this

5 Act. The regulations shall be effective when published in the

6 Federal Register.

7 (c)(1) Prior to issuing regulations implementing this Act,

8 the Secretary shall hold at least one competitive lease sale

9 pursuant to section 2 of this Act. Sale procedures shall be

10 established in the notice of sale. This sale shall include tracts

11 which, but for the enactment of this Act, would have been

12 posted for the filing of simultaneous oil and gas lease applica-

13 tions pursuant to applicable regulations (43 CFR subpart

14 3112). The Secretary may also include in the sale tracts

15 which would otherwise have been posted for competitive sale

16 pursuant to applicable regulations (43 CFR subpart 3120)

17 and tracts which received over-the-counter noncompetitive

18 oil and gas lease offers pursuant to applicable regulations (43

19 CFR subpart 3111) between January 1, 1987, and the date

20 of enactment of this Act. The Secretary may hold additional

21 sales if he considers it necessary prior to the issuance of final

22 regulations pursuant to subsection (b) of this section.

23 (2) If tracts which would, but for the enactment of this

24 Act, have been posted for the filing of simultaneous applica-

25 tions do not receive bids of greater than or equal to the mini-
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1 mum acceptable price established by the Secretary at a com-

2 petitive sale held under this section, they shall subsequently

3 be posted for the filing of simultaneous applications provided

4 the Secretary has not yet issued regulations under subsection

5 (b) of this section.

6 (3) If no competitive or noncompetitive leases are issued

7 for lands posted for sale as provided in paragraph (c) of this

8 section, the Secretary shall lease such tracts in accordance

9 \vith the regulations issued pursuant to paragraph (b) of this

10 section.

11 Sec. 8. The Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181

12 et seq). is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

13 new section:

14 "Sec. 43. Actions taken by the Secretary of the Interi-

15 or to develop regulations and procedures for a competitive oil

16 and gas leasing program or to hold particular lease sales shall

17 not be subject to the requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the

18 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Except as oth-

19 erwise provided in this section, nothing in this Act shall be

20 considered as affecting the application of section 102 of the

21 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969."

22 Sec. 9. The Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181

23 et seq.), is amended by inserting after section 40 the foUow-

24 ing new section:
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1 "Sec. 41. (a) Any person shall be liable under the

2 standards set forth in subsections (c) and (d) of this section if

3 that person misrepresents to the public by any means of com-

4 munication the following:

5 "(1) The value or potential value of any lease or

6 portion thereof issued under this Act;

7 "(2) the value or potential value of any lease or

8 portion thereof to be issued by this Act;

9 "(3) the value or potential value of any land

10 available for leasing under this Act;

11 "(4) the availability of any land for leasing under

12 this Act;

13 "(5) the ability of the person to obtain leases

14 under this Act on his or her own behalf or on behalf of

15 any other person; or

16 "(6) the provisions of this Act and its implement-

17 ing regulations.

18 "(b) Any person who organizes, or participates in, any

19 scheme, arrangement, plan, or agreement to circumvent the

20 provisions of this Act or its implementing regulations shall be

21 Uable under the provisions of this section.

22 "(c) The Attorney General shall institute against any

23 person who, given the nature of the intended recipient of the

24 communication, knew or should have known he or she was

25 violating subsection (a) or (b) of this section, a civil action, in
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1 the district court of the United States for the judicial district

2 in which the defendant resides or in which the violation oc-

3 curred or in which the lease or land involved is located, for a

4 temporary restraining order, injunction, ci\dl penalty of not

5 more than $100,000 for each violation, or other appropriate

6 remedy, including but not limited to, a prohibition from par-

7 ticipation in exploration, leasing, or development of any Fed-

8 eral mineral, or both.

9 "(d) Any person knowingly and willfully violates the

10 provisions of this section shall, upon conviction, be punished

11 by a fine of not more than $500,000 for each violation or by

12 imprisonment for not more than five years, or both.

13 "(e)(1) Whenever a corporation or other entity is subject

14 to civil or criminal action under this section, any officer, em-

15 ployee, or agent of such corporation or entity who author-

16 ized, ordered, or carried out the proscribed activity shall be

17 subject to the same action.

18 "(2) Whenever any officer, employee, or agent of a cor-

19 poration or other entity is subject to civil or criminal action

20 under this section for activity conducted on behalf of the cor-

21 poration or other entity, the corporation or other entity shall

22 be subject to the same action.

23 "(f) The remedies, penalties, fines, and imprisonment

24 prescribed in this section shall be concurrent and cumulative

25 and the exercise of one shall not preclude the exercise of the
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1 others. Further, the remedies, penalties, fines, and imprison-

2 ment prescribed in this section shall be in addition to any

3 other remedies, penalties, fines, and imprisonment afforded

4 by any other law or regulation.

5 "(g)(1) A State may commence a civil action under sub-

6 section (c) of this section against any person conducting ac-

7 tivity within the State in violation of this section. Civil ac-

8 tions brought by a State shall only be brought in the United

9 States district court for the judicial district in which the de-

10 fendant resides or in which the violation occurred or in which

11 the lease or land involved is located. The district court shall

12 have jurisdiction, without regard to the amount in controver-

13 sy or the citizenship of the parties, to order appropriate reme-

14 dies and penalties as described in subsection (c) of this

15 section.

16 "(2) This State shall notify the Attorney General of the

17 United States of any civil action filed by the State under this

18 subsection within thirty days of filing of the action.

19 "(3) Any civil penalties recovered by a State under this

20 subsection shall be retained by the State and may be expend-

21 ed in such manner and for such purposes as the State deems

22 appropriate. If a civil action is jointly brought by the Attor-

23 ney General and a State, by more than one State or by the

24 Attorney General and more than one State, any civil penal-

25 ties recovered as a result of the joint action shall be shared
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1 by the parties bringing the action in accordance with a wTit-

2 ten agreement entered into prior to the fiUng of the action.

3 "(4) Nothing in this section shall deprive a State of ju-

4 risdiction to enforce its own civil and criminal laws against

5 any person who may also be subject to civil and criminal

6 action under this section.".

7 Sec. 9. Section 35 of the Act of February 25, 1920 (30

8 U.S.C. 191), is amended by adding the following at the end

9 of the section: "In determining the amount of payments to

10 States under this section, the amount of such payments shall

11 not be reduced by any administrative or other costs incurred

12 by the United States."

13 Sec. 10. The Secretary shall submit annually to the

14 Congress a report containing appropriate information on the

15 implementation of this Act. Such report shall include, but not

16 be limited to:

17 (a) the number of acres leased, and the number of

18 leases issued;

19 (b) the amount of revenue received from bonus

20 bids, rentals, and royalties;

21 (c) the amount of production from competitive

22 leases issued under this Act and from competitive and

23 noncompetitive leases issued prior to the enactment of

24 this Act; and
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1 (d) such other data and information as will facili-

2 tate—an assessment of the onshore oil and gas leasing

3 system, and (ii) a comparison of the system as revised

4 by this Act with the system in operation prior to this

5 Act.
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100th congress
1st Session S. 1388

To amend the Act of February 25, 1920, to reform Federal onshore oil and gas

leasing procedures.

m THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

June 18, 1987

Mr. Melchee introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

A BILL
To amend the Act of February 25, 1920, to reform Federal

onshore oil and gas leasing procedures.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be referred to as the "Federal Onshore Oil

4 and Gas Leasing Act of 1987".

5 Sec. 2. (a) Section 17(b)(1) of the Act of February 25,

6 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(b)(1)), is amended to read as follows:

7 "(b)(1) Other than lands subject to leasing under para-

8 graph (2) of this subsection, all lands to be leased, except

9 those available for leasing under subpart 3111 of title 43 of

10 the Code of Federal Regulations on the date of enactment of
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1 the Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1987, shall

2 be leased as provided in this paragraph to the highest respon-

3 sible qualified bidder by competitive bidding in units of not

4 more than two thousand five hundred and sixty acres, except

5 in Alaska, where units shall be not more than five thousand

6 one hundred and twenty acres, which shall be as nearly com-

7 pact as possible. Lease sales shall be conducted by oral bid-

8 ding. The Secretary shall accept the highest bid from a re-

9 sponsible qualified bidder which is equal to or greater than $1

10 per acre. All bids for less than $1 per acre shall be rejected.

11 Lands for which no bids are received, or only bids below $1

12 per acre are received, shall be available for leasing without

13 competitive bidding under subsection (c)(1) of this section.

14 Lease sales shall be held in each State, where eligible lands

15 are available, not less than quarterly, and more frequently if

16 the Secretary determines such sales are necessary. A lease

17 shall be conditioned upon the payment of a royalty of 12.5

18 per centum in amount or value of the production removed or

19 sold from the lease.".

20 (b) Section 17(c) of the Act of February 25, 1920 (30

21 U.S.C. 226(c)), is amended to read as follows:

22 "(1) If the lands to be leased are (A) lands available for

23 leasing under subpart 3111 of title 43 of the Code of Federal

24 Regulations on the date of enactment of the Federal Onshore

25 Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 1987, or (B) lands which were
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1 offered for lease under subsection (b)(1) of this section and no

2 bids were received or only bids below $1 per acre were re-

3 ceived, the person first making application who is qualified to

4 hold a lease under this Act shall be entitled to a lease of such

5 lands without competitive bidding. A lease shall be condi-

6 tioned upon the payment of a royalty of 12.5 per centum in

7 amount or value of the production removed or sold from the

8 lease.

9 "(2) Lands in a lease for oil or gas, except for leases

10 issued under subsection (b)(2) of this section, which lease ter-

11 minates, expires, is canceled or is relinquished, shall again be

12 available for leasing competitively in accordance with subsec-

13 tion (b)(1) within ninety days.".

14 (c) Section 17(d) of the Act of February 25, 1920 (30

15 U.S.C. 226(d)), is amended to read as follows:

16 "(d) All leases issued under this section shall be condi-

17 tioned upon payment by the lessee of a rental of $1 per acre

18 for each year of the lease. Each year's lease rental shall be

19 paid in advance. A minimum royalty of $1 per acre in lieu of

20 rental shall be payable at the expiration of each lease year

21 beginning on or after a discovery of oil or gas in paying quan-

22 tities on the lands leased.".

23 (d) The first sentence of section 17(e) of the Act of Feb-

24 ruary 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 226(e)), is amended to read as

25 follows:
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1 "(e) Leases issued under this section shall be for a pri-

2 mary term of ten years.".

3 Sec. 3. The third sentence of section 30(a) of the Act of

4 February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 187(a)), is amended to read as

5 follows: "The Secretary shall disapprove the assignment or

6 sublease only for lack of qualification of the assignee or

7 sublessee or for lack of sufficient bond: Provided, however,

8 That the Secretary may, in his discretion, disapprove an as-

9 signment (1) of a separate zone or deposit under any lease,

10 (2) of a part of a legal subdivision, or (3) of less than six

11 hundred and forty acres outside Alaska or of less than two

12 thousand five hundred and sixty acres within Alaska, unless

13 the assignment constitutes the entire lease or is demonstrated

14 to further the development of oil and gas. Requests for ap-

15 proval of assignment or sublease shall be processed promptly

16 by the Secretary.".

17 Sec. 4. Section 1008 of the Alaska National Interest

18 Lands Conservation Act (16 U.S.C. 3148) is amended as

19 follows:

20 (1) Subsections (c) and (e) (16 U.S.C. 3148 (c)

21 and (e)) are deleted in their entirety.

22 (2) The second sentence of section 1008(d) (16

23 U.S.C. 3148(d)) is deleted.
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1 (3) Subsections (d) and (0 through (i) (16 U.S.C.

2 3148 (d) and (f) through (i)) are renumbered subsec-

3 tions (c) through (g) respectively.

4 Sec. 5. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

5 Act, all noncompetitive oil and gas lease applications and

6 competitive oil and gas bids pending on June 15, 1987, shall

7 be processed, and leases shall be issued under the provisions

8 of the Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), as

9 in effect before its amendment by this Act, except where the

10 issuance of any such lease would not be lawful under such

1 1 provisions or other applicable law.

12 (b) Except as provided in subsection (a) of this section,

13 all oil and gas leasing pursuant to the Act of February 25,

14 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.), after the date of enactment of

15 this Act shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions

16 of this Act.

17 Sec. 6. The Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181

18 et seq.), is amended by inserted after section 40 the following

19 new section:

20 "Sec. 41. (a) Any person shall be liable under the

21 standards set forth in subsections (c) and (d) of this section if

22 that person misrepresents to the public by any means of com-

23 munication the following:

24 "(1) The value or potential value of any lease or

25 portion thereof issued under this Act;
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1 "(2) the value or potential value of any lease or

2 portion thereof to be issued under this Act;

3 "(3) the value or potential value of any land

4 available for leasing under this Act;

5 "(4) the availability of any land for leasing under

6 this Act;

7 "(5) the ability of the person to obtain leases

8 under this Act on his or her own behalf or on behalf of

9 any other person; or

10 "(6) the provisions of this Act and its implement-

1 1 ing regulations.

12 "(b) Any person who organizes, or participates in, any

13 scheme, arrangement, plan, or agreement to circumvent the

14 provisions of this Act or its implementing regulations shall be

15 liable under the provisions of this section.

16 "(c) The Attorney General shall institute against any

17 person who, given the nature of the intended recipient of the

18 communication, knew or should have known he or she was

19 violating subsection (a) or (b) of this section, a civil action, in

20 the district court of the United States for the judicial district

21 in which the defendant resides or in which the violation oc-

22 curred or in which the lease or land involved is located, for a

23 temporary restraining order, injunction, civil penalty of not

24 more than $100,000 for each violation, or other appropriate

25 remedy, including but not limited to, a prohibition from par-
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1 ticipation in exploration, leasing, or development of any Fed-

2 eral mineral, or both.

3 "(d) Any person who knowingly and willfully violates

4 the provisions of this section shall, upon conviction, be pun-

5 ished by a fine of not more than $500,000 for each violation

6 or by imprisonment for not more than five years, or both.

7 "(e)(1) Whenever a corporation or other entity is subject

8 to civil or criminal action under this section, any officer, em-

9 ployee, or agent of such corporation or entity who author-

10 ized, ordered, or carried out the proscribed activity shall be

1 1 subject to the same action.

12 "(2) Whenever any officer, employee, or agent of a cor-

13 poration or other entity is subject to civil or criminal action

14 under this section for activity conducted on behalf of the cor-

15 poration or other entity, the corporation or other entity shall

16 be subject to the same action, unless it is shown that the

17 officer, employee, or agent was acting without the knowledge

18 or consent of the corporation or other entity.

19 "(f) The remedies, penalties, fines, and imprisonment

20 prescribed in this section shall be concurrent and cumulative

21 and the exercise of one shall not preclude the exercise of the

22 others. Further, the remedies, penalties, fines, and imprison-

23 ment prescribed in this section shall be in addition to any

24 other remedies, penalties, fines, and imprisonment afforded

25 by any other law or regulation.
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1 "(g)(1) A State may commence a civil action under sub-

2 section (c) of this section against any person conducting ac-

3 tivity within the State in violation of this section. Civil ac-

4 tions brought by a State shall only be brought in the United

5 States district court for the judicial district in which the de-

6 fendant resides or in which the violation occurred or in which

7 the lease or land involved is located. The district court shall

8 have jurisdiction, without regard to the amount in controver-

9 sy or the citizenship of the parties, to order appropriate reme-

10 dies and penalties as described in subsection (c) of this

1 1 section.

12 "(2) This State shall notify the Attorney General of the

13 United States of any civil action filed by the State under this

14 subsection within thirty days of filing of the action.

15 "(3) Any civil penalties recovered by a State under this

16 subsection shall be retained by the State and may be expend-

17 ed in such manner and for such purposes as the State deems

18 appropriate. If a civil action is jointly brought by the Attor-

19 ney General and a State, by more than one State or by the

20 Attorney General and more than one State, any civil penal-

21 ties recovered as a result of the joint action shall be shared

22 by the parties bringing the action in accordance with a writ-

23 ten agreement entered into prior to the filing of the action.

24 "(4) Nothing in this section shall deprive a State of ju-

25 risdiction to enforce its own civil and criminal laws against
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1 any person who may also be subject to civil and criminal

2 action under this section.".

3 Sec. 7. The Act of February 25, 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181

4 et seq.), is amended by adding at the end thereof the foUow-

5 ing new section:

6 "Sec. 43. Actions taken by the Secretary of the Interi-

7 or to develop regulations and procedures for a competitive oil

8 and gas leasing program or to hold particular lease sales shall

9 not be subject to the requirements of section 102(2)(C) of the

10 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Nothing in this

1 1 section shall be considered as affecting the application of sec-

12 tion 102 of the National Environmental PoHcy Act of 1969

13 to the proposed inclusion of any lands in a lease parcel or

14 subsequent phases of oil and gas development.".
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STATEMENT OF HON. DALE BUMPERS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARKANSAS

Senator Bumpers. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement which I ask
unanimous consent be inserted in the record.

Let me just say that S. 66, for the purposes of the record, is a
refined version of a bill I have been trying to get passed since 1979.
I feel just as strongly about this now as I did then.
But I want to say, number one, this bill, in my opinion, meets

the test of the public interest, which is well served by S. 66.

Number two, it certainly will not serve as any deterrent to the de-

velopment of oil and gas lands in the country.
There would be no down side, so far as those two things are con-

cerned. And I think that is one of the reasons the Bureau of Land
Management has agreed that this is a good approach.
Number two, right now we lease 5 percent of all the Federal

lands in this country, that is the lands that are available for leas-

ing. We lease 5 percent of the lands on a competitive basis and 95

percent on a non-competitive basis.

My bill, which would require a $20 minimum bid in order for
lands to be let competitively, would increase the amount of lands

being leased competitively from 5 percent to 20 percent.
The reason being that much of this land will not bring $20 per

acre on a competitive bid. If it does not bring at least $20 on a com-
petitive bid then it is going to be available on a non-competitive
basis.

You can lease it in the over-the-counter market, on a first come,
first served basis. Or you can lease it through the lottery. As repug-
nant as the lottery is to me, and as much as I would like to get rid
of it, I have agreed to this aspect of S. 66.

All I want to make sure is that valuable lands that have the po-
tential for development are let on a competitive basis and that the

people of this country get fair market value for their lands.
Number three, S. 66 eliminates the most troublesome aspect of

the present system, and that is the known geological structure test.

God in heaven could not possibly read the language defining a
known geological structure and tell us with any degree of precision
what it means. It is just an absolute outrage that we even refer to
a KGS to define lands subject to competitive bidding.

Fourth, I am concerned about my state, as I know the other Sen-
ators of this committee are concerned about their states, and they
are the ones who have been taking a shellacking because of this

outrageous system.
Most of you know that because some of us squealed like a pig

under a gate about the Chaffee lease down in Arkansas, a lawsuit
over leases covering 33,000 acres had to go to the Supreme Court,
to get the Supreme Court to rule that that land should have been
let competitively.
The Fort Chaffee situation will show you how outrageous the

system was. Here was 75,000 acres surrounded by 500 gas wells,
which never had been leased because it could not be leased. It was
on a military reservation and there was an absolute prohibition
against leasing military reservations until the 1970's.
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But because there were no gas wells inside the reservation, the

Department of the Interior said it was not an known geological
structure, even though, as I say, there are 500 gas wells circling
the place.
And that is the kind of result we have been getting with the

KGS definition and that is the reason BLM wants to get rid of it

just as badly as I do.

Most of you know that when they leased, not the 33,000 acres
that went for $1 an acre, but when they leased the 24,000 acres ad-

joining it in a competitive sale, they brought an average of $1,705
an acre or $43 million for lands under which a noncompetitive
lease would have brought $24,000.
So I want my state, which got half of that $43 million, I want my

state to get half of the bonus bids on all of these other competitive
leases. We have got hundreds of thousands of valuable acres in my
state that, under the existing KGS system would nobody not be
leased competitively.
We have been leasing the Ouachita National Forest for $1 an

acre and lands across the fence, across the fence, bring $300 an
acre. Now that is not the public interest. Nobody can argue that it

is.

Fifthly, S. 66 will help to eliminate all these filing service corpo-
rations that are openly defrauding the American people in an un-
believable way. The lottery has been an invitation to fraud.

I have got a list of all these service corporations, and I will insert

some of them in the record, showing how these people send out lit-

erature all over the United States, saying, send us X number of

dollars, we have got this red-hot property that BLM is putting up
for lease, and if you would like a chance to get rich as Rockefeller,
some of them say, rich as Exxon, some of them say.
But all those ads, you have seen them, that say, if you want to be

rich, if you want to make it big like Exxon, send us X number of

dollars and we will put your name in the pot. And what they do is,

you send them $125 and all they do is put your name and address
on a lease application and send it to BLM with a check for $75.

They put $50 in their pocket. And that is one of the better oper-
ations.

The point I want to make is, it is these people who are making
the money off these leases. The increased money that would come
into the Federal treasury and into the state treasuries under my
bill is simply money that is now going to those filing services and
other entities who have no intention of actually exploring for oil

and gas.
It is not an increased burden on the oil and gas industry. I prom-

ise you, it is not an increased burden on the independents or the

majors or anybody else. All it does is put a bunch of fly-by-night

operators out of business who are now the intermediaries between
people who are gullible and sending them money, and BLM. And
this money would go into the treasury. That is really what it

amounts to.

And finally, let me say, Mr. Chairman, CBO says that this would
produce $27 million in increased Federal revenues. Actually, last

year, CBO said that this would produce $100 million more a year.
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and $50 million of that would go to the states, and $30 million
would be the net increase to the United States treasury.

They have lowered that figure somewhat under their current es-

timates. I think $27 million is what they say now, is what it would
produce in 1989 anyway.
But I can tell you that the Budget Committee has already as-

sumed the passage of this bill and has made room for $30 million
additional revenue, which they anticipate this would bring in in

1988.

For all of those reasons and hundreds more, I strongly hope that
this committee will get down to business and mark this bill up.
And I want to thank the Subcommittee Chairman. I know that the
Chairman has troubles with this whole thing.
But he has come a long way, and I appreciate very much him

holding this hearing today so we can get this on the calendar and
get it marked up. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statements of Senator Bumpers and Senator John-
ston follow:]

81-703 0-88-2
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DALE BUMPERS

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO JOIN YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE

TO HEAR TESTIMONY ON S. 66 AND S. 1388, OUR BILLS ON THE ONSHORE

OIL AND GAS LEASING SYSTEM. I APPRECIATE YOUR INTEREST IN THIS

IMPORTANT ISSUE BECAUSE IT ILLUSTRATES WHAT I BELIEVE IS A

GROWING CONSENSUS IN THE CONGRESS THAT THE CURRENT SYSTEM NEEDS

TO BE CHANGED. YOU AND I BOTH WANT A SYSTEM WHICH ENCOURAGES OIL

AND GAS DEVELOPMENT, ENSURES A FAIR RETURN TO THE PUBLIC FOR ITS

RESOURCES AND WHICH HAS INTEGRITY AND STABILITY. I LOOK FORWARD

TO WORKING WITH YOU TO DEVELOP THE BEST LEASING BILL POSSIBLE

THIS YEAR.

ON JANUARY 6TH, I INTRODUCED S. 66, THE FEDERAL ONSHORE

COMPETITIVE OIL AND GAS LEASING ACT OF 1987. I HAVE LONG FOUGHT

FOR THE REFORM OF OUR CURRENT LEASING SYSTEM, WHICH I BELIEVE IS

OUTMODED, SUSCEPTIBLE TO FRAUD AND MANIPULATION, AND NOT DESIGNED

TO PROVIDE THE GOVERNMENT WITH A FAIR RETURN.

THE MOST EGREGIOUS EXAMPLES OF THE GOVERNMENT RECEIVING LESS THAN

FAIR MARKET VALUE OCCURRED AT FORT CHAFFEE , ARKANSAS AND AMOS

DRAW, WYOMING. IN 1979, THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT ISSUED

NONCOMPETITIVE LEASES ON 33,000 ACRES NEAR KNOWN GAS PRODUCING

WELLS AT FORT CHAFFEE FOR $1 ANACRE. ARKLA GAS SUED TO SET THE

LEASES ASIDE, CLAIMING THAT THEY WERE OVER A KGS AND UNDER THE
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LAW SHOULD HAVE BEEN LEASED COMPETITIVELY. THE DISTRICT COURT

AGREED, RULING THAT THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT'S DECISION TO LEASE

THE AREA NON-COMPETITI VELY WAS ARBITRARY. THE FOLLOWING YEAR,

24,000 ACRES OF ADJOINING LANDS WERE LEASED COMPETITIVELY FOR

$1,705 PER ACRE. SO, INSTEAD OF RECEIVING $24 THOUSAND FOR THESE

LEASES, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RECEIVED $43 MILLION, HALF OF

WHICH WAS SHARED WITH THE STATE. IN THE AMOS DRAW INCIDENT, 18

TRACTS LOCATED NEXT TO A PRODUCING AREA WERE LEASED IN THE

LOTTERY FOR $13,000 IN RENTAL FEES AND $1.2 MILLION IN FILING

FEES. WITHIN 6 WEEKS, THE LOTTERY WINNERS SOLD THEIR LEASE

RIGHTS FOR A PRICE ESTIMATED AT BETWEEN $50 AND $100 MILLION.

MR. CHAIRMAN, MANY OF THE OTHER PROBLEMS WITH THE PRESENT SYSTEM

ARE DISCUSSED IN MY INTRODUCTORY FLOOR STATEMENT. WITH YOUR

PERMISSION, I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A COPY OF MY STATEMENT AND A

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF S.66 INCLUDED IN THIS HEARING

RECORD.

DURING THE 99TH CONGRESS, I INTRODUCED LEGISLATION SIMILAR TO

S. 66, WHICH WAS REPORTED FAVORABLY BY THE ENERGY AND NATURAL

RESOURCES COMMITTEE AND PASSED THE SENATE BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT.

CONGRESS ADJOURNED, HOWEVER, BEFORE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WAS ABLE TO ACT ON THE SENATE-PASSED BILL.

REGARDING THAT LEGISLATION, THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR WROTE

TO MEMBERS OF THE ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE ON JULY

30, 1986 -
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ALL THE GOALS OF A FORWARD-THINKING LEASING PROGRAM ARE
MET BY THIS LEGISLATION; NAMELY, IT ENCOURAGES
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT, IT ENSURES AN ADEQUATE
RETURN TO THE PUBLIC, IT CAN BE ADMINISTERED AND AT LOW
COST, AND IT HAS INTEGRITY. AT A TIME WHEN THE FUTURE
OF THE DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY IS UNCERTAIN, THIS
BILL WILL STRENGTHEN OUR DOMESTIC PETROLEUM CAPABILITY
BY BRINGING STABILITY AND PREDICTABILITY TO OUR FEDERAL
ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING PROGRAM.

THE ADMINSTRATION HAS AGAIN ENDORSED MY BILL THIS YEAR AS I

ASSUME DIRECTOR BURFORD WILL DISCUSS IN HIS TESTIMONY.

THE FEDERAL ONSHORE COMPETITIVE OIL AND GAS LEASING ACT

REPRESENTS A REASONABLE COMPROMISE BETWEEN AN ALL-COMPETITIVE

SYSTEM, WHICH I HAVE CHAMPIONED SINCE 1979, AND THE CURRENT

SYSTEM, UNDER WHICH LESS THAN FIVE PERCENT OF ALL ONSHORE LEASES

ARE OFFERED COMPETITIVELY, UNDER MY BILL, ALL FEDERAL LANDS

SUBJECT TO OIL AND GAS LEASING WOULD FIRST BE OFFERED FOR

COMPETITIVE BIDDING. A MINIMUM BID OF AT LEAST $20 PER ACRE

WOULD BE REQUIRED. PARCELS RECEIVING AT LEAST ONE BID OF $20 OR

HIGHER WOULD BE LEASED TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER. PARCELS RECEIVING

NO BIDS OR BIDS BELOW THE MINIMUM WOULD THEN BE AVAILABLE ON A

NONCOMPETITIVE BASIS FOR ONE YEAR. AFTER THE ONE YEAR PERIOD,

THE CYCLE BEGINS AGAIN. APPROXIMATELY 15 TO 20 PERCENT OF

ONSHORE LEASES WOULD BE END UP BEING LEASED COMPETITIVELY UNDER

MY BILL, ACCORDING TO INTERIOR DEPARTMENT ESTIMATES. HOWEVER,

ALL LANDS WOULD BE SUBJECT TO AN INITIAL COMPETITIVE TEST UNDER

S.66.
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THE PRIMARY VIRTUE OF THIS TWO-TIERED APPROACH IS THAT IT

ELIMINATES THE USE OF THE ANTIQUATED AND UNWORKABLE KGS (KNOWN

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE) TEST AS THE DETERMINANT OF ELIGIBILITY FOR

COMPETITIVE LEASING AND SUBSTITUTES A MARKET-BASED TEST. THE

NONCOMPETITIVE SIMULTANEOUS FILING (LOTTERY) SYSTEM AND THE OVER-

THE-COUNTER SYSTEM ARE PRESERVED FOR LANDS WHICH THE MARKET HAS

DETERMINED TO BE WORTH LESS THAN $20 AN ACRE.

IN ADDITION TO INCREASING COMPETITION FOR FEDERAL OIL AND GAS

RESOURCES, S. 66 WOULD ENHANCE THE GOVERNMENT'S AUTHORITY TO

COMBAT FRAUDULENT PRACTICES INVOLVING THE ONSHORE OIL AND GAS

LEASING PROGRAM. IN VIEW OF THE HISTORY OF FRAUD PROBLEMS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOTTERY SYSTEM AND OTHER ASPECTS OF THE

ONSHORE LEASING PROGRAM, I CONSIDER THIS NEW AUTHORITY EXTREMELY

IMPORTANT. THE USE OF A MINIMUM $20 BID IN THE COMPETITIVE

BIDDING TIER WILL ALSO REDUCE THE INCENTIVE FOR SPECULATION IN

THE LOTTERY BY PLACING A CEILING ON THE VALUE OF LANDS AVAILABLE

FOR NONCOMPETITIVE LEASING.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL HAS BEEN VERY

INTERESTED IN LEASING REFORM OVER THE YEARS - PRIMARILY BECAUSE

OF THE INCIDENTS OF FILING SERVICE FRAUD WITHIN THE LOTTERY

SYSTEM. UNFORTUNATELY, THEY WERE UNABLE TO TESTIFY AT TODAY'S
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HEARING. THEY WILL BE SUBMITTING WRITTEN TESTIMONY HOWEVER, AND

I HOPE THE RECORD CAN REMAIN OPEN TO ACCOMODATE THEM.

LAST YEAR, THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATED THAT

ENACTING THE LEASING REFORMS CONTAINED IN S. 66 WOULD INCREASE

GROSS RECEIPTS TO THE TREASURY FROM BONUS BIDS BY ABOUT $100

MILLION IN THE FIRST FULL YEAR OF OPERATION. THE STATES WOULD

RECIVE ONE-HALF OF THESE RECEIPTS OR $50 MILLION. NET RECEIPTS

TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WOULD BE ABOUT $30 MILLION BECAUSE

RECEIPTS FROM LOTTERY FILING FEES WOULD BE REDUCED.

IN SUMMARY, S. 66 WOULD ENACT SEVERAL LONG OVERDUE CHANGES TO THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ONSHORE LEASING LAWS. THESE REFORMS WILL

ESTABLISH A LEASING SYSTEM WHICH IS FAIR AND WORKABLE AND WILL

ENHANCE OUR DOMESTIC ENERGY SITUATION. I HAVE SAID THAT S. 66 IS

LESS THAN "HALF A LOAF" FOR ME AND I AM MORE THAN WILLING TO TALK

ABOUT WAYS TO IMPROVE THE LEGISLATION. I HOPE THAT THIS HEARING

WILL PROVIDE THE COMMITTEE WITH SUBSTANTIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE

COMMENTS ON HOW TO DESIGN A LEASING PROGRAM THAT WILL ACHIEVE THE

GOALS I HAVE DISCUSSED — ENCOURAGING OIL AND GAS LEASING;

ENSURING A FAIR RETURN TO THE PUBLIC; AND ENSURING THAT THE

PROCESS HAS INTEGRITY AND STABILITY.

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN.
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By Mr. BUMPERS:
S. 66. A bill to provide for competi-

tive leasing for onshore oil Euid gas; to
the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources.

COMPrriTU-E OIL AJTD CAS l£ASrNC ACT

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I rise

today to Introduce for the fifth con-
secutive Congress a bill to reform the
Federal onshore oU ts\A gn^ leasina
system.
As every Member of this body

knows, I have lon-j fought for this
change in our current ioaslna system,
which I believe I.t outmoded, suscepti-
ble to fraud and manipulation, and not
designed to provide the Government
with a fair return. The Federal On-
shore Competitive Oil and Gas Leas-
ing Act of 1987 v.ould enact several
long overdue charrrcs to the Federal
onshore leasing lav.s. These reforms
will c:;taMish a leasinf: oy.'-.tem which is

fair and workable and will enhance
our domestic energy situation. I urge
my colleagues to support thl3 bill.

PnOULETJS V/ITII THE IVrUiEIIT LEASUiG SYSTEM
Mr. President, I believe that rcfoi-.^n

of the Federal Govemr.-'ent'G onshore
leasing system is absolutely necciis^ry.
The current system serves neither the
public nor the oil and cas Industry's
best Interests. For the edificatioa of
my colleagues who may not have
hecrd this speech before, and to re-
fresh the memories of those v.ho have,
1 will attempt to summarize the prob-
lems with the pre.ent Fcueral Icasins
system for oil rnd ga?.
Under existing law—the Mincroi

Leasing Act of i02C—o.ily those lands
with known oil and gas potential—
those overlying a known geological
structure of a producing oil or gas
field [KGS:-may be leLied on a com-
petitive basis. Because oi (.his restric-
tive test, less than 5 percent of all on-
shore leases are now offered competi-
tively. Oil and gas leases not within a
KGS must be leased noncompctitlvc-
ly— for a small filing Tee and $1 an
acre.

In addition to the restrictive nature
of the KGS test, it Is exceedin(?lv diffi-

cult to apply with any degree of cer-

tainly. The distinguished Senptor

ifrom Wyoming [Senator Wallop] has
called the KGS system "wltchciaft. at
best" and I emphatically agree. Cui-
rently. the Bureau of Lard Maioase-
ment does not profess to make a tech-
nical or professional decision on
whether lanes overlie a KG3. They
simply determine that If a tract L-:

v;ithin a mile of productlng acreaio. it

is presumed to be a KGS. Anythinj
'further than 1 mile from a producing
tract is deemed not to be KGS land.'?.

The Bureau of Land Management
has often made these determinations
without current information on pro-
ducing wells rjid complete, dependable

jacological
data. The:;e problems have

'been further complicated by .ctaffii r.

ajid communications problems v; '.aln

BIM. /ls a result of errors l:i EL.'1'u

KGS determination proce.<;s. sever,J

leases, delennined by BLM not to he
v.ithin a KGS, hcvc been lee.'ned on q

nonccmp'jLiLive ba.sis, even tl'.ounn

there was a higl; degree of competitive
Interest In the leases. In these in-

stances, the Federal Government re-

ceived far less than fair market value.
The most egregious examples of these
occurrences were at Port Chaffee, AR
and Ames Draw, V/Y.
In 1979 the Interior Department

issued noncompetitive leases en 33,COO
acres near Imov.n cas prcJucIng weUs
at Fort Chaffee for $1 an ai're. Ar'-'i

gas used to set the leases aside i l.vim-

Ing that they v/cre over a I-:GS jjid

unde;- the law, should have been
leased ccmpetioively. The distr.ct

court agreed, ruling that the Interior

Department's decision to leas? the
area norcompstlttvely was ar'oitr.ry.

This decision has been uplield or

appeal. In 1980. 24.000 acres of adjoin-

ing lands were leased com.peiitivcly for

C1.705 per acre. So Instead of tl-.c

Treasury receiving $24,000 for the

leases. It recehed $43 million, half of

which was returned to the Slate.

More recently. 18 tracts In the A.nos
Draw region of Wyoming located adja-

cent to producl.ig Ir^jids were leased

noncompetltively. The Goveni'nent
received 013,000 in rental fees aiid ri.2

million In lottery filing for the tr-'.cts.

Within we€l-.s. the lottery winners
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sold I'l'ei: icate rl^ht for fees est ii-

ed at *5J to $100 i .'lUon. The Amoa
Ora?' ccandul led to a su-T-pension o?
the Onsh ro Leasljic; Piograni for 10
mcntl-- from 1983 to 19E6.

In igS'l, the Nr.tionn] Acrxlemy of
Sciences began ^ thorough study of

thj KG3 Prognun. The MAS report,
tfisued earlier this yrai", M£iie;i several

^ropo2c±i ior Improving the prccrmni.
ilowcvcr, the Acnd.iny'G bctto^^-llr.e

conclusion was that ;t3 propcaalr "at
best can lesiHcn the criticism of th2
KGS F/DiTrani—and that—that ths na-
ture ol l/Lth oil and gas exploration and
existlr.g lav; pre:lude resolving the
Issues to everyone's catisfaction. Uncer-
tainty and Individual Judgment will al-

ways eaist even :f every piece of data
were required by the BIJ/1. 3ome errors
ii\ classification v/lL' olwcys occur."
"I'rown Geologic&l Structures Undov
the Mineral Leasinj; Act: Irterpertins
aiid Aiplyiiia the Term I'ilnown Geo-
logic Saucture of a Producing Oil rnd
Gcs iisld." Nat'onal Accdcmy Press,
19.'(6. r,. 62.

Tiit'jf flndinjj r.upuort. ra," b'^lie£

that the existing cornpellti/e Icassna

system; is anachronistic. wr-';teful and
must be replaced. The committee bill

•i-vould replace the KGS dctcrminrition

process with a neutral market based
test. This change will help to assure
that the Federal Government receives

mari-et value for its leases and will

streamline the admmi.'^tration ci the

leasing program.
An equally serious problem as.^'.oriat-

eci with the rurrcnt 1 'asinp systrr.i is

the potential for fraud and abu:ie

with n the noncompetitive syslc'.i,

p.-TiK iilarly v;ithi;i the simultaneous
filiii':- (simo)— for 'oitery system. In

1980. evidence of n^ulliplc fllini^s by
sin-jlf applicants ii; the lottery led tc a
3 mouth hiatus iw the program and u
medial rule chances. Giiortly thereaf-
ter liiing service;; for the lottery began
to j-pri':;; up In larfjc numbers. These
servicis recruit clients and then, for a

fee, file lotte.y coplications in their

names. These service.} commonly mis-

represent the value of the tracts to be
offered for !ea.<e and the filer's

changes of v.inninr a tract. A number
of lilinu' services chari^e service fees

greatly ir-. execs:, of a^-lual filint; fees.

Soi.ie even claim to "nuarantce" their

cli'Tts will be winners.

At one lime tlicrc werv.- over 500

filini; services operating in this coun-

try and .Slate and Federal officials cs-

limale that the public has been de-

frauded of between $200 and $300 mil-

lion each year by the.se companies. At

pre.':ent. 44 filing .';crvircs operate na-

tionwide. This drastic reduction Is du-?

in p^rt to the increase in the filing fee

to $75 arc', the required prepayment oi

the first yeai-'s rental payment of *l

per acre. The reduction also lef.ecLs

the Increased investigative efforts of

State governments, the Depr.rtmenti
of Justice and the Federal Trade Com-
mission to halt fraudulent activiiif.s.

Nevertheless, the unscrupulous are

Ingenious and indefatigable and ether

types of fraudulent activities have
been introduced Into the systo-.i. One
example involves the so-called '•'^C acre

merchants" who break up 'ei-ses.

which arc typically over l.OCO c-.cres in

size, into 40 acre parcels and sell them
to the unsuspecting public. Another
fraud involves misrepresentalicn of

the value of lands which v;e-e leased

noncompetitively—for example tracts

in Alaska with no knovm potential for

oil and gas were sold as "vaiuafcle oi";

lands within sight of the TranE-Alaskf.

pipeline."

My bill enhances the GDver; vent's

authority to combat fraudulen*. prac-
tices and provides the Secretary of the

interior with the authority to disap-

prove lease assignments of leir^ tha.1

640 acres. The requirement tliat all

lands be subject to a competitive test

before being offered noncomp?titive)y
should also reduce the lottery's "tti ac-

tion for speculators because lanrl^

available in the lottery v.'ould be pre-
sumed to be v.'orth less than 220 r.n

acre.
DACKCnOUNU AND EUMTIAiT- OT LrCISl.MION

For several years I have introduced

legislation to establish an all coinocf  

tive leasinc system for onsho.-e oil and

gas resources on Federal lanri3. I have

championed the all-comnetitive ap-

proach here in the Senate for the past
7 years and I would still prefer to see

an ali-competitlve system.. HO'vever. in

the hope;; of achieving a coa'^ensus re-

garding lef.sinn rciorra ! introduced S.

2433 in May oi last year. 11 Is this 'eg-

islation, v.'ith a few mc^ificaticr..^,

which the Energy Commiitc:' consid-

ered and reported to the Svnate by a

vote of 15 to 2. /iter further modif ca-

tion, the legislation passed the Senate
at the end of the 9Pth Cc!i"re.>n, t''.:

failed to be considered by the lior^.: o.'

Representatives. The bill 1 v:n int'3-

ducing tod'.y li slmi'^r tc the r.ov.irr-.^-

tee-repoited version of S. '2'/o'C, .vit'i a

few lechnic.Tl mod fications ":'.[\c Ic.is-

lation creates a tv;o liere-;'. sy^-.tem for

onshore oil and gas leasing v.liich cai
be summarized as followi;'

All Federal lands subject to oil and
gas leading would be offered first for

competitive bidd'ng.
A minimum hid cf f.20 per ac-e

wou'd be required in the competitive
tier. Parcels receiving at least one bid

of $20 or higher would be leased to the

highest bidder.
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Parcels receiving no bida or bids
below the minimum would then be
available for leasing In the second -
noncompetitive—tier for 1 year.

If these parce'5 are not leased within
the year, they a(?aln become available
only under the comp2titive system.
The royalty pa>^nent under this pro-

posal would b3 fixed at 12'/i percent,
ether lease terms, such as rentr,l rates
and the length of the lease remain as
in existing law. The maximum !ear>e

size would be 2,550 acres, except in
Alaska.
The primary virtue of this legisla-

tion, in my view, is that it elLniinates
the use of known geologic stmctures
CKGS] a;; the determuiant of eligibil-

ity for competitive leasinp r.nd substi-
tutes a market based price ter.t. The
lottery system— for lands which have
been lea:;?d previously—and the over-
the-counter system—for lands which
have never been lea.^ed—n.re presen'ed
for those parcels \;hir'^ the market
i-!as deterrijined to be vc; ih *ess th'in
$20 en acre. The Grvemment's i,u-

thority to combe t fnuiulent ::ractices

involvin,, the onshore oil and pas leas-

ing system would be '-ntianceJ under
the com.:i!ttec bill.

The 3ejretary could have new au-
thority tc disiipi-.-iCvc lease ai.'^jn-
ments of less tha.i 040 acres in order
to prevent '4'' acr^ merchants' frc;n

ma-.kct;r;r,' sm-Ml ;..;.r:s of ler.ses to the
unsus»jci ting pu'i'jc.

Specivie auLhoriiy 'o combat iraur',

inducing nvi! and cn.ninal peiisiiies,
Is provided for regulatory and enforce-
ment, asencies.
The Congre.ssional Budset Off i( e es-

timated last year that passage of this
legislation would Increase gross Feder-
al receipts irom bonus bids by approxi-
mately $50 million in fiscal year 1987
and by about $100 millicn per year
over the fiscal years 198fi thrcu'^h
1091. Net receipts to the Government
uould be $15 million for 1987 and 530
rrillion. because half of the receipts r;o
to the States and receipts for filing
fees for noncompetitive leases would
be slightly reduced.
Mr. President, this legislation does

not provide all I would wish for in a
lea.<.i;ig sy.siem for our Federal oil and
gas re.<;our(Ts. It is less than half a loaf
fo! me But I think it is a v.orkable bill

and a fn.ir compromise bet7;een diverse
interests. I urge the Senate to adopt
this legislation ard look forward lo
working: uiih our collcague.'j In the
Kousc on this imponant issue. I hoye
t.ia'. the lOOth Congress will finally
enact -.he ler.sinc rcZoiTn lerLslation
v.hirh v'c pave needed for so long.

I ask jnanimous conssnt that a copy
of the oil! and a rcctlrn-by-scctlcn
analysis be printed ri the Recohd i:n-

mediatelv after my Staterient.

There bei.-.g no objection the materi-
al was ordered to be printed In the
Record, as follows:

S. 66

Be it enacted bv the Senate and Holsc of
Rrproientatives of the UnitM i\'a(. s of
America in Congress assembled, Tlia.v thL'i

Act may be cited as the •'Fedorti Onshoru
Competitive Oil and Gas Leasing Act cf
1987."

Sec. 2.(a) Section 17(b)(1) of the Ac: of

February 25, 1920. (30 U.S.C. 223(b)i:)). Ic

amended to read as fellows:

"(b)(1) All lands to be leased which arc
not cubject to leiLslnp under pcrf.;7iaph '2)
of this subsection shall be leaf/^ ns provici-
ed In thl2 orj-asraph to Ih3 hlijhvst tesixn-
sible Qualified bidder by competlf've b'CL'Uy;
under general regulatloi-u; in units of not
more than two thousand live nundied and
Bixty acres. e]:eept in Alaska, vhcrc uiu-s
shall be not more than five thom,--.nd one
hundred and twenty acres, whlcn shtll b-.' aa
neaiiy compact as possible. Lease saijs s'laJI

be conduc'-ed by oinJ bidding. Least sales
shall bs held for cncii State, '.herj npp.o-
prlatc, not ie,''.s V.vj.n quarterly, r.nd ;''.orc

frequently If the Gecret-j.rj' d..'tjnr. .-.1:5 .' .:\\

sales are necessary. A lease shrill t^ conc.i-

tioned upon the payment of a rcyrlty of

12.5 per c->ntum In amount or valu3 of Irp
production removed or sold fron; the \cvse.
The Secretrry shall fstablish by rcTUIitioi
a minlmu.n acceptable price which shni; tj
the SL'i-ne for ail Icrjisz and v;hich Is at lersi
£20 per acre. The minimum acce.'iu.bie pr.c;
rhail be e.':ta"jlijheci v;ithOL't cvoluat:or of
he lancJs prcposst! for leer.-. The :'iec!e',. y

shall -cZi-'-Tt tlio hls'iest ovi fron a rc-sj; 3r.si-

b!e qutlU'iiO. 'ic'der which u '.T—.l Ic cr
^rcGler thrji the minirnu.T. r.r.'jp'i^'.'i ^ric .-.

Al! bid.-- fo
 

ipss tean the nilnU.iu;n icvjpla-
ble price shall be- rejected. Ixir.rs I'.r v.-r.ic'i

no bids r.re received or ;or whlcli th-i higli-
e.-t bid L-, Irss tlian the minimum acc-.rtn:)!';

price shall become available lor lerjinr
under subjection (c) o' this section io.- a
perlcd set by the Secretary not to ey.c-ti
one year after the lease sale".

(b) The first sentence of .ectio.i l'.;c) of
the Act of February 25, iC20 (30 T .";.
226(c'i) ir> amended to read as fcilovs: '(li If

the lands to be leasee; are not leased ur.de r

subsection (bxi) ol this section or are net
subject to comiKtitive leasing undc sutsec-
lion (b)(2) of this section. V.ii person first

making application for the Icasa who is

qualified to hold a k;'.se under this Act shall
be entitled to a lec^ie oi such lands without
competitive bidding.".

(c) Section 17(c) of the Act of Fchrfary
25. 1920 (30 use. 2Z6(c)l. :.s pr.-.-nci-d hy
f.ddlnR a paragraph ti) r.-ad i_s foilo.•;.,:

"(c)(2)(A) U-inds (i) whicl'. -vir; po:.l-.>d fcr
sale under subsection ;b)(l) of f,*j sctioa
but fur which no bids v.-cr:' received cr fcr
wh:cn the highest bid was le.ss "'. an "he
minimum acceptable ;>rlre ctobiistn.-L: l:y
the Secretrry and (11) lor which, at '..lie crd
of th3 porloa establlshi;'d bv rh;- S:rotarj
under subsection (b)(1) of hLs section no
le-'se has been Issued ar.d no lease apnlirr.-
tion is pending untJcr r ia,>!r.''[h C ! o: tl is

.'ut^siction. shall be rvri'?.ble ii r Ira-'n;.

only in atcorc!r.;"cc Willi sutciKrtion (fc'(.) cl

this section.

"'D) Tiic land In any 'cri..? whi -n is Issuel
under parr.caph (1) o; Ih'i; subsect.or uf
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undsr suOseciion (b)(1) oJ midsection wl' cl'

lease terminates, expires. Is canceled or Is

relingulched shall again be available for
l*a.-,)nG only !n accordance with sutsection
(b)(1) of thic section.".

(d) The third sentence of section 17(d) of
the Act of February 2j, ICSO (30 U.S.C.
220(d)). Is amended ol 'oad tm foUov/s: "A
minimum royalty of no:. Icsa than $1 per
acr£ in lieu of rental thuW ba pr^yr.ble at the
expiration of each lease yetj- bcginniiis on
or after c discovery of oi! r_id gas In paylns
quantities in the Ian:?s Icasf d.".

See. 3. The third sentence ol section 3C(a)
of the Act oi Pebruriry 25, 1020 (30 U.S.C.
187(a)) Is amended to road as fc'lows: "The
Secretary shall disapprove the assignment
or subka£s oni for lack i-.f c;i:8li;icaUcn ol
the assignee or sub'.easec or fDi- lack o» suffi-
cient bonrls: Provided, tiowet>er, That the
Secretary may, in his discretion, disapprove
an assignment ( i ) of a separate zone of de-

posit under any lease, (2) of a part of a legal
subdivision, or (3) of laa than cix hundred
and forty acrea outside Alaska cr of less
than two thousand five hundred and sixty
acres within Alaska, unless the assienmeiit
constlt-ules the entire lecre cr Ic demon-
slratci to further the d. velopment cf oil

and (jab. Requests for approval of Cisisn
mini fir sublease shall be processed prompt
ly by the Secretary.".
Sec. -1. The first sentence of section .Tlcb:

of ihc Act of Februaiy 2o. 1020 (30 U.S.C
183(b)) is amended to lead as foUov.-s:

"(b) Any lease Issued after Aucust 21.
1935. under the provi:>ions of section 17 of
thi.'; Act shrill be subject to cancellation by
the Seerelnry of tiv: Interior after thirty
days' notice upon Lhe failure cf the lessee to
comply v.Uh Lny cf tl^c ur?vislons of the
.".ise. unl:'ss or iiniil ihe l.'C.~ehold cc.ntams
a v/ell eap.-ible of pro'.iutiit;u of r,ii or gas in

payint,' qunntitic.-, or the Ic ::^ Is commit led
to an approved conpe-nJ.vc or u itil pi.in or
comrnunitiyatlon Ui,'rierr.r:,t, under r.cct'on

n(J) cf this Act whitli c;-.ntains a v/oll c.ir'a-

ble of produc'iion of uni;i.:cd substar.cej !n

paying Ciu^nlilies.".

Sec. 5. Section 1008 of the AIri.-!:a Natlcnr'.l

Tntcrrst Lands Conceivr.tio.i A '. (16 U.S.C.
3148) Is amended as follcw.;-

(1) Subsections (c) and (e) (?S U.S.C. 31*3
(c) end (c)) are dcJef ' In t\>^A- entirety.

{?.) The u-cond ."(-,-:•. 'nee o( :::;/•... lOi)C(d)

d": U.3.C. 314C(d)) la fielete-l.

(3) Subs.rtlo.".r, (d> and (f) thrci'gh (I) (10

U.S.C. il4 J (d) and (f) thif.u;!h '•)) i^rc re-

numhend suDsectiros (c) throu3h (c) le-

specliv?!;-.

Sec 6 (a) Notwlth^landlng any other pro-
vision of thi.n Act and except as provided In

parasnph (d) of IM.-; rectlon, all nonoom-
petillv • oil and caa lc-,iss c.pphcallona filed

our.'.u-^nt to rcculaliono fiovcrnins the sl-

I'lulUirj.-ot'.'i oil mid (jas lurjiinc .-.vst-in (4J

CtLl subpart 3112) and pendiiiB on the date
of en.ictni'-ru ol this A':l .•:':ul! be prccc.;5ed.
r.r.'J Icxsi'.-, shall be Issued under the pruvi-
fions of the Act oi Fcbri -.t.y as, )020 (30

U.S.C. IIU :' ceg.). us in effect before us
ai.ienilmtnt by thi-. Act, except v;he'e the
Uour.nee of any such 1' ;'.se would not be
lav.fu; under .,uch provisions of othtr rppli-

cable lo.v. II the date of enactment of this

Ac. •. xui^ durinp; a r.imultaneous 'iliug

pei ioc! prescribed by the rc(.ulations o; i:ie

U varvment of the Interior, ell application:,

iilcd (.UTxnti that period shall be i.on idcrco

liltd prior Lo the date of enc.ctmcrt.

(0) Not .i;:tan'lin;f any other provUlon
of this Act and esce pt. as provided In para-
graph (d) of this section, all noncompetitive
oil and gas le^e offers filed pursuant to reg-
ulations governing the over-the-ccunter
leasing system (43 CFR subpart 3111) prior
to January 1, 1987, shall be proposed, and
lease*; shall be Issued under the Act of Fet-
ruary 25, 1920 (30 U-S.C. 181 et ceq.). as In

effect before Its amendment by thU Act,

except where the issuance of Lny such lease
v.ould not be lavrful under such provision?
or other applicable law. If the Sec.-etc.-y

posts tracts for competitive sale contalrriniT
lands In on over-the-counter noncorr.peativi-
leasa offer filed between January 1, ICC 7,

and the date cf enactment of this Act, ojid

If any such trtxts do not receive bids ideate
than or equal to the minimum accept'-ble

price established by the Secret£j-y at th'^

sale, the Secretary shall reinsLaio the non-
competitive lease offers for the.e tre.cL3 aru.

shall Is.'^ue leases in accordance with tect:o!.

17(c) of the Act of February ?.b. 19.^) (30

U.S.C. 226(c)).

(c) Notwithstanding rjiy othe: prevision
of this Act, all ccmpetitive oil and uas Inz'ie

bids filed purcuant to applicable resTiL-.tiinr

(43 CFR subpart 3120) pending on the dat:-

of enactment of this Act shall be pre •is-.ed,

the high bid for each tr^ct shall be accrpted
without further evaJuaticn of the vrJut of

the truct, and leases shiU be Issued un'-!e-

the Act of February 20, 1920 i30 D.6.C. 131

et seg.). liS in ctfeet beforr Its amend:nrnf by
this Act, except where the Issuance of any
sucii lease v-'ould not be lar.fu! under si-ch

provisioiis or other .ipplicabie Ilw.

(d) No competitive lease applicnticris o;-

offers pendin.'. on the date of c:'.actmr:it of
this Act for lands within the Ghawnee >."a-

tional Forest, Illinois; the Guarhita N,it!on-

a! Forest, /.rkiiisrj; F'ort Chaf'ee, Ai'<ansas;
or Eglin "iir force Base, Florida. r,]\r>\s be
processed until thor-e l:ind.<; £:e ported for

competitive bidding in acrorda'iee v.'ilii t?r-

t'on 2 of lliis Act. If cjiy such trect re 'eives

no b'.d from a responsible qurJificd t;iidtr

then the noncompetitive >ipplicatiorL; er

offers pendm? for such ii tract shall be rein-

stated r.nci nonccmpelltivc leases isju:Ki

under the Act of February 20, 1520 (,<0

U.S.C. 101 et. rcQ.), as In effeet before it".

rjncndn.ent b" this Act, except ^here the
L^ruance of tny such lease v.culd net t;
lawful under suet- provisions or othei' aopii-
cable lav. If co:t. 5etit:vr. le;^%s ^r.- is-SLfd

for any such tr:>xl. th.e:; tlie ;:end nr non-
competitive application cr offer rii.'Ul oc re-

jected.
Sra:. 7(a) Except an provitled in section

'
ef

this Act. all oil arr) f^as lci;3ln!! puiSL'-jiL o
the Act of Fet.T.ary ?5, 1920 (30 U 3.C. '.oi

cl seq.), after the date of er^ctmo-t of l.i.;

Act shall be conducted in r.ccorda-'ce ..It.i

the provisions of t;iJs Ar.t.

(b) Tlie Secrcta.y shrll Lssuc fin:.: reii'l.i-

tloris within one hundred ;nd eir;h'y d;.: s

aftcf the date of Lriwtiv.Lnt of thu A -t. Tic
rpKTilations shr.li be effective \vhe;i pub-
luhcr.; In the i-'erlerel r...^gt'jt«r.

(c)(1) Prior to isruinc ieg\:lr.t:aiu. r:,ile-

mmt'.r-; this Act. the Secretary sh. 1' hold
at kn'jl one eompelilive u ajc rale pursuant
to .Jectloa 2 of thir Act. S.-le pr::CLaur^
shall be estr.bllshecl ir. t'.iL: nr.tice cf ?-ic.

Thi") sale .'=h:ill inclu e tr'-xts v.'h.ch. btu 1it

t'l'. c.ioctmer't of this Act, Aoild lia-.c .)i v.:

po..Led fur the flhin. oi •,lrnul'i-ieoiis cil :...d
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BM It'jise appii..aUons p'orsuvxit ij Bppllcable
regulalcms (IS CPR subpart 3112). The Sec-

ret*ry may also Include In the sale tracts

which would otherwise have been postecJ for

competitive aale pursuant to applicable rei-

ulatlon3 (43 CFH subpart 3120) and trccU
which rjceivod over-the-counter noncom-
petitive cil and Baa lease offers piii^oiant to

applicable '•egulationa (43 CFR cubp.irt
3111) between January 1. 1987, and the date
of enactment of this Act. The Secretary
may hold additional sales If he considers it

necessary prior to the Issuance of final rcfru-

latlons pursuant to subsection (b) of this

section.

(2) If tiTicts uhlch would, but for the en-

actment 01 this Act, have been posted for

filing of siinuitaneous applications do not
receive bi.L of greater than or ecjual to the
minimum pj-ccptable price cstablkhcd by
the Secretary at a competitive sale held
under this i,';ction. they shall sutjsequcnf'.y
be posted f'.ir t'le filing of simulteneoiis ap-
plications provided the Secretary has not
rel iMued regulations under subsection (b)
cf this secl.on.

(3) If MO compctit!v2 or noncompetitive
leares arc Issued for lends posted for sale ao

provided In pair.sraph (c) of tht section,
the Secretary shall lease such tracts In ac-

cordance with the reei^lalions Issued pu.-au-
ant to paragraph (b) cf this section.

Sec. 8. The Act of February 25, 1920 (30
D.S.C. 181 et scQ.) b amended by adding at
the end thereof the foUowlng new section:
"Sec. 43. Actlo:i:; trJsen by the Secretary

of the Interior to develop regulatlon.T and
procedures for a competitive oil and gas
leasing program or to hold particular lease
sales shall not be subject to the requiie-
ments of section 102(2)(C) of the j::itloi;al

Environmental Policy Act of 1060. S<c f)t iij

othi'rwise provided In this .section, nolhUig
in this Act shall be considered as alfcr-tint;
the application of .scct-cn 102 of the Nation-
al Environmental Policy Act oi 1369."
Sec 0. The Act of February ?.'>, .1C20 (?,0

U.S.C. lei et ;>?(?.) Is rpiendeJ by InKcrtinR
after ctclior: '.C the inUa.ving new secl'vr.;

""EC. 41(a) Any p^-non shal! l:o liable
under the stLndards set forth in .-.ubr.ecticns

(c) and (d) of tlii:; section if that perrcn .tiis-

ri-present3 to the public by any mcanr of
communication the fo!lov/inc:

"(1) The va!ue or pott-niial v„lue at ar.y
lea^c or portion ther of Issued aucer ' iis

Act.

"(2) the value or potential value of any
lease or portion thereof to be Issued by tills

Act:
'(3) the vaJu; or potential value of any

lOuTl availabli- for lea^inc i.ndei- thb Act;
"(1) the availability cf any land for IcaiJiig

under thn Art;
"(5) the ability of the pe;son to obtain

lca.sps under this Act or, hi.; or h;.- own
beh.T.1! or ru behalf of any other peraon; or
"(C) the proviiiotu cf this Act and its Im-

plemsntins r'-uulatlons.

"(b) Ai;y person ?;ho organizes, or partici-

pates in. any cchene, arrangement, plan, or
a ;reement to circumvent the provisions of
this Act or Its Imr.lor.-'.entijig reffulatioiia
shall be Iiabl' under thj provisions of 'whls

section.

•(c) Ti-2 < 'orrey General shrAl Instltut-!

acalncl uiy person who, given the ncturc of

the intcndsd recipient <f thi commuiiica-
llnn knpv; nr chnnlri hnup IrnAtt-n hc> nr f.h*

, vioiE'.>.n« Buosecuoa (») or (b) or this

section, a civil action, in lt)« dUtxIct court of
the UniUd SUtes Icr t^ Judicial dlstrtcl kc

which the defendant residts or in wlilch the
violation occurred or In which the lease or
land involved is located, for a temporary re-

strolniniT order, injunction, civil pciir'J'.y of
not more than SIOO.OOO for each violaton.
or other appropriate remedy, including but
not limited to, a prohibition from participat
ing in exploration, leasing, or development
of any federal mineral, or both.

(d) Any person who luiowincly aj;1 will-

fully violates the provisions of tliis secticr.

shall, upon conviction, be punish -d by a fine
of not more than $500,000 fcr each .'Clatior.

or by imprir,onment for not mure than f;ve

years, or both.
"(c)(1) Whenever a corporation or other

entity is subject to civil or cnminiJ ac; inn
under this section, any officer. er.ip!o;i. j, or
cgent of such corporp.tion or cntilv '- -o au-

thorized, ordered, or carried cut l ic r-ro-

scribed activity shall be subject to the sams
action.

"(2) Whenever any officer. er.iploy;c. or

agent of a corporation or other entity is sub-

ject to civil or criminal action unc-.-r ^his

.".ection for activity conducted on be!..iif ci
 the corporation or other entity, the corpc?.-
tlon or other entity shaM be subject tc lUc
same action.

"(f) The remedies, penalties, fines, ?Jid :.-n-

prisonment prescribed In this section shall

be concurrent and cumulative and the exer-

cise of one shall not preclude the exerci.se of

the others. F^irther. the remedies, pencities.

fines, and Imprisonment prescrib.xl In this

section .shall be in addition to any other

rcmedicr,. penaiticc. fines and impr;sc.imep.t
afforded by any other lav.' or rcgul.ition.

"(K)(l) A Etate may commence ?. '-iv''

action undsr siibscclicn (c) oi this .sec" op

r.LTainst any per.son conducting ridr.ity

within the state in violr.tion of this sec> o.i,

Civil acliori!. brought by a stptc siiail onli

I

be brouKhl ii; the United Stan's oi.str'.cl

court for the jurtici.i'. district in v.hicii i:.-:

defendant iosicics or in which the violatio.i

occurred or in v/hith the lea.": ov Irnd i'^-

I

voivcd Is locatio. Tiie district court s'..^ 1

have Ju.isdictlon, v/ithoui. ri'j;„.-d to ti.'

amount In controversy or iht^ cit'.z.:..shi,- c'

the partic.i, to order apprct-rlr^t;- r;ri.eui s

an(j i-^nalticG a^ descried in su'uctclion ic,

ol t'.ii,^ stx'lion.

"(2) Tlii.-; Siate shall notify the .'..tji.iey

General of the United Stit.s cf any c.vii

.'xtion filed b" thi State undn- thi.; subsec-

tion within thirty days of f!iin~ cf th-.-

action.

"(3) Any ctvij penal'Je; recover.°cJ by -.

slate under th'.. subsccticn .shall b'- relaii.-.'ii

by the jtate and may be exp'-nc'ed in sue I',

manner ant. for such purro:,c.- as Ih,' ;t.\l

dee;.!.'; approDiinte. Ii a civil action i' lij.i'.l!)

brout^ht by tn«. i.lU>cn'"> Genera. ..: a

state, by nio.o ilian one state or o; ilie .Ai.

lorney Giri?ral and mure llu n oiv statn.

any civil penali.es r.-covered aj a resu't •:;

the joint action shall ire shared by Tie c^.r

ties bringins the action In rvccordanr? with a

wruten aLTeenicnl entered into prior ;o tiie

filing oi the action.

"(4) Nothing In this sTiion .'hall ci'i-rne &

state of Jurisdiction to cnforfe its c .n .-Ivii

and criminal laws against r.ny person wh:.

may &\r.o \u- subject to civil and cr: ninai

action under this section".

Sr.c. 0. Sectio.n 35 ol the A.l of I-Vtrup.ry
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

HEARING ON S. 1388 and S. 66

June 30, 1987

STATEMENT BY

Senator J. Bennett Johnston

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for holding these hearings

today on this important issue. Given the current world-wide

energy situation, it is more important than ever to ensure a

steady supply of oil and gas from the most secure source possible

- our own lands. Unfortunately, the federal onshore oil and gas

leasing program has suffered recently from allegations of fraud

and abuse which have undermined the program's effectiveness.

Both the lottery system and the method of designating known

geological structures have been called into question. The

current system has allowed, on the one hand, instances of leasing

of valuable oil and gas lands noncompeti t ively for far below an

equitable return to the taxpayer, and on the other hand, recent

KGS designations so large that the geologic basis for the

designation is highly questionable. These are problems that need

to be addressed before the public and the industry can have full

confidence in the program.

Last year the full Committee and the Senate passed

legislation, sponsored by Senator Bumpers, dealing with this

issue. 3ct :f tne ci-ls oefore tne SjbcoT.m: - tee toce'.- also
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address the problems in the program. This is an issue that needs

to be resolved in a manner that restores the public's faith in

the system and provides for a balanced, reliable leasing program

for oil and gas development. I want to thank Senator Melcher and

Senator Bumpers for all the time and attention they have devoted

to searching for the solutions to these problems.
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Senator Melcher. Senator Nickles?

Senator Nickles. I will pass.
Senator Melcher. Senator Bradley?

STATEMENT OF HON. BILL BRADLEY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Senator Bradley. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think

that this is an issue that Senator Bumpers has talked about and

fought for for a number of years, and gotten the interest of a

number of other Senators and their attention.

My particular interest in this bill is what will be the minimum
bid, and there is a difference between S. 1388 and S. 66, about a

difference between $1 and $20. I would be very interested to hear
the arguments as to why one as opposed to the other.

I also want to make sure that we have done everything we can to

avoid any potential fraudulent circumstance. Those would be my
two concerns in looking at the bill.

Senator Melcher. Senator Hecht?
Senator Hecht. Nothing.
Senator Melcher. Senator Bingaman.
Senator Bingaman. I have a short statement that I will put in

the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Bingaman follows:]
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statement of Senator Jeff Bingaman
On-Shore Oil and Gas Leasing
June 30, 1987

I thank the Chairman for holding this hearing to receive
testimony on legislation to reform the Mineral Lands Leasing
Act of 1920.

I hope we can enact legislation that will restore
integrity to the leasing system and allow us to move forward
with oil and gas exploration.

The oil and gas industry is facing difficult times and I

want to ensure that whatever action we take does not
adversely impact efforts to revitalize the industry.

According to recent figures, only 763 drilling rigs are
currently operating in the U.S. In comparable terms there
are less rotary rigs active now than the World War II low of
805. The monthly seismic crews current, with only 166 crews
working in May 1987, is at its lowest level since 1970. 1986
exploration and development out-lays are estimated to have
been one-half of the 1985 level of $30 billion. Oil imports
are nearly, MO percent of total U.S. consumption, threatening
our energy security.

In New Mexico, revenues generated by the industry showed
a 25 percent drop in 1986. The total value of New Mexico's
oil and gas activity has dropped 46 percent in the past year.
Employment by the industry dropped from a low of 13,200 in
1985 to 9,000 in October of 1986. The average rig count in
the State is well below last years average of 71.

Potential reform of the leasing act is an important
issue to many of my constituents in New Mexico. I strongly
support reform that will encourage new oil and gas
development, ensure a fair return to the public, and which
can be administered at a reasonable cost.

The current system has not proven effective in meeting
the above goals. I hope the Congress is able to bring about
effective reform. I look forward to the testimony of today's
witnesses.
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Senator Melcher. Our first witness will be the administration

position as presented by Bob Burford, Director of the Bureau of

Land Management.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. BURFORD. DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
LAND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr. Burford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Melcher. You may summarize your statement, Bob. The

entire statement will be made part of the record,

Mr. Burford. Yes, if I could request that it be entered in the

record. I am suffering from a slight disability of my throat, which

may be to the benefit of the committee, because I will not be able

to read the entire statement.

I would like to comment, or perhaps second your comments on

oil and gas exploration being deeply depressed. That is especially

true in the lands in the West, where most of the Federal acreages
lie.

You can pick up any newspaper in the West and find drilling

rigs for sale at 10 cents on the dollar, and human interest stories

about oil and gas companies going out of business, loss of jobs in

many of the Western towns. It is generally a depressed area. It is

with this in mind that any changes in the Mineral Leasing Act

should be considered.

I am addressing S. 66 first, since it was the first bill introduced.

It would subject all onshore Federal lands, including those in

Alaska, to competitive leasing for oil and gas.

Following the availability for competitive bidding, the lands

which do not receive a bonus bid at or above the per-acre level

would become available for non-competitive leasing.
It would set the royalty rate at a flat 12.5 percent. It would give

the Secretary of the Interior the discretion to disapprove assign-
ments where the acreage involved is less than 640 acres outside of

Alaska or 2,560 acres within the State of Alaska.
This is meant to put a stop to the so-called 40 acre merchants

who lease sometimes over the counter areas within either Alaska
or the lower 48, and then break them up into 40 acre tracts and
sell them to unsuspecting people throughout the United States for

$500 to $1,000 per acre, when anyone in the know knows that there

is no chance of getting production off of those.

It would establish civil and criminal penalties for misrepresenta-
tions to the public concerning oil and gas leasing.
We think that the goals of a forward-thinking leasing program

are met by S. 66. The bill encourages exploration and development,
ensures an adequate return to the public, and can be administered
at low cost.

Enactment of this bill would strengthen our domestic petroleum
capability by bringing stability and predictability to the Federal

onshore oil and gas leasing program.
Specific comments, on section 2, would direct the Secretary of

the Interior to lease all lands to the highest responsible qualified
bidder by oral bidding, as long as the highest bid equals or exceeds

a bid price set by the Secretary, which is at least $20 per acre.
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No tract evaluation shall be conducted in establishing a mini-

mum price. We presume that this provision, taken with the sen-

tence in section 2 of the bill, directing the Secretary to accept the

highest bid from a responsible qualified bidder equal to or greater
than the minimum acceptable bid, means that no tract evaluation

would be conducted in order to accept the high bid. However, we
recommend that this point be clarified in the bill.

Section 2 provides a one year period within which a person could

apply for a lease on lands receiving no bids or bids below the per-
acre bid price. We believe that this should be amended to a three

year period because it would be a pretty strong administrative

burden to recycle those tracts on a yearly basis. We think that a

three year cycle will pick up the values which the bill is intended
to address.

I spoke briefly of the section 3, on the legal subdivisions, of less

than 640 acres or 2,560 acres in Alaska. So I will skip to section 6,

which will "grandfather" lease applications pending at the time S.

66 is enacted.
In addition to lease applications being grandfathered, we believe

that lands which are currently available for noncompetitive leasing
but which have attracted no leasing interest should remain avail-

able for leasing under section 17(c) until January 1, 1991.

If land is managed by another agency, such as the Forest Serv-

ice, BLM refers previously leased land to that agency for review
before posting it for simultaneous filings. We would exclude land

which has been referred but received no response.
This will avoid the possibility that there is no pending applica-

tion on lands with leasing interest only because they are under
review by a surface management agency other than the BLM.

Section 7 would require issuance of regulations within 180-days

of enactment of the bill. We believe that that 180 day requirement
will be very difficult to meet and suggest the bill be amended to

make that 270 days.
Section 9 establishes civil and criminal penalties for misrepresen-

tation of the public concerning oil and gas leasing. We understand
the Department of Justice has some concerns that subsection (c)

will limit prosecutorial discretion, and we leave it up to the Justice

Department to work with you on that.

I think that there is a section 9 which is probably misnumbered
as a technical matter. The section should be renumbered at this

point, with each section renumbered one number higher. The
second section should be deleted.

S. 66 would not allow any payments to the states under section

35 of the Mineral Leasing Act to be reduced by any administrative
or other costs incurred by the United States.

As most of you know, this is an administration priority, and the
bill reducing those costs or taking those costs out of the lease has
been introduced at the request of the administration. I do not have

high hopes for its passage. But nevertheless, it has been intro-

duced.
Section 10 requires an annual report. We believe that this is un-

necessary because we do not think that gives us the time to pre-

pare a quality report. We would like to suggest one report within
three years of enactment.
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We think that one other thing should be added to this bill, which
is a provision relating to interest in lands which will vest in the
Federal government at some future time.
There is no one in this room, or very few an5rway, who can re-

member back to the 1930s when the Bankhead-Jones Act took
effect. And in that act, there were reservations of mineral rights to

the people who owned that land, a 50-year reservation in most
cases.

Those minerals are now vesting back into the United States gov-
ernment. Because centralized records were not kept of these con-

veyances, we do not know how many of the lands contain the
future Federal mineral interest.

We do know that there are cases where the current owners of
these interests have leased them to third parties, and in some cases
these third parties are having to bid to retain rights, which they
already had obtained from the former owners. They have built

wells and recovery mechanisms. We believe it only fair that they
be allowed to retain those.

S. 1388 is similar to S. 66 in several respects. It includes the pro-
visions for criminal and civil penalties for persons and/or corpora-
tions who misrepresent values of lease or lands or the ability to

obtain leases.

It gives the Secretary the authority to disapprove assignments or
subleases and provides that section 102(2)(c) of NEPA shall not

apply to actions taken by the Secretary to develop an oil and gas
leasing program or to hold individual oil and gas lease sales.

Section 2(a) of S. 1388 would amend section 17(b)(1) of the Miner-
al Leasing Act to provide that all lands, except those available for

over-the-counter (OTC) leasing on the date of enactment, shall be
leased by competitive bidding.
This provision differs from S. 66 in that it provides for exemption

from competitive leasing for an unlimited period of time for all

lands which at the time of enactment are available for over-the-
counter leasing. Correspondingly, there is no provision to exempt
for a period of time a lease already exposed to competition.
The exemption from competition of current OTC lands and lands

which fail to receive bids of $1 per acre until they are once again
leased non-competitively may create problems for this system in
the future, such as the present SIMO system.
At the present time, more than half of the current SIMO lands

do not receive a single application. As lands become more valuable,
as the price of oil works its way up, there may be some of these
lands that will receive more than one bid, and we will need to in-

stitute either a lottery, as at present, under this bill, or some
method of determining whose bid should be acepted. We prefer the

approach reflected in the provisions of S. 66.

S. 1388 says lands which receive either no bids or bids below the
dollar minimum shall be available for non-competitive leasing in-

definitely, rather than for a specified period of time.

Again, we prefer the provisions of S. 66, but feel that the period
of time should be set at three years. The low $1 minimum bid

likely will eliminate the need for a computerized simultaneous

leasing, although some instances will arise where selection among
OTC applicants will need to be made.
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This could result in a process which we expect will prove to be a

great administrative burden.
The $1 per acre minimum bid makes it very easy for less than

forthright individuals to obtain considerable amounts of land

cheaply. They can then advertise this land as competitively won
and assign 640-acre sections at $5 to $10 per acre without resorting
to any fraudulent claims or smaller acreages.

Their ability to obtain the land necessitates their beginning the

bidding at $1 and dropping out whenever anyone raises their bid.

Since many lands do not now warrant $1 per acre as evidenced

by the large number of SIMO tracts receiving no applications, they
should have little trouble amassing a sufficient land base to under-

take such a venture, one which should not trigger the fraud or 40-

acre merchant provisions of the bill.

We have some technical concerns with S. 1388, but believe these

can all be corrected. Those are detailed in the remainder of this

statement. Since they are technical, I would like to draw this state-

ment to a close and ask for any questions. Thank you, Senator.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Burford follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. BURFORD, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT,
DEPAATMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON MINERAL RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES, UNITED
STATES SENATE ON S. 66, A BILL "TO PROVIDE FOR COMPETITIVE LEASING FOR ONSHORE
OIL AND GAS" AND S. 1388, A BILL "TO AMEND THE ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920, TO
REFORM FEDERAL ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING PROCEDURES".

I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today to discuss S. 66 and S.

1388, bills that would amead provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920

dealing with the leasing of onshore Federal lands for oil and gas.

Before I discuss the bills being considered today, I will comment briefly on

the state of the oil and gas industry in the United States today.

Oil and gas exploration Is deeply depressed, and any changes to the Mineral

Leasing Act must be weighed against potential adverse impacts on the

industry. According to a recent Hughes Tool Company report only 763 drilling

rigs are currently active. In comparative terms, there are leas rotary rigs

active now than the World War II low of 805. The monthly seismic crew count,

with only 166 crews working In May 1987, is at its lowest level since 1970.

Further, 1986 exploration and development outlays are estimated to have been

one-half of the 1985 level of t30 billion. It is estimated that in 1986 only

39,400 wells were drilled. Finally, one need only pick up the Denver Post or

other western newspapers to read distressing human Interest stories of oil and

gas companies that have gone bankrupt or people who have lost their jobs.
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Not only ha8 the sharp decline In oil prices reduced domestic exploration, but

It Is also threatening energy security. Oil Imports averaged 5.9 million

barrels In the first quarter of 1987, up 31 percent from the comparable period

in 1985. Our reliance on foreign oil Imports rose to 37 percent In mid-May of

1987 from 27 percent In 1985.

In light of this situation, the President issued a statement In June 1986

which emphasized his intent to maintain our national energy security and

ensure that the U.S. does not become unduly dependent upon unreliable sources

of oil. In his statement, the President directed the Secretary of the

Interior to allow economically marginal Federal oil and gas leases to suspend

production requirements if the wells would otherwise be prematurely

abandoned. This followed a similar action taken by the Secretary on April 17,

1986, for stripper wells — those wells producing 10 or less barrels of oil a

day. The suspensions allow lessees to keep their leases and to resume

production in the future. These and other actions being taken by the

Administration demonstrate our commitment to helping maintain a viable

domestic oil and gas Industry. In fact, since prices fell to $10 per barrel

in 1986 they have recovered to about $18 per barrel which may provide an

incentive for some increased domestic exploration.

Although over four million wells have already been drilled in the United

States, less than 2.5 percent of that number have been drilled on Federal

lands. Wells from Federal onshore oil and gas leases produce about 5 percent

of the Nation's oil and gas.

It is within this context that any changes to the Mineral Leasing Act must be

considered.
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It Is within this context that any changes to the Mineral Leasing Act must be

considered.

S. 66 would make four oajor changes In Federal onshore oil and gas leasing:

1) It would subject all onshore Federal lands (including those in

Alaska) to competitive leasing for oil and gas. However, following the

availability for competitive bidding, if lands do not receive a bonus bid at

or above the per-acre level set by the Secretary, those lands would become

available for noncompetitive leasing.

2) It would set the royalty rate at a flat 12-1/2 percent for all

leases.

3) It would give the Secretary of the Interior the discretion to

disapprove assignments where the acreage Involved is less than 640 acres

outside of Alaska or 2,560 acres within Alaska.

4) It would establish civil and criminal penalties for

misrepresentations to the public concerning oil and gas leasing.

The goals of a forward-thinking leasing program are met by S. 66. The bill

encourages exploration and development, ensures an adequate return to the

public, and can be administered at low cost. At a time when the future of the
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public, aad can be administered at low cost. At a time when the future of the

domestic oil and gas Industry Is uncertain, enactment of this bill would

strengthen our domestic petroleum capability by bringing stability and

predictability to the Federal onshore oil and gas leasing program.

We believe S. 66 represents a fair and workable solution to the problems

facing the Federal onshore oil and gas leasing program. A major Issue that we

face continually Is how to determine which lands should be leased

competitively and which should not. Tied in with this Is the Issue of the

Department's ability to perform Known Geologic Structure (KGS)

determinations. Those determinations will always be questioned no matter how

qualified our personnel are or the size of the budget dedicated to making

those determinations. We know of no better way of identifying which Federal

lands are of sufficient value to generate competition than going to the

marketplace. At the same time, we believe the basic purpose of noncompetitive

leasing — to encourage exploration at low cost — is still valid. We,

therefore, endorse the concept reflected in S. 66 of using a market-based

price test to establish when there shall be competitive and when

noncompetitive leasing.

In a leasing program in which all lands are subject to competition, the amount

of money which may be bid for a lease depends upon the potential cost of

operating and maintaining that lease. Thus, the flat, low royalty rate

provided in S. 66 may Increase the amount of money available for bidding as

compared to maintaining a variable rate royalty. In addition, it would

provide the lessee with greater certainty as to possible future royalty costs.
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Another major Issue la the potential for fraudulent abuse of the system.

While any system can be abused by "clever" people, we believe the provisions

of S. 66 greatly diminish the likelihood of fraud. The use of a $20 per acre

minimum bid not only places a celling upon the value of tracts available for

noncompetitive leasing it also makes it relatively expensive to amass large

acreages for sale to the general public. Consequently, the incentive for

casual speculation by the general public to participate in both competitive

and noncompetitive leasing will be considerably lessened. Further, the

authority given to the Secretary to disapprove small acreage assignments will

decrease the practice by which large parcels are broken up and sold to the

unsuspecting public. Finally, explicitly stated civil and criminal penalties

will facilitate prosecution of those who would misrepresent the program by the

agencies best suited for this purpose as well as providing incentives for

prosecution by State governments.

I offer these specific comments on S. 66.

Section 2 would direct the Secretary of the Interior to lease all lands.

Including Alaska, to the highest responsible, qualified bidder by oral

bidding, as long as the highest bid equals or exceeds a bid price set by the

Secretary, which is at least $20 per acre. This section would specifically

direct that no tract evaluations shall be conducted in establishing the

minimum price set by the Secretary. We presume that this provision, taken

with the sentence in section 2 of the bill directing that the Secretary accept

the highest bid from a responsible qualified bidder equal to or greater than

the minimum acceptable prices, means that no tract evaluation would be

conducted In order to accept the high bid. However, we recommend that this

point be clarified in the bill.
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Section 2 provides a 1-year period within which a person could apply for a

lease on lands receiving no bids or bids below the per-acre bid price. We

believe a 3-year period would be more appropriate. This would ease the

administrative burden In recycling such tracts.

Section 3 would allow the Secretary to disapprove assignments If they Involve

a separate zone or deposit, a part of a legal subdivision, or are less than

640 acres outside Alaska, or less than 2,560 acres In Alaska. It would

require that assignments be processed promptly. Section 3 also refers to

subleases. This section Is aimed at preventing the "40 acre" merchant from

leasing large tracts of land and then breaking that lease Into many small

parts which can be marketed to an unsuspecting public. We favor this

amendment but recommend that all references to subleases In this section of

the Mineral Leasing Act be deleted Inasmuch as such agreements usually involve

the Government as a third party and little. If any, public purpose Is served

through approval of assignments of operating rights associated with subleases.

Section 6 would "grandfather" lease applications pending at the time S. 66 is

enacted. In addition to lease applications being grandfathered, we believe

that lands which are currently available for noncompetitive leasing but which

have attracted no leasing Interest should remain available for leasing under

section 17(c) of the Mineral Leasing Act until January 1, 1991. In order to

define the category of lands in which there is no leasing interest, we would

exclude lands which were subject to a lease or lease application on January 1,
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1987. This would enable BLM to Identify lands on which there is no leasing

Interest by posting for simultaneous filings all lands covered by a lease

which had terminated, expired or been canceled prior to that date and received

no applications. If land is managed by another agency such as the United

States Forest Service, BLM refers previously Isased land to that agency for

review before posting it for simultaneous filings. We would exclude land

which has been referred but received no response. This will avoid the

possibility that there is no pending application on lands with leasing

interest only because they are under review by a surface managing agency other

than BLM. Finally, we would exclude all land under study for Inclusion in a

KGS, or. In Alaska, in a favorable petroleum geological province, and all land

in Arkansas.

This would give the oil industry adequate time to adjust to the new leasing

system. It would encourage companies to continue their wildcat efforts on

lands where there is no other current interest. The proposal should not alter

the basic change contemplated by S. 66 since the lands affected by our

proposal are not expected to attract the minimum bid.

Section 7 would require issuance of regulations within 180 days of enactment

of S. 66 and would require the Secretary to hold at least one lease sale under

the provisions of the bill without having issued regulations. In order to

meet the 180-day requirement for issuing final regulations, several steps in

the regulatory process would have to be shortened or eliminated. The time
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Halt should be changed to at least 270 days because 180 days Is not

sufficient time within which to Issue regulations. The requireaent to hold at

least one lease sale prior to issuance of the regulations may be too rigid.

We believe that until new regulations are in place, the Secretary should have

discretion either to maintain the status quo leasing system based on KGS

status or to hold a sale under the system envisioned by S. 66. In any event,

the opportunity for leasing should not be stopped while regulations are being

prepared.

Section 9 would establish civil and criminal penalties for misrepresentations

to the public concerning oil and gas leasing. Section 9(c) would require the

Attorney General to initiate certain civil actions against persons who know or

should have known they were in violation of subsections (a) or (b) of section

9. We understand the Department of Justice has concerns that subsection (c)

will limit prosecutorial discretion.

The section immediately following section 9 in S. 66 is also identified as

section 9. A.s a technical matter, the sections should be renumbered at this

point, with each section renumbered one number higher.

We believe the second section 9, as it appears on page 13 of S. 66, should be

deleted. S. 66 would not allow any payments to the States under section 35 of

the Mineral Leasing Act to be reduced by any administrative or other costs

Incurred by the United States. We strongly support a more equitable

distribution of mineral receipts, recognizing the expenses incurred by the
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Federal Government in managing minerals on Federal lands. We believe the

Federal Government should be reimbursed for the costs it incurs in managing

Federal minerals, before making distribution of the receipts, thereby assuring

more equitable sharing of the burdens as well as the benefits of administering

Federal minerals.

Section 10 of S. 66 would require the Secretary to submit to Congress an

annual report dealing with onshore oil and gas leasing. We believe that the

requirement for submission of such a report within 1 year does not allow

sufficient time to prepare a quality report. A single report prepared and

submitted within 3 years of enactment of S. 66 would be preferable. The

report should be limited to:

(1) The number of acres leased and the number of leases issued;

(2) The amount of revenue received from bonus bids, rentals and

royalties; and

(3) The amount of production before and after enactment of S. 66.

We also believe that the report should be prepared once, not annually. Most

of the information is available in the Public Land Statistics and Royalties :

A Report of Federal and Indian Mineral Reserves . We see no need to add

another annual report to the many we prepare every year, when much of the

information is readily available. In addition, the Department is always
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willing to respond at any time to congressional requests for additional

information relative to the operation of our onshore oil and gas leasing

system.

Finally, we recommend that S. 66 be amended to add a provision relating to

interests in lands which will vest in the Federal Government at some future

time.

Beginning in the 1930 's, the United States obtained lands under statutes such

as the Bankhead-Jones Act and the Weeks Act. In many cases, the Federal

Government acquired the surface outright but acquired only a future interest

in the minerals. Until the vesting of the minerals in the United

States—anywhere from 25 to 50 years after acquisition—the grantees of these

lands had fee ownership of the minerals, including the right to lease and

develop them. Because centralized records were not kept of these conveyances,

we do not know how many of the lands contain the future Federal mineral

interest. We do know that there are cases where the current owners of these

interests have leased them to third parties.

Under current law and regulation, a lease on a future interest that is not

located in a KGS may be issued directly to the current owner of mineral rights

either as an operator holding such rights or as mineral fee owner. However,

future interest leases for lands which are located in a KGS must, under

current statute, be leased under a competitive bidding system. Therefore, it

is possible that the current owner or operator may lose his present rights or.
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at the least, have to pay for the mineral interest again. The possibility

also exists for interrupted production if the current owner/operator loses his

mineral interest.

We suggest that language be adopted to allow the Secretary to issue a lease

without competitive bidding to any person who is operating a producing well at

the time of lease issuance and, under assurance satisfactory to the Secretary,

will continue to be operating the producing well at the time the future

interest vests in the United States. The proposed amendment would be in the

interest of equity to the current owner/operator and would assure continuation

of production.

We favor the enactment of S. 66 with the amendments suggested and strongly

urge positive congressional action on it.

S. 1388 is similar to S. 66 in several respects. It includes the provisions

for criminal and civil penalties for persons and/or corporations who

misrepresent values of lease or lands or the ability to obtain leases; gives

the Secretary authority to disapprove assignments or subleases; and provides

that section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 shall

not apply to actions taKen by the Secretary to develop an oil and gas leasing

program or to hold individual oil and gas lease sales.

More specifically, section 2(a) of S. 1388 would amend section 17(b)(1) of the

Mineral Leasing Act to provide that all lands, except those available for
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over-the-counter leasing on the date of enactment, shall be leased by

competitive bidding. This provision differs from S. 66 in that it provides

for exemption from competitive leasing for an unlimited period of time for all

lands which at the time of enactment are available for over-the-counter

leasing. Correspondingly, there is no provision to exempt, for a period of

time, a lease already exposed to competition.

The exemption from competition of current OTC lands and lands which fail to

receive bids of ^1 per acre until they are once again leased noncompetitively

may create problems for this system in the future. Because the oil market is

currently depressed, we can expect many lands to fail to receive the ^1 bid.

More than half of current SIMO lands do not receive a single application. As

lands become more valuable as the oil market rebounds, there will be no

opportunity to share in the increased values. It is likely that these lands

will be assigned for more than |l per acre. When this happens, there will be

pressure to eliminate the OTC exemption, resulting in an all-competitive

leasing program with no noncompetitive fallback. Furthermore, land values in

the oil patch do not move smoothly and continuously from zero to ^1 per acre

to higher values but tend to jump around as interest in an area waxes or

wanes. It is likely that some lands which can be obtained cheaply through the

OTC exemption will be assigned for values above ^1 per acre in these

circumstances as well. We prefer the approach reflected in the provisions of

S. 66.
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S. 1388 also differs from S. 66 in that in conjunction with section 17(b)(1)

it would amend section 17(c) of the Mineral Leasing Act to provide that lands

which receive either no bids or bids below the ^1 minimum shall be available

for noncompetitive leasing indefinitely, rather than for a specified period of

time. Again, we prefer the provisions of S. 66 but that the period of time

should be set at 3 years. The low ^1 minimum bid likely will eliminate the

need for a computerized simultaneous leasing although some instances will

arise where selection among OTC applicants will need tp be made. This could

result in a process which we expect will prove to be a great administrative

burden.

As we have stated before, no system can be guaranteed to be free of fraudulent

abuse. The fraud provisions of both S. 66 and S. 1388 could go a long way

toward preventing such abuse. However, the Department of Justice is still

reviewing these provisions to insure they will be adequate and may comment

further on this issue directly to the Committee. Nevertheless, we believe the

higher $20 per acre minimum in S. 66 has certain advantages in this regard

relative to the $1 per acre minimum in S. 1388.

The $1 per acre minimum bid makes it very easy for less than forthright

individuals to obtain considerable amounts of land cheaply. They can then

advertise this land as competitively won and assign 640 acre sections at $5

and $10 per acre without resorting to any fraudulent claims or smaller

acreages. Their ability to obtain the land necessitates their beginning the

bidding at $1 and dropping out whenever anyone raises their bid. Since many
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lands do not now warrant ^1 per acre as evidenced by the large number of SIMO

tracts receiving no applications, they should have little trouble amassing a

sufficient land base to undertake such a venture (one which should not trigger

the fraud or '40 acre* merchant provisions of the bill).

We also have some technical concerns with S. 1388 but believe these can all be

corrected.

1. Use of availability for leasing under Subpart 3111 of 43 CFR on the date

of enactment maintains the need for KGSs and FPGPs since these lands must be

noncompetitively available and to be so must meet the general requirements for

noncompetitive leases stated in Subpart 3110 which requires the land to be

outside a known geological structure of a producing oil or gas field or a

favorable petroleum geological province in Alaska. We believe one of the

purposes of S. 1388 is to eliminate the need for a KGS or FPGP. This goal

could be accomplished by adding language to clarify that if lands are not in

or under study for inclusion in a KGS or FPGP on the date of enactment then

noncompetitive leases should be issued if all other requirements are satisfied.

2. We would note the stated ^1 per acre minimum bid may not be sufficient to

cover the administrative costs of the sales. In Wyoming BLM uses ^5 per acre

for its KGS sales currently.

3. Setting the rental rate for all leases at |l per acre takes away the

current flexibility afforded by "no less than ^.50". The minimum royalty set

81-703 - 88 - ^
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at ^1 per acre, while consistent with the overall rental rate, is counter the

GAO and Department's attempts to gain some flexibility with respect to the

minimum royalty by supporting "no less than |l per acre".

4. The grandfather conditions in section 5, ao currently written, would

require continued KGS and FPGP classifications. It should be made consistent

with our first technical comment. Additionally, there is no specific

exemption for Fort Chaffee, Eglin A.F.B. and other areas we believe need to be

competitively tested.

5. The bill fails to amend section 188 of the Mineral Leasing Act to

eliminate a phrase dealing with cancellation of leases. This phrase has been

interpreted to mean that if a lease is in a KGS it cannot be cancelled by the

Secretary. Because this implies KGS's need to be maintained, that provision

is inconsistent with the intent of the amendments contained in S. 1388.

Section 4 of S. 66 addresses this issue and should be added to S. 1388 to

correct this.

6. Section 2(b) of H.R. 1388 would also amend section 17(c) of the Mineral

Leasing Act to provide that lands in leases, except those previously issued

noncompetitively which terminate, expire, are cancelled or relinquished, shall

be available for competitive leasing within 90 days. We object to any

legislated timeframe for offering lands for competitive leasing since there

may be circumstances beyond the control of the Secretary which make it

impossible to meet the fixed deadline. We suggest the phrase "to the extent

practicable* be added.
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In summary, we support enactment of S. 66 with the improvements suggested

herein, and do not favor enactment of S. 1388.

This concludes my statement, i will be pleased to respond to any questions.
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Senator Melcher. Bob, how long have you been down there at
BLM?
Mr. BuRFORD. Since 1981, sir.

Senator Melcher. And prior to that, did you engage in any activ-

ity connected with onshore production?
Mr. Burford. No, sir. I have had oil rights.
Senator Melcher. Have you had some of your own land leased?
Mr. Burford. Yes.

Senator Melcher. Any production?
Mr. Burford. No.
Senator Melcher. What was the lease for?

Mr. Burford. At the time I leased it was leased for $1 an acre

bonus, $1 an acre rental.

Senator Melcher. That was what you received?
Mr. Burford. Yes, sir.

Senator Melcher. So you received $1 an acre and $1 bonus.
Mr. Burford. Yes.

Senator Melcher. No drilling.
Mr. Burford. Dry holes.

Senator Melcher. You had a dry hole. One?
Mr. Burford. I think they drilled more than one.
Senator Melcher. How much was leased?
Mr. Burford. I had a third interest in 5,000 acres or something

like that.

Senator Melcher. About 5,000 acres. So the United States picked
up probably $5,000 each year for as long as the
Mr. Burford. No. It was not Federal land.
Senator Melcher. It was not Federal land.
Mr. Burford. No.
Senator Melcher. So Bob Burford picked up $2 an acre for the

first year and $1 a year for a few years after that.

Mr. Burford. Yes.
Senator Bumpers. I do not think that is right. I think you got $1

an acre bonus bid, plus $1 an acre delayed rental each year there-
after.

Mr. Burford. Well, I cannot remember now exactly how it was.
It has been a long time ago.
Senator Melcher. I think that is just what I said. You got $1 an

acre lease the first year, and $1 bonus the first year. And thereaf-

ter, got $1 an acre for

Mr. Burford. That seems to me to be correct. But I would not

imply that, I have never leased
Senator Melcher. Was there Federal land intermingled there or

adjacent to there that was leased?
Mr. Burford. Federal land is close. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Pardon me?
Mr. Burford. Federal land is close.

Senator Melcher. Close.

Mr. Burford. Yes.
Senator Melcher. So all that resulted was dry holes.

Mr. Burford. At that time, yes.
Senator Melcher. How much leasing has occurred since 1981?
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Mr. BuRFORD. I think that is a question that I am going to have
to answer for the record, unless Mr. Lawton has that figure with
him.
Mr. Lawton, who is the Assistant Director for Energy and Miner-

als, says 12,000 leases a year. But I am not sure we have an acre-

age figure. As a wild guess, 10 million to 15 million acres a year.
Senator Melcher. And has it gone down?
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Substantially gone down, or modestly gone

down?
Mr. BuRFORD. It has substantially gone down.
Senator Melcher. Then very little leasing the last couple years.
Mr. BuRFORD. That is right. And even less drilling.
Senator Melcher. And you would recommend retaining the lot-

tery.
Mr. BuRFORD. No, sir. I support S. 66,

Senator Melcher. No lottery.
Mr. BuRFORD. There is a provision in there that for those lands

which do not bring $20 an acre, and there may be a considerable
amount of them, it might be necessary to run a lottery on those

lands, if there is a lot of interest in them at under $20 an acre.

Senator Melcher. Tell me, do you still own your land?
Mr. BuRFORD. No. Not that.

Senator Melcher. You do not own any land in Colorado any
more?
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes. I still own some land.

Senator Melcher. Is any of it leased?
Mr. BuRFORD. I do not think so. I put all those leases in a trust,

so I really cannot answer that. But I would say that 90 percent of

the land that I own, there would be no interest in because it is sit-

ting on a basalt, and it is not overthrust basalt.

Senator Melcher. But when it was leased, you did not get $20 an
acre. Why did you ever lease it?

Mr. BuRFORD. To encourage production.
Senator Melcher. Pardon me?
Mr. BuRFORD. To encourage exploration.
Senator Melcher. To encourage exploration.
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Do you think if you had asked $20 an acre,

you had gotten one cotton-picking bid?
Mr. Burford. I probably would have if I had waited until 1980 to

lease it. But the way things were in prior times, no. And the way
they are now, no.

Senator Melcher. Well, do you know of anybody in Colorado
that is getting $20 an acre for land to lease it?

Mr. Burford. I have not run a survey there, so I do not know of

anybody who is. I would not feel qualified to say that there were or

were not acres bringing $20 per acre.

Senator Melcher. Well, I am qualified to say about Montana. I

do not know of any rancher getting a bid for $20 an acre to lease

his land.

But yet you are telling us that that should be the minimum. Is

that not running a chance of no activity?
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Mr. BuRFORD. I am supporting that figure because I think that

over that is where we have had the Amos Draws and the Fort

Chafees, where we have had very valuable lands sold

Senator Melcher. Bob, you are coming here as director of BLM
to tell us that your past experience, before becoming director of

BLM, was to lease 5,000 acres of your own, where you got $1 an
acre and a $1 bonus. And that is a one time bonus.
Now you are telling us that we should make Federal policy on

Federal lands that the minimum would be $20 and that beyond
that you would retain the lottery.
Mr. BuRFORD. I would submit that at the time those leases were

let, oil was $3 a barrel and gas was 50 cents a thousand.
Senator Melcher. Well, we have had plenty of time since oil was

up above $3 a barrel, in order to make a judgment. And you did too

before you came to the Bureau of Land Management.
You came in 1981, and oil was well above $3, had taken on a

great climb. You are telling us that, just based on experience that

you have had, that Federal policy ought to be, put the minimum
higher than was ever the case on private land.

We have the provision in both bills for competitive bidding. So
that puts the Federal government in the same position as a private
individual is. If you can get more, fine. Let us get it.

But then you come and tell us that, well, we will put it in a mini-

mum of $20, and we will retain the lottery. I do not know. This
seems to me to be a continuation of a failed policy that has been
the case with the Bureau of Land Management for the past several

years that you have already testified to.

I have no further questions. Senator Bumpers?
Senator Bumpers. Mr. Burford, when did you lease this land that

Senator Melcher was asking about? That 5,000 acre tract.

Mr. Burford. Those leases were let and I inherited the leases.

Senator Bumpers. Somebody else had leased it and you just in-

herited it?

Mr. Burford. Yes. I inherited the leases. It was all on private
lands.

Senator Bumpers. So you did not lease it yourself?
Mr. Burford. No. Although I was present when the leases were

made.
Senator Bumpers. Would you lease your lands for $1 an acre if

somebody is standing there offering you $100?
Mr. Burford. No, sir.

Senator Bumpers. I am glad to hear that.

Mr. Burford. Well, I have known of some areas in Utah which,
in 1978 to 1981, there were bonus bids being offered of $50 to $100
to $150.
But that was certainly not the case 10 years prior to that time

and is probably not the case today. The same as Amos Draw, which
was leased out, and a supposed bonus of $1 million or more was
paid for it, of which I have no first-hand knowledge. But that is the
rumor. And I think that Amos Draw today could be leased for $1
an acre.

Senator Bumpers. But under S. 66 what we do is put lands up for

competitive bids. We say, if it brings $20 or more, whoever bids

higher gets it.
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It does not bring $20, then it is available on either a lottery, just
like you have now, or first come first served basis. Is that right?
Mr. BuRFORD. That is right.
Senator Bumpers. It does not make much sense, does it, to be

leasing lands arbitrarily for $1 an acre that might bring $20 to

$1,000 an acre? Does it?

Is there any justification for leasing lands for $1 an acre that
would easily bring $100 to $1,000 an acre, that you can think of?

Mr. Burford. There is no justification. Under Senator Melcher's

bill, there would be a competitive bid, but the minimum is $1.

Senator Bumpers. We have 50 states in the union. Do you know
of any state that does not lease all of their lands on a competitive
basis?

Mr. Burford. No. Wyoming was the last State to not lease

Senator Bumpers. The governor, incidentally, is one of the

strongest proponents of this legislation, as was Governor Matthis,
and all those Western state governors. And I can tell you that the
last time we had hearings, the Attorney Generals Association, and
virtually every governor of all the states where these lands were
being leased, every one of them favored the legislation.

In New Mexico last year, their lands averaged, I guess this is

either $50 or $36 an acre. Is this the average here, $72? Yes, their

lands averaged $72 an acre. Now that does not mean that every
tract brought $72. Some of them probably brought $200. Some of

them probably brought $5.

Senator Wallop. Just for observation, it also does not mean that

every tract brought anything. I believe Wyoming's experience has

been, and Bob I think you'll back me up on this, that the State ac-

tually took less money in because fewer tracts were leased.

The average was substantially higher. But there were tracts that
could bring no bid under that circumstances, that did bring income
to the states under the previous system.

Senator Bumpers. If my bill were law today, there would be
tracts that would not bring a bid. There would be a lot of tracts

that would not bring 50 cents an acre. Nobody wants them at any
price.

Senator Melcher. Dale, would you yield a minute? Has any state

got the lottery?
Senator Bumpers. I know of no state. Wyoming was the last state

that had a lottery that I know anything about.
Mr. Burford. Not to my knowledge. Senator. Wyoming was the

last one that went to an all-competitive system.
However, they were making more money for the state coffers

under a lottery system than it turned out they were making under
an all-competitive system.

Senator Wallop. That is true. The figures that we have, in 1983,
which was the last year, the lease lottery generated revenues aver-

aging $28.86 an acre.

A year later, after conversion to an all-competitive system, the

average had declined to $24.62.
Senator Bumpers. I think that you have to bear in mind, that is

about when the oil crunch began to hit too.

Senator Wallop. 1984? Not quite.
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Senator Bumpers. Well, I do not know. All I am saying is, I am
curious as to what we in the Federal government know that 50
states do not know.
But to get on to the point, if S. 1388 were to become law, Mr.

Burford, how much land would be excluded automatically at the

very beginning from competitive leasing?
First of all, let me preface that with another question. How

much of the Federal lands are now subject to oil and gas leasing? It

is less than 50 percent, is it not? Of all Federal lands that are eligi-

ble to be leased?
Mr. Burford. Yes. It is probably less than 50 percent.
Senator Bumpers. Less than 50 percent? And that amount, if S.

1388 were law now, how much of the land that is available, or

would become eligible for competitive leasing, how much of it

would actually be competitively leased? Do you know the answer to

that?
Mr. Burford. I do not believe we have calculated that. We do not

have a figure on that. But we can make it available. It would prob-

ably have to be our best estimate.

[The information follows:]

Because S. 1388 initially exempts from competitive leasing all lands now available

for over-the-counter leasing (OTC), the lands now available for simultaneous oil and

gas leasing (SOG) and competitive leasing (KGS) would form the lands initially
available for competitive leasing under S. 1388. This number would grow over time
as OTC lands were leased and those leases expired, because they would thereafter

be leased competitively. The acreage initially will be about 32,079,000 acres in the
Lower 48 States and 14,230,000 acres in Alaska now in the competitive pool plus all

noncompetitive lands now under lease totaling about 92,000,000 acres in the SOG
pool for a total of about 138,309,000 acres.

It is impossible to forecast how much will actually be leased noncompetitively
under S. 1388 with its low $1 minimum bid; however, we would estimate not less

than 25 percent and not more than 65 percent.

Senator Bumpers. Can you operate a competitive leasing system
for $1 an acre? What is your cost on a competitive lease?
Mr. Burford. I think the cost is around $5 an acre to run a com-

petitive leasing system. But I would assume that under $1 an acre

minimum, that the average would be considerably higher than $1
an acre, that there are costs associated with any leasing system.
Senator Bumpers. If somebody drilled and hit

Senator Melcher. Dale, would you yield, just to clarify that?
Senator Bumpers. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Are you speaking about that that would be

competitively leased, where, as I understand your response, would
be around $5 an acre?

Mr. Burford. That is about what it costs for us to lease an acre
under the present system.
Senator Melcher. That is with this simultaneous lottery bit.

Mr. Burford. And competitive too.

Senator Melcher. Yes. All right. But for the record, I just want
to get over-the-counter costs.

Mr. Burford. Well, I think that the SIMO system is probably a
little higher than that. But the competitive system is about $5.

Senator Melcher. And over-the-counter is about how much?
Senator Bumpers. Let me ask you a question on a separate item.
Senator Melcher. Could we get that answer. Dale?
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Senator Bumpers. I am sorry.
Mr. BuRFORD. I am not sure that I have a figure on OTC. But it

would be considerably less than a competitive system—maybe $1
an acre or maybe less than $1 an acre.

Senator Melcher. Thank you.
Senator Bumpers. Now today, if somebody ilnds oil or gas on a

lease that they have gotten on a non-competitive basis, either won
it in a lottery or got it over-the-counter, let us assume that some-

body gets a 500 acre tract of land or a 2,000 acre tract of land, and
they hit something.
Now, under existing law, where we determine KGS, the last tes-

timony we had, when Senator Ford was chairman of the subcom-
mittee and we were investigating the Chafee leases, the geological

survey people told us that what they did when there was produc-
tion found that they just considered anything within a mile of that

production a KGS, and anything beyond a mile was not.

Do you know whether they still use that same test or not?
Mr. BuRFORD. No. We have spent considerable time and effort on

determination of KGSs over the past three or four years since Fort
Chafee.
Of course, Fort Chafee took place before I was ever on board. But

we have had two or three studies, the Kiplinger study, the study by
the National Academy of Science. We have put a great deal of

effort into determination of KGSs.
We fmd that it does cost quite a bit to determine a KGS. We

spend a lot of time on it. We also find that in many instances,
there is argument that we have gone either too far or not far

enough on delineation of KGSs.
I think that is something that honest people can have honest dif-

ferences of opinion about.
Senator Bumpers. Now, if we eliminate KGS from consideration

on whether lands ought to be leased competitively or not, and

somebody finds oil or gas on a tract that they got on a non-competi-
tive basis, and there is no longer a KGS test, but you are just

simply using a market test, and yet some lands still would be pro-

hibited, as I understand it under Senator Melcher's bill, from being
let competitively.
What could you do about it? As I understand it, under S. 1388,

an awful lot of land is automatically excluded from competitive
leasing. Would that mean you just have to continue to lease lands
around the hot area for $1 an acre?
Mr. BuRFORD. If it is grandfathered in that way, it would have to

be leased for $1 an acre.

Senator Bumpers. So you have the potential here for somebody
finding a hot oil and gas find, and yet the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment's hands would be tied.

If they are going to let it at all, they would have to let it for $1
an acre, would they not?
Mr. BuRFORD. That is the way I understand it.

Senator Bumpers. And then the first thing you know, a bunch of

us up here will be trying to get you to declare a moratorium on all

that land and pass new legislation, whereas if you had all lands

subject to a competitive system, you would not have to do that.

Would you?
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Mr. BuRFORD. One of my main aims is to get in place a system
which continues to operate, as free of fraud as is possible, where
the stakes are as high as they are sometimes in oil, and keep land

moving to the oil companies for exploration.
Senator Bumpers. Now, both Senator Melcher and I have an

identical provision, and that is a straight 12.5 percent royalty.
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes, sir.

Senator Bumpers. And we have eliminated the sliding scale roy-

alty. Do you think that the fixed royalty encourages production?
Mr. BuRFORD. I think the fixed royalty encourages production,

and I also think that the fixed royalty enhances the company's
desire for good conservation practices, in that if they have a well

which is going to produce up to where it might become up into a

higher bracket, that they will not impede that production by keep-

ing it below the certain limits that the sliding scale and royalty is.

I think it is a good provision.
Senator Bumpers. It makes it simpler to administer too, does it

not?
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes, sir.

Senator Bumpers. I do not have any other questions.
Senator Melcher. Senator Wallop?
Senator Wallop. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I would

like to have inserted in the record.

Senator Melcher. It will be made part of the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Wallop follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR MALCOLM WALLOP

CONCERNING S. 66 AND S. 1388

REFORMING THE FEDERAL ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING PROGRAM

JUNE 30, 1987

I THANK THE CHAIRMAN FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING. IT IS ONE

THAT HAS BEEN LONG OVERDUE.

WHEN THE FULL COMMITTEE PASSED SENATOR BUMPER'S BILL, S. 2439

BY A 16 TO 2 VOTE ALMOST A YEAR AGO, I WAS ONE OF THE TWO

DISSENTING VOTES. MY OBJECTIONS TO THE BILL AT THAT TIME WERE

BASICALLY TWO-FOLD. FIRST, THE INDUSTRY WAS BEING ASSAULTED BY

CHEAP OIL AT $10 TO $lb A BARREL. SECOND, THE INDEPENDENTS, WHO

DRILL 90 PERCENT OF ALL WILDCAT WELLS, HAW NOT HAD AN OPPORTUNITY

TO PUBLICLY COMMENT ON SENATOR BUMPERS' LEGISLATION.

THIS MORNING, WE ARE GOING TO LISTEN TO TESTIMONY ON BOTH

SENATOR BUMPERS' BILL, WHICH HAS BEEN REVISED SEVERAL TIMES SINCE

ITS PASSAGE BY THE COMMITTEE LAST YEAR, AND NOW SENATOR MELCHER'S

BILL. I BELIEVE BOTH SENATOR BUMPERS AND SENATOR MELCHER HAVE

HONESTLY ATTEMPTED TO IMPROVE A LESS THAN PERFECT SYSTEM.
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I AM HERE TODAY TO LISTEN AND LEARN ABOUT HOW THESE PROPOSED"

CHANGES WILL AFFECT THE ABIIITY OF THE INDEPENDENT TO PARTICIPATE

IN THE REFORMED LEASING PROGRAM, AS WELL AS THE ABILITY OF ANY

"REFORMEU" PROGRAM TO WORK NOT ONLY IN THEORY OR ON PAPER BUT OUT

IN THE FIELD.

WE CAN NOT MAKE CHANGES IN A VACUUM, NO MATTER HOW "MINOR" WE

MAY VIEW THEM FROM OUR PERCH IN WASHINGTON, D.C. THE ENERGY

INDUSTRY PROVIDES ALMOST 28 CENTS FUR EVERY DOLLAR THAT GOES INTO

THE STATE OF WYOMING'S GENERAL REVENUE FUND. IT FORMS THE

ECONOMIC BEDROCK FOR MY STATE'S SCHOOLS, ROADS, HOSPITALS AND THE

OPERATION OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT -- LIKE THE WYOMING GAME AND

FISH DEPARTMENT. AS THE CHAIRMAN CAN WELL UNDERSTAND, THESE

"REFORMS" MUST BE CONSIDERED VERY CAREFULLY IN LIGHT OF $18-20 A

BARREL OIL, CONSISTENTLY LOW RIG COUNTS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN

WEST, AND THE CONTINUING NEED FOR OUR COUNTRY TO HAVE A SECURE,

HEALTHY ENERGY FUTURE.
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Senator Wallop. Let me begin by saying that Senator Bumpers
has worked very hard on this, and so too have you, Senator Mel-

cher, and I think we are getting to a point where there is an ac-

ceptable solution to all of this.

I would have to say. Bob, I do not know what you base the cost of

leasing on in recent years. There has not been much leasing. I do
not know how you get experience out of the past couple of years to

make a judgment as to how much anything costs.

Mr. BuRFORD. That was before the downturn.
Senator Wallop. Let me ask you this, and I agree with you. Sen-

ator Bumpers, one of the great advantages of a competitive seg-
ment of this is eliminating that whole witchcraft of the KGS, be-

cause it is always going to be confrontable by competent geologists
of differing opinions.
But you said in response to Senator Melcher that there would be

circumstances under which it might be necessary to do a lottery.
Mr. BuRFORD. To what?
Senator Wallop. To conduct a lottery. I am sort of curious as to

why that is. If you have a competitive bid, and tracts are not

leased, and given the current set of oil prospects, there will be
numbers of tracts not leased, because the geology and the promise
just is not in them for $20 an acre bonus bidding.
Can you just tell me what you think is going to happen to those

lands that are not leased? And is that a process that you contem-

plate going on?
Mr. BuRFORD. I think it is one that we are feeling our way on.

But let us just make the assumption that there is land out there

which nobody feels is worth venturing $20 an acre on, but there

are
Senator Wallop. I think you can assume that. That is no mys-

tery. That is going to be more often than not the case.

Mr. BuRFORD. True. But let us say that there are a good many
companies who might be interested in it at $10 an acre.

And they all come in and slap over-the-counter requests for that

land at one time, and we have to determine some way between
those different applications, some kind of a modified drawing
system might be necessary to find out who gets the lease.

Senator Wallop. That gets profoundly inefficient. It would strike

me, I do not know, if the Bureau and if USGS sit around and con-

templates what to do, the chances are nothing will be done.
Would it not be better, that having failed at the competitive bid-

ding, that you go straight to lottery?
Mr. BuRFORD. Well, yes. If I remember correctly on Senator

Bumpers' bill, that is possible, to go straight to lottery.
Senator Wallop. Okay, I am not talking about possibilities.

Really, there is an industry out there waiting to be satisfied with a

process which it is going to be obliged to conduct its affairs under.

This strikes me that one of the things that we ought to do in all

of this is not leave huge areas of doubt as to what takes place. And
I approve of the competitive bidding process. Whether it is $1 or

$20 or somewhere in between.
But once you have gotten that, it seems to me to be both in the

national interest from an energy standpoint and the national inter-
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est from a revenue standpoint to get as much of what remains
leased as possible.
Mr. BuRFORD. Well, I think that it would be our intent to go

straight to a lottery system on the rest of them and those that do
not receive applications in there to go to OTC.
Senator Wallop. Dale, is that your understanding?
Senator Bumpers. My understanding is that if a parcel is a new

parcel, that is it would be OTC parcel, that is first come first

served, and you put that up for competitive bid and it does not get
a bid, at least does not get a $20 bid, it goes back to OTC available

for first come first served.

Mr. Burford. Yes. That is a new parcel.
Senator Bumpers. And that the old parcel, that is those which

have been in the SIMO system before, now, what happens to those

once the lease expires? In the SIMO bill, if the lease expires on

them, they go to the competitive system, and if they do not get a
bid there they go back into SIMO.
Mr. Burford. Yes.

Senator Bumpers. So what we are saying is, I think
Senator Wallop. And that is a process that you will implement.

So then, there really are not circumstances under which it might
be necessary to do the lottery, it is necessary after the competitive

bidding fails to

Mr. Burford. $20, with a $20 minimum.
Senator Wallop. And then it goes to the lottery, except for the

new parcels.
Senator Bumpers. Senator Wallop, will you yield on that point? I

think it would be good if BLM would submit for the record precise-

ly how they would implement this.

And secondly there is a provision in our bill that they will run at

least one lease sale prior to the finalizing of their rules and regula-
tions and see how it works.
Mr. Burford. I think we already have some papers and some

charts which we can submit for the record, which will show you
exactly how it will work.

[The information follows:]
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With a ^20 minimum bid most tracts will not attract the minimum bid but will
still attract much interest at lower costs. This intense interest will force
use of a lottery to choose among the multiple filers for each tract. With a

low ^1 minimum bid such filers can compete for virtually all less valuable
tracts in the competitive system obviating the need for a lottery in most
instances .

Because of the low minimum bid of |l per acre we expect simultaneous oil and

gas leasing (SOG) would disappear, at least as a formal part of the program.
It is likely we will still have to rely on nominations as the competitive test
because of the oral bidding requirement. Otherwise sales in Wyoming and New
Mexico could take days. The process would either start with nominations

provided by the public based on their knowledge of what lands are becoming
available through expirations, terminations, relinquishments or cancellations
or alternately BLM, at some cost, could put this information in a bimonthly
list of lands available for nomination. Lands not nominated would still have
been made available for competition and, having been so, could then be leased
OTC. Most lands will likely get nominations. A nominator, or his agent,
would be asked to submit the minimum bid of ^1 per acre with the nomination to
forestall frivolous nominations. It will be refunded if he is not the high
bidder. Tracts will receive the usual checks before or after the nomination
process depending on whether a list is used. Nominated tracts will go to sale
and the high bidder issued the lease in 30 days. Bonuses will be collected at
the sale or alternatively in 7 days thereafter.
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OPERATION OF PROPOSED ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING SYSTEM

o Lands come from two sources

- "new" parcels: current OTC and SIMO with no application
- "old" parcels: current SIMO and KGS
- "new" nominated by industry only, "old" by industry or B LM

*** The 1 year period pro\,'ision for noncompetitive leasing
applies only to those "old" parcels which, after failing to
receive a sealed bid offer, receive no SIMO applications --

see last bullet for a full explanation **»

o Lands which pass standard checks for availability, consent of
surface managing agency and NEPA compliance form a "parcel
availability list" which is posted for 30 days

o Any parcel on the "parcel availability list" which receives a
sealed bonus bid (at the minimum set by law) during the posting

- is placed on a "competitive interest list"
- is eligible for subsequent oral competitive bidding
- is awarded to the high bidder whicli may not be the submit-

ter of the sealed bid
- receiving a sealed bid constitutes evidence of meeting the

competitive market test

o Any parcel which receives no scaled bonus bid is leased either

- to the industry nominator if a "new" parcel, or
- to the successful drawee in a SIMO drawing if an "old"

parcel. SIMO would operate as it now does.

o All parcels on the "competitive interest list", all "new"
parcels and tliose "old" parcels which receive at least one
SIMO application will have a lessee determined within 90 days
from the posting of the "parcel availability list"

o Only those "old" parcels which receive
be leased immediately

no application will not

for a period of 1 year from the posting of the "parcel
availability list" such parcels only can be leased OTC
without being subjected to a market value retest
such "old" parcels only will be reclassified as "new"
parcels after 1 year from the posting of the "parcel
availability list" and treated accordingly, including being
subject to a market value retest
1 year was chosen to reflect our level of confidence in

the stability of the oil and gas market and therefore, the
validity of the market te.st
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OPERATION OF THE PHOPOSED OIL AND GAS LEASING SYSTEM

The following process is pictorially represented on the attached
flow diagram.

Parcels come from two sources: "new" parcels, those which
currently would be OTC parcels and those parcels which receive
no applications in SIMO, and "old" parcels, those which currently
would be SIMO parcels. Since KGS distinctions become irrelevant,
all currently competitively leased parcels that again become
eligible for lease would be initially treated as "old" parcels.
"New" parcels are identified by industry motion only. "Old"

parcels are identified by either industry or government motion.

The parcel availability list is posted for 30 days. During this

time, any parcel which receives a sealed Witj- containing at least
the minimum offer becomes eligible for subsequent oral bidding.
Any parcel which does not is eligible for noncompetitive leasing,
the form depending upon whether the parcel was "new" or "old".

That is, the parcel availability list is divided into two parts
following the 30 day posting: part one, the competitive part
containing all parcels which received a sealed bid, and part two,
the noncompetitive part containing all parcels which did not
receive a sealed bid. RECEIVING A SEALED -B-t* .CONSTITUTES
MEETING THE COMPETITIVE TEST. -«r-«-^<UX._

Those parcels which receive a sealed -b-t-d (most likely at the

minimuiu level since to bid more might result in money being left
on the table at the subsequent oral auction) are then listed on

a competitive parcel availability list which is posted for two
weeks. After the two week period, an oral auction is held with

bidding beginning at the minimum bid. The parcel will go to the

highest bidder. If no one bids at the auction, the entity which
submitted tlie sealed offer is the winner. Should more than one

entity have submitted the minimum, and no one wishes to raise
the bid, a drawing will be held among those who submitted sealed
bids .

Those parcels ivliich do nf>t receive a sealed bid are separated
into two categories depending upon whether they are "new" or

"old" parcels. "New" parcels are le.ised to the entities which

originally nominated them for inclusion on the parcel availabi-

lity list. "Old" parcels are listed on a SIMO list which is

posted for a period of two weeks during which time applications
whicli are received are considered to liave been filed simulta-

neously. If one or more applications are received, a drawing is

held following the same procedures as now, with the dr;iwee
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awarded the lease, if qualified. Any "old" parcel which does not
receive an application is available OTC without a subsequent
market test for a period of one year only. Thereafter, such
"old" parcels are to be reclassified as "new" parcels for
leasing purposes and to be treated as any other "new" parcel
including being subjected to a market test prior to leasing to
the nominating entity. Because of the nature of the economics
confronting the oil and gas industry, it was felt that a market
test would be valid for a period of up to one year before the
parcel should be re-examined by the marketplace. Since a SIMO
parcel not receiving an application is the only situation which
does not result in a lease being issued, this is the only
situation to which the one- year provision applies.
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Senator Wallop. Because the real key to all of this, for an indus-

try that is suffering and which I think still is going to continue to
find the largest part of domestic oil and gas reserves, is to have
some certainty.

They have been too long in this process, whereby we interfere
with it, or there is moratoria, administrative or legislative, where
there is just a set of circumstances that nobody knows, including
the Bureau, what the next step is.

And if we can come out of this with some sense of certainty, we
will have done everybody a service. Thank you.
Senator Melcher. Senator Ford, would you like to start your

questioning now?
Senator Ford. It will take me just a minute, Mr. Chairman.
First, I think all of us have the same goal, to try to get as much

for the taxpayers of this country as we can. But to improve explo-
ration and attempt for new finds, as it relates to oil and gas.

I think stability, Malcolm, is one of the main things that we need
to look at. I am very hopeful that between the mix here we can do
that. I have very little direct interest in what you all are attempt-
ing to do here today, so I find myself as somewhat of a bystander.
But I have gone through all of the, when you are hot you are

hot, and when you are not you are not. So we need oil and we need
gas, and we find a good area and people start bidding high, I have
seen them go crazy.

Just drive up to the front door and leave a brand new Cadillac
there and throw the keys to the owner, and say, I will be back with
the rest of the money later. You know, I have seen those sort of

things. It does not last too long. It might in some places.
So if we can figure out something where we can make it competi-

tive, at that point something else triggers. The royalty is basically
all across the board. I would hope we could put it together.
We have a little, I think, conflict here this morning. I am going

to try to stay out of that, if I can. I am going to leave you in it.

Mr. BuRFORD. Thank you. Senator.
Senator Ford. So that you can take care of it. Bob. So with that,

I am going to go over and vote. I have no questions.
Senator Melcher. Senator Conrad, I believe we are going to

recess now for sufficient time for us to make the vote. Is that

agreeable with you?
Senator Conrad. Absolutely.
Senator Melcher. You do have questions?
Senator Conrad. We have the vote on, and I have another meet-

ing at 11:30. If I could submit a question for the record.
Senator Melcher. All right.
Senator Conrad. I am very interested in the question of the $20

minimum bid and the effect that that might have on leasing activi-

ty and participation by independent producers. That will be the
thrust of my question.

I am very interested in the answer to that question.
Senator Melcher. The subcommittee will be in recess for suffi-

cient time for our vote. Bob, we would ask you to remain with us.

We may have another point or two to take up with you.
Mr. BuRFORD. Thank you, sir.

Senator Melcher. The subcommittee is in recess.
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[Recess.]
Senator Melcher. The subcommittee will come to order again.

To cap this off, Bob, what you are saying is, as director of the BLM
and for the administration is that you would like to get rid of KGS,
and would like to have competitive bid, and both bills are similar
in that respect.
But where the two bills differ is after the competitive bid. One

would drop down into a simultaneous lottery, the lottery system
again. Both have anti-trust. There are a couple of points, however,
that are different.

The $20 minimum bid is established in one bill, and we seem to
think that is all right. But my experience with private landowners,
and with the very small amount of land that my wife and I own in

Montana, is that we would be delighted to be in a position to get
competitive bids from people who really wanted to lease your land.
But that does not happen very often. Hardly ever. Out of 100 land-

owners, if it happens to one, that is pretty good.
Most landowners do, and I assure you for myself that is my atti-

tude, just what you enunciated first, when you said on your own
private land you took $1 an acre for the lease and $1 bonus for the
first year, with the hopes that there would be some production, be-
cause that is where you are going to make some money out of it.

Not off of the lease or not off of the bonus.
What surprised me was that you testified that they even drilled

on your 5,000 acres. I did not misread you, did I? Is that correct?
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes.
Senator Melcher. They actually drilled, and for most landown-

ers there is never any drilling.
Mr. BuRFORD. Well, we have all had experiences where there has

been no drilling. I have watched lots of leases that people have
given that expire without there ever being any drilling.

Senator Melcher. Well, in my experience, and in my discussions
with most landowners, the $1 per year lease and the standard 10-

year lease, it is seldom that it is continued to get the $1 a year. The
leases are dropped before the 10 years expires.
Mr. BuRFORD. Yes. That happens. I know lots of examples of that

happening.
Senator Melcher. Well, it happens in most cases. So, for some

reason, you want to retain the lottery, which I would rather not

get into a continuation of the lottery.
If all we want is a continuation of the lottery, you have got law.

You have got present law for that. You do not need any additional
law for that. And you can have competitive bidding any time you
get your KGSs figured out. So you have got authority for that.

What I am telling you is that if we have got to continue a Feder-
al policy of confusion and this weird way of letting people adver-

tise, as Senator Bumpers described here earlier today, the ads run-

ning, well, put in your $75 and we will get your name in the pot so

maybe it will drawn up.

Apparently you want to continue that. I thought Senator Bump-
ers was ready to quit on that. But apparently he wants to continue
it too. I am not in favor of that. And I do not know where you are

coming with your $20 minimum. I guess that it over-the-counter
too. Is that right? $20 minimum over-the-counter?
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Mr. BuRFORD. No, sir.

Senator Melcher. Oh. You would be $1 over-the-counter.

Mr. BuRFORD. Yes, sir.

Senator Melcher. All right. That clarifies that point for me. The
way you kept mentioning $20, I thought it was $20 minimum over-

the-counter too.

Mr. BuRFORD. No, sir.

Senator Melcher. If they want to bid on it, and they want to bid

$20 and higher, fine. Otherwise, we are going to drop it back into

the lottery.
And the bulk of the Federal land would be dropped right back

into the lottery, and we would have a continuation of what we
have got now.
Mr. BuRFORD. Only if it is land that would go into the lottery

under the present rules.

Senator Melcher. Well, what would you do, you have had the

competitive bid, and there is no $20. What are you going to do with
it? It is going to be in the lottery? Is it not?

Mr. BuRFORD. If it is the so-called SIMO land, at the present.
Otherwise you would

Senator Melcher. I think
Mr. BuRFORD. If they do not get any bids then, it would go back

to OTC. And under the Bumpers bill it stays there for a period of

one year. We would like to see it for a period of three years.
Senator Melcher. I think that what the BLM, that has not been

making any leases, and what leases were a few years ago seem to

create more confusion and more feeling that there is something
wrong.
To testify now that you want something like that to continue just

does not add up to any really progressive change in policy. And for

my part, I will resist it. I want it simplified. I want it leased.

And for the very same purpose you leased your own 5,000 acres

of your own land in Colorado, I want it leased on behalf of the Fed-

eral government just like I would like to lease my own, what little

we own in Montana.
I would like to have it leased. In hopes that somebody might

decide to drill a well out there, and that somebody it might be

lucky and there would be some production. Now I think that is all

there is to what we are discussing here today.
But we are not going to get a policy change unless we get some

leasing done. I do not think your testimony adds up to getting any
leasing done.

I would rather do nothing, as I will bet we are going to hear

today for the people who are independents, that if you can not

have a good, straight shot at it, that is not confusing, that takes

out all this brushwork, that they would just as soon leave the law
alone. No reason to make it worse.

Thank you very much. Bob.
Mr. BuRFORD. Thank you, sir.

Senator Melcher. The question that Senator Conrad will have,
he will submit to you. Bob, for the record, and there may be other

questions from others on the committee. So I know you will take

care of it if those circumstances arise.

Mr. BuRFORD. Yes. Thank you.
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Senator Melcher. Thank you. Our next witness will be, I think
we are going to hear from David Schaenen. Or, we will hear from
Joe Keating right now. Joe Keating, general manager, exploration
and production for CENEX, from Billings, Montana.

STATEMENT OF JOE R. KEATING, GENERAL MANAGER,
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION, CENEX

Mr. Keating. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to

participate. This matter has been under discussion for a lot of

years, and we are grateful for the input as an operator.

My testimony is not written suitable to hand in, but I would like

to be able to send that in after I get home.
For the purpose of identification, CENEX is an independent and

integrated oil company. We develop oil and gas prospects, secure

leases, drill wells, produce oil and gas, transport, refine and market
petroleum products.
For more than 40 years we have conducted exploration and pro-

duction operations from the Billings area. Twenty miles to the west
we own and operate a 42,000 barrel a day refinery at Laurel, Mon-
tana, and most of our marketing is in the 14 northwestern states.

All of our oil and gas production is in Montana, North and South
Dakota, and Wyoming. We rank as the 53rd largest oil producer in

the Nation, and nearly 90 percent of our crude oil production is

from Federal ownership, which prompts us to be concerned about
lease availability and the leasing procedures.
CENEX supports the present system of over-the-counter leasing,

which has a proven history of encouraging exploration and develop-
ment of mineral resources. Unfortunately, the regulations devel-

oped to manage the leasing system have so adversely affected the

process that these legislative corrections are being considered.
CENEX recognizes the need to correct. However, we view some

of these proposals as overcorrections. The following areas in the

regulation of the Federal oil and gas leasing process are addressed
in the proposed legislation. And I would like to make our com-
ments on those.

The first is the simultaneous filing. This resulted from the regu-

latory effort to provide every citizen qualified to hold an oil and
gas lease an equal opportunity. Through the years, numerous regu-
lation changes have failed to correct the abuses in what has devel-

oped as the Federal lease lottery.
S. 66 and S. 1388 both propose to eliminate the lottery process by

offering leases on lands in that category by competitive bid.

CENEX supports the proposed competitive bid system because, as

an oil and gas operator, we bid for these oil and gas leases now,
with the lottery winners and with their filing companies.
As an end user of the lease, we would abundantly prefer to com-

pete in an orderly, oral sale conducted by an authorized agency of

the mineral owner. It is important to note that these oil and gas
leases have no value without participation by an oil and gas opera-
tor.

The second area addressed in the legislation is the known geolog-
ic structure, or the KGS leases. Unleased Federal minerals adjoin-
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ing producing tracts are classified KGS and become available for

lease under a competitive bid system.
Regulation complications and the failure to define what a KGS

tract is, from an over-the-counter tract, have made this process
almost unworkable. S. 66 and S. 1388 both propose to eliminate the

separate KGS system by including all the lands in a competitive
bid. And CENEX strongly supports this proposal as a means to cor-

rect a serious defect.

Now, historically, a KGS tract was by definition offsetting a pro-

ducing tract, which in fact then could extend that production.

Today, there is no clear definition of a KGS tract.

So this has resulted in thousands of acres of Federal land being
unavailable for lease, because regulatory determinations are

stalled between what is KGS and what is lottery. Adoption of S. 66

or S. 1388 will break that logjam and put these lands back into the

exploration process.
The third area being addressed is over-the-counter leasing, and

this provision is basic in the 1920 act, and it should be retained. It

is this provision that allows the independent operator to compete
in the industry.

Innovative, geologic ideas are stimulated and exploratory fron-

tiers are expanded with the availability of affordable Federal

leases. Independent operators must have open lands which can be

leased to support new geologic ideas.

If over-the-counter leases are included in the expanding competi-
tive system, then only major oil companies will have the financial

means for such block leasing.
Senate bill 66 proposes to restrict over-the-counter leasing to a

window period of time. And this will ultimately result in all lands

being competitive, and it will be the elimination of over-the-

counter.

Senate bill 1388 retains over-the-counter leasing by including in

the competitive process only those lands not available for leasing.

And CENEX strongly supports the provision in Senate bill 1388.

The fourth area being discussed is the minimum bid. Another
defect in the present KGS process is the minimum bid require-
ment. Evaluations must be made to determine the minimum price

acceptable by that regulatory agency.
And sales records contain numerous challenges against the

agency decisions for accepting bids that were not high enough, and

challenges for refusing to accept bids which are too low.

Competitive lease sales are intended to place the property at the

highest market price, using non-industry standards to establish

that market price has prevented exploration and development of

much Federal ownership.
Senate bill 66 proposes a minimum bid of $20 per acre, while

Senate bill 1388 proposes a minimum bid equal to the annual
rental of $1 an acre. CENEX supports the provision in S. 1388.

A minimum bid of $20 an acre does three things. It ignores the

concept of market value, it forces a regulatory evaluation, and en-

sures the continuation of the lottery system, which should be abol-

ished because of its abuses.
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First, hundreds of thousands of Federal acres have a lease value
of less than $20 per acre. As stated, a lease value is in fact zero,

unless an oil and gas operator is interested in it.

However, ownership of these acres by industry is necessary to en-

courage the exploration process. A $20 minimum will instantly halt

speculative leasing, which can kill exploration and development
programs.

Secondly, a $20 per acre minimum will necessitate an evaluation

by the governing agency, a serious defect in the present KGS
system. Regardless of what method determines that mid-level, an

evaluation, regardless of what it is called, will be required to justify
a minimum price.

This agency involvement and that judgment process is presently

restricting thousands of Federal acres from being leased.

Thirdly, a $20 minimum bid will guarantee continuation of the

Federal lease lottery. All tracts receiving less than the minimum
bid will drop to over-the-counter leasing. Qualified applicants not

willing to pay $20 an acre or more will file applications.
Such multiple filings will require a drawing to ensure an equal

opportunity. Thus, the lottery, with all of its proven abuses, will

live on.

CENEX strongly supports the bid provision in S. 1388, which as-

sures a true market value process, eliminates unnecessary partici-

pation by a regulatory agency, and abolishes the lottery.
CENEX respectfully, and in the strongest terms, urges unamend-

ed adoption of Senate bill 1388, which accomplishes the following

eight points.

First, it continues the availability of Federal lease hold to indus-

try for exploration and development of our public resource. Two, it

reduces the bureaucratic participation, thus eliminating unneces-

sary cost, delay, and controversy.
Three, it corrects regulatory deficiencies that to date have a) cre-

ated a new business of buying and selling Federal lottery leases, b)

have delayed for years availability of lands for leasing, and c) have
established artificial values on lease hold.

The fourth thing that Senate bill 1388 accomplishes is it creates

a true market value system between the owner and the operator
for leases on all Federal minerals, including first-time available

lands. And this answers the questions, I believe, that were raised

about Amos Draw and Fort Chafee.

Five, it encourages exploration and development of public lands

by restoring a free market. Six, it preserves the competitive posi-

tion of both major company and independent operators in the Fed-

eral system.
Seven, it preserves the right of every qualified citizen to hold a

Federal oil and gas lease. And eight, it maintains separation of the

leasing process from environment protection, which we consider a

separate body of law.
CENEX is a member of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Asso-

ciation, and the Montana Petroleum Association. And during the

past two years I have attended numerous meetings of industry rep-
resentatives where this issue was discussed.

The last such meeting was held on April 14, 1987 in Billings,
Montana. Representatives from 14 different oil and gas entities at-
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tended, and every participant was classified as an independent, as

we had no major companies represented.

Although the gathering was informal, a unanimous vote was cast

in favor of adopting the provisions that are now contained in

Senate bill 1388. From large independent company representatives
to one-man operations, the discussion and the vote affirmed the po-
sition that these specific provisions best served the industry and
the Nation.
We certainly wholeheartedly urge the adoption of Senate bill

1388. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Keating submitted subsequent to

the hearing follows:]
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CENEX • Post Office Box 21479 • 2220 Grant Road •

Billings, Montana 59104 •
(406) 656-4343

July 2, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Senate Mineral Resources Subcommittee
730 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Federal Oil and Gas Leasing
S. 1388 - Melcher
S. 65 - Bumpers

Dear Senator Melcher:

CENEX is most grateful for the opportunity to have appeared before

your committee on June 30, 1987. At that time our written testimony was

not prepared but was to be submitted as soon as possible. The following

states the CENEX position:

For the purpose of identification, CENEX is an integrated independent

oil company with corporate offices in St. Paul, Minnesota. Working mostly

in the northern Rocky Mountain region, we develop oil and gas prospects,

secure leases, drill wells, produce oil and gas, transport, refine and

market petroleum products. For more than forty years we have conducted

exploration and production operations from headquarters in the Billings

area. Twenty miles to the west we own and operate a 42,000 barrel per day

refinery at Laurel, Montana. Marketing of petroleum products is

principally to the agricultural community in the 14 northwestern states.

All of our oil and gas production is located in Montana, North and South

Dakota and Wyoming. We rank as the 53rd largest oil producer in the

nation. Nearly 90% of our crude oil production is from federal ownership

which prompts us to be concerned with lease availability and procedures.

Farmers Union Central Exchange. Incorporated
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CENEX supports the present system of over-the-counter leasing which

has a proven history of serving the intent of the Mineral Leasing Act of

1920 which is to encourage exploration and development of our mineral

resources. Unfortunately, the regulations developed to manage the leasing

system have so adversly altered the process that legislative corrections

are now being considered. CENEX recognizes the need to correct the abuses,

however, we view some proposals as overcorrections.

The following major problems in the regulation of the federal oil and

gas leasing process are addressed in the proposed legislation:

1. Simultaneous Filings.

This resulted from the regulatory effort to provide every

citizen qualified to hold an oil and gas lease an equal

opportunity to submit an application. Through the years numerous

regulation changes have failed to correct abuses in what has

developed as the federal lease lottery.

S. 66 and S.1388 both propose to eliminate the lottery process by

offering leases on lands in that category by competitive bid. CENEX

supports the proposed competitive bid system because as an oil and gas

operator we bid for these leases now with lottery winners and their filing

companies. As an end user of the lease, we would abundantly prefer to

compete in an orderly, oral sale conducted by an authorized agency of the

mineral owner. It is important to note that these leases have no value

without an oil and gas operator.
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2. Known Geologic Structure leases (KGS).

Unleased federal minerals adjoining producing tracts are

classified as KGS and become available for lease under a

competitive bid system. Regulation complications and the failure

to define a KGS tract from an over-the-counter tract have

resulted in this process becoming almost unworkable.

S. 66 and S.1388 both propose elimination of the separate KGS system

by including these lands in the category of all leases to be offered by

competitive bid. CENEX strongly supports this proposal as a means to

correct a serious defect. Historically a KGS tract was by definition

offsetting a producing tract which could be an extension of production.

Today there is no clear definition of a KGS tract which has resulted in

thousands of acres of federal lands being unavailable for lease while

regulatory determinations are stalled between KGS and lottery. Adoption of

the S. 66 or S. 1388 will break that log jam and cycle public properties

back into the exploration process.

3. Over-The-Counter Leasing.

This provision is basic in the 1920 Act, has served the country

well and deserves to be retained. It is this provision that

allows the independent oil and gas operator to compete in the

industry. Innovative geologic ideas are stimulated and

exploratory frontiers expanded with the availability of

affordable federal leases. Independent operators must have
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"open" lands which can be leased to support new geology. If OTC

leases are included in a competitive bid system, only major oil

companies have the financial means for such block assembly.

S. 66 proposes to restrict over-the-counter leasing to a window period

of time which formula will result in the ultimate elimination of OTC.

S. 1388 retains the OTC process by including in thp competitive

process only those lands not previously available for leasing. CENEX

supports the S. 1388 provision.

4. Minimum Bid.

Another defect in the present KGS process is the minimum bid

requirement. Evaluations must be made to determine the minimum

price acceptable by the regulatory agency. Sales records contain

numerous challenges to agency decisions accepting bids that were

not high enough and challenges for refusing to accept the highest

bids as too low. Competitive lease sales are intended to place

the property in industry at the highest market price for

development. Using non-industry standards for market price

evaluation has prevented the exploration and development of much

federal ownership.

S. 66 proposes a minimum bid of $20 per acre while S. 1388 proposes a

minimum bid equal to the annual rental of $1.00 per acres. CENEX supports

5. 1388.

A minimum bid of $20 per acre ignores the concept of market value,

forces a regulatory evaluation and insures a continuation of the lottery
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system which is to be abolished as an abuse. Hundreds of thousands of

federal acres have a lease value of less than $20 per acre. As stated, a

lease value is zero without an oil and gas operator. However, ownership of

these acres by industry is necessary to encourage the exploration process.

The $20 per acre minimum will instantly halt speculative leasing which can

kill exploration and development. Secondly, the $20 per acre minimum bid

proposal will necessitate an evaluation procedure by the governing agency,

a defect in the present KGS system. Regardless of what method determines

the bid level, an evaluation, regardless of what it is called, will be

required to justify a price. This agency involvement and judgement process

is presently restricting thousands of federal acres from industry.

Thirdly, the $20 per acre minimum bid will guarantee continuation of the

federal lease lottery. All tracts receiving less than the minimum bid will

drop to over-the-counter leasing. Qualified applicants not willing to

offer $20 per acre or more will file applications. Such multiple filings

will require a drawing to insure an equal opportunity to all. Thus, the

lottery with all of its proven abuses will live on.

CENEX strongly supports the bid provision in S. 1388 which assures a

true market value process, eliminates unnecessary participation by a

regulatory agency and abolishes the lottery.

CENEX respectfully and in the strongest terms urges unamended

adoption of S. 1388 which accomplishes the following:

1. Continues availability of federal leasehold to industry for

exploration and development of public mineral ownership.
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2. Reduces bureaucratic participation thus eliminating

unnecessary cost, delay and controversy.

3. Corrects regulatory deficiencies which (a) have created a new

business of buying and selling federal lottery leases, (b)

have delayed for years the availability of lands for leasing,

(c) have established artificial values on leasehold.

4. Creates a true market value system between owner and operator

for leases on all federal minerals including first time

available lands. (Fort Chaffee and Amos Draw)

5. Encourages exploration and development of public lands by

restoring free market.

6. Preserves the competitive position of both major company and

independent operator in the federal lease system.

7. Preserves the right of every qualified citizen to hold

federal oil and gas leasehold.

8. Maintains separation of the leasing process from environment

protection which is a separate body of law.

CENEX is a member of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association and

the Montana Petroleum Association as well as other industry associations.

During the past two years I have attended numerous meetings of industry

representative where the federal leasing process was discussed. The latest

such meeting was held in Billings, Montana, on April 14, 1987 attended by

representatives from 14 different oil and gas entities. Every participant

was classified as an independent operator as no major oil companies were

81-703 0-88
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represented. Although the gathering was informal, a unanimous vote was

cast in favor of adopting the provisions now contained in S. 1388. From

large independent company representatives to one-man operations the

discussion and vote affirmed the position that these specific provisions

best serve the industry and nation.

Adoption of S. 1388 is wholeheartedly endorsed. Thank you.

Respectfully,

Exploration and Production

Original • r Keating
Signed by

•*

J. R. Keating
General Manager
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Senator Melcher. Well, thank you, Joe. One point, as Bob Bur-
ford just testified for BLM and the department and the administra-

tion, I believe, if I understand Senator Bumpers correctly, there is

one point I would like to clarify.
You think that Senator Bumpers' bill would get back into the

lottery sort of by the fact that there is a $20 minimum. The testi-

mony that we received, and my understanding is that, you get back
into the lottery regardless, under Senator Bumpers' bill.

After you go through the procedure of competitive bid, that
which is not bid upon does go into lottery automatically and that is

the way the department would interpret it and, as I understand it,

would implement it.

So I think you are correct in saying that with a $20 minimum,
everything that does not get a competitive bid above that goes into

some sort of a framework where it would be a lottery. But I think
it is deliberate rather than circumstantial occasion.

If you followed my questioning of Mr. Burford regarding what
private landowners would do, and what we try to do here prudently
is to manage the Federal land as we would do it if we owned it our-

selves and try to manage it for our own gain.
How many leases that you know of, and you probably have some

leases, CENEX probably has some leases on private land where

they do not pay the full $10, $1 a year per lease. With a standard

10-year lease, that does not mean you are going to get $10.
I have never had a lease. On the little bit of land we had, I never

had a lease where the people that leased it paid the $1 each of the

10 years. They just dropped it somewhere after three or four years.
Is that not correct?

Mr. Keating. That is true, yes.
Senator Melcher. Is that not what CENEX does?
Mr. Keating. You bet. We do. And that depends on the geologic

process, the evaluation process we are going through.
Senator Melcher. Just one other question. There is a distinction

in these bills. I introduced S. 1388 with a 10-year lease.

Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Melcher. If you wanted it, if you got the lease, and you

wanted it, you could retain it for 10 years. Competitive or over-the-

counter.
Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Is it not true that even something you are

really interested in, it is sometimes pretty hard to get any drilling
done in five years?
Mr. Keating. Absolutely. That is correct.

Senator Melcher. I think this idea that there are a lot of people
that want to bid $20 an acre is a very foolish myth. I do not know
very many people like that.

But you tell me, have you bid $20 an acre on anything in the last

two years? Probably not. You have not had a chance.

Mr. Keating. Senator, not that I can recall.

Senator Melcher. Well, on private or Federal?
Mr. Keating. Correct.

Senator Melcher. When was the last time you bid $20 an acre

on anything? When oil prices were high. Forget about the last two

years.
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Mr. Keating. On a prospect basis, we will certainly bid as much
as we can stand.

Senator Melcher. When was the last time?
Mr. Keating. It will not be the bidding process, it will be private

negotiations, and we would certainly go higher than $20. But
Senator Melcher. When was the last time?
Mr. Keating. Six months ago.
Senator Melcher. Six months ago? On private?
Mr. Keating. Private.

Senator Melcher. All right. Is that very common?
Mr. Keating. Senator, only on a prospect basis, not the type of

leasing I do not believe we are talking about here.

By prospect leasing means very confined areas that are ready to

be drilled, which is why you are willing to pay the price because

you have already made a considerable investment in the prospect.
Senator Melcher. On private land.

Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Melcher. Like 160 acres, or what?
Mr. Keating. Yes. Three hundred and twenty, 640. But normally

pretty confined.

Senator Melcher. And what is the deal you have got on the sur-

rounding land?
Mr. Keating. Again, it depends on the prospect, we are talking

about two different things here.

Senator Melcher. I am getting you to talk against CENEX. And
I know you do not want to give me any secrets. But I will get out of

you as much as I can.
Mr. Keating. Okay.
Senator Melcher. When you give somebody for a half section $20

or $40, that would be $12,000, if it was a half section, a little over

$12,000.
Have you not tied up some of the private land surrounding it for

about as far as he has any private land?
Mr. Keating. We certainly have. Yes.
Senator Melcher. For what? How much?
Mr. Keating. Whatever the market value is.

Senator Melcher. Well, like $1?
Mr. Keating. Yes. Certainly.
Senator Melcher. In other words, you are going to give them for

one year, whenever you are ready to drill, and you do not have all

this much red tape to do it on private land, you are going to give
them a pretty good chunk just for 160, 320, or one section?
Mr. Keating. Selected tracts.

Senator Melcher. And you have tied up all the way around it,

what?
Mr. Keating. We believe we have tied up the prospect. Senator.

And that is the land
Senator Melcher. You are not going to go in there and drill that

well unless you have tied up a range around there, so if you get
any production you are going to get a return on your investment,
are you?
Mr. Keating. That is correct. Yes.
Senator Melcher. And that is about $1 an acre. Is it not?
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir. Depending on the area.
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Senator Melcher. And just $1 an acre as a standard, I will give

you $1 an acre and have an option for nine years more, at $1 an
acre.

Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Melcher. That is a willing buyer and a willing seller.

And I guess our problem here is, how do we determine what is pru-
dent for the Federal Government in being that willing seller?

I have gone as far as I can in the bill I introduced. I just cannot

buy this idea of going to simultaneous, or getting a system devised

where we are about in the same boat as we are in now.
Senator Bumpers?
Senator Bumpers. Do you bid on any lands belonging to the State

of Montana?
Mr. Keating. Yes, we do.

Senator Bumpers. Do you have to bid competitively on that land?

Mr. Keating. Yes, we do, Senator.

Senator Bumpers. Does that system work okay?
Mr. Keating. Yes, it does, because there is no minimum bid. The

minimum bid is comparable to the annual rental.

Senator Bumpers. So in Montana, if you want to bid on State

lands there, all lands are put up on a competitive basis, are they
not?
Mr. Keating. Yes.

Senator Bumpers. Incidentally, Mr. Keating, you have been sit-

ting here this morning. You know that every State in the Union

requires competitive bidding on all lands that the State owns?
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir.

Senator Bumpers. Are you familiar with all these caes we have
cited? For example, in one instance down in Arkansas, the State of

Arkansas had 80 acres of mineral rights. They did not own any of

the surface, but they owned 80 acres of mineral rights in the Oa-
chita National Forest.

BLM put up 2,000 acres of its land for $1 an acre. In the State of

Arkansas, about eight times that much was received just for its 80

acres. Because it had put up its mineral interest on a competitive
basis.

And obviously, where you have competitive as against noncom-

petitive, you are always going to have those kinds of strange re-

sults, would you agree?
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir, sure would.
Senator Bumpers. Do you consider yourself a conservative busi-

nessman?
Mr. Keating. I do.

Senator Bumpers. Would you like to see Senator Melcher and me
handle Federal money the way we would handle our own money, if

it belonged to us personally?
Mr. Keating. I think I would.
Senator Bumpers. Would you also like to see us handle the Fed-

eral lands that belong to you and all the other taxpayers the same

way? Or do you think that comes in a separate category?
Mr. Keating. No, I do not. I think I would like to see that.

Senator Bumpers. And when you negotiate with private owners
of land in Montana, you have to bid—maybe not in an open bid-
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ding—but you have to give more than somebody else is willing to

give in order to get that from a private individual, do you not?
Mr. Keating. Yes, we do.

Senator Bumpers. And is that not what this country is founded
on, that kind of a situation?
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir, in the absence of a minimum bid.

Senator Bumpers. So can you think of any reason why the Feder-
al Government ought to lease lands for a dollar an acre, when it is

obvious that some of it is worth $100, $200, $300 an acre?
Mr. Keating. No, I do not see any reason why they should.
Senator Bumpers. Do you realize that Senator Melcher's bill,

1388, exempts about 50 percent of all Federal land that is now or

probably ever will be available for leasing, it exempts about 50 per-
cent of that on the front end so that it can never be let competi-
tively.
Did you know that?
Mr. Keating. No, sir, I did not.

Senator Bumpers. So when you are talking about an all competi-
tive system, and you are taking 50 percent of the lands out in the

beginning, that is not exactly an all competitive system, is it?

Mr. Keating. If that is correct, no.

Senator Bumpers. I have no further questions. I see Senator Mel-
cher is gone for the time being.

Let me just ask you this question, Mr. Keating, while we are

waiting for Senator Melcher.
Would you like to see all the lottery system done away with?
Mr. Keating. Yes, I would.
Senator Bumpers. Senator Melcher, as you know, as I say, ex-

empts half of the Federal lands available for what we call OTC,
and normally, when we think of OTC—this is not precisely correct,
but what we normally refer to here is, that that land is available
on a first-come first-serve basis.

Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Bumpers. Is that what you like? Is that what you are de-

fending?
Mr. Keating. Yes. Sir, if there is no bid for the land, if there are

no bids for those leases, then I certainly believe they should be left

for over the counter, because then it will be industry people that
will be putting those leases back ipto play again.
Senator Bumpers. Well, my bill does that. In other words, if

there is no competition for it.

Now, $20 minimum bid is admittedly an arbitrary figure.
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir.

Senator Bumpers. I mean, there is nothing sacred about the $20.
If we want to move it to $15, I have no objection to that.

What we are trying to do are two or three things. We are trying
to make sure that we promote oil and gas development, and if

somebody really wants to wildcat and take some land that does not
have very much prospect, they are probably going to get it for $1
an acre, under my bill or his.

But if there are lands, for example, under his bill, if somebody
had a lease, and it was part of this land that was exempt, and they
found a Prudhoe Bay type find, the lands around it could never be
let competitively because they're exempt if we pass his bill.
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Those lands are exempt on the front end, and it would not make
any difference if they had 80,000 barrel a day gushers out there, we
would still have to lease the lands adjoining it for $1 an acre.

That seems like a strange result to me. Does it not to you?
Mr. Keating. Yes, sir, I guess it would be. But as an oil and gas

operator, I would not see those lands being available for lease after

a discovery.
Senator Bumpers. Well, unhappily, under 1388, they would be.

And they would be available on a noncompetitive basis, first-come,
first-serve.

Mr. Keating. I believe the industry would already have those
lands under lease, and that is one of the reasons they would be
there in the first place, is because the lands were available for

lease, which would establish a lease block worthy of that kind of an

exploration program.
That is why I believe that prompts and encourages exploration.
Senator Bumpers. Are you familiar with the Amos Draw situa-

tion?

Mr. Keating. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator Bumpers. Well, you realize that the lands around that

had not been leased. And the oil and gas industry did not have that

land under lease.

Mr. Keating. Sir, the reason they did not was because the BLM
was trying to determine whether or not they were KGS. And they
were on the SIMO list, and not available.

And our companies had those same circumstances, where we
have drilled wells offsetting unleased Federal lands because they
had not been classified as lottery or KGS, and for the remainder of

the prospective investment, we could not afford not to drill.

So we continued with our operation. We have done two of those

in the past two years.
Senator Bumpers. Well, the point I was going to make is, even

though that land had not been leased, that is sort of like Ft. Chaf-

fee, the reason Ft. Chaffee hadn't been leased was because there

was a prohibitation against leasing military reservations.

Mr. Keating. Yes.
Senator Bumpers. And we had a terrible result, just as we had a

terrible result at the Amos Draw. Just as we have a terrible result

down in the Ouachito.
And it is all of those things that we are trying to deal with here.

Mr. Keating. I understand. However, Senate bill 1388 does cor-

rect that, because it provides that any lands that were not previ-

ously available for lease must come up for competitive bid, not over

the counter.

And I believe that is what happened in Ft. Chaffee. We consider

that a correction.

Senator Bumpers. Well, that is true. But when you eliminate

half of the Federal lands at the outset, it seems to me that

Mr. Keating. Senator, I guess I have a little trouble with that

statement, because I am not sure where those lands are, or why we
would have to insist that half of these lands are going to have a

greater value over the counter.
That one bothers me a little.
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Senator Bumpers. It bothers me a lot worse than it does you, Mr.
Keating.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Keating. Thank you.
Senator Melcher. Well, one thing I should add there, unless you

identify lands that you are talking about, half of—if we are saying
half of the Federal lands are withdrawn, and cannot be leased, be-

cause of various reasons, I think that would be a high figure.
If we are saying that of those that can be leased, and are not

withdrawn from mineral entry, that half of them have not received
a over-the-counter bid, there must be all sorts of reasons for that,
because they would be available first-come first-serve.

All you would have to do is walk in and say, I want this track,
and plunk down the money.
So I think there is no need for us as a committee to be operating

in the dark. For the good of all of us, I will ask the staff to produce
the total of Federal lands that have been withdrawn, number one,
and are not available for lease under any circumstances; and
number two, those lands that would be available for lease, but

nobody has ever wanted to pay the buck an acre to lease them.
We do not have to operate in the dark here on boogies that do

not exist.

All right, thank you very much, Joe.
Mr. Keating. Thank you.
Senator Melcher. Ken Wonstolen, Executive Director and Gen-

eral Counsel for the Independent Petroleum Association of Moun-
tain States, accompanied by Stephen Smith, Public Lands Chair-
man.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH A. WONSTOLEN, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR AND GENERAL COUNSEL, INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM
ASSOCIATION OF MOUNTAIN STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY
STEPHEN SMITH, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC LANDS COMMITTEE

Mr. Wonstolen. My name is Ken Wonstolen. I am the executive
director and general counsel for the Independent Petroleum Asso-
ciation of Mountain States. We go by IPAMS.
With me today is Stephen Smith, my public lands chairman, and

an independent oilman from Denver.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our input on

this important issue today.
Let me preface my remarks just to respond to some of the ques-

tions I have been hearing coming from the panel that IPAMS is

not opposed to a leasing system which features competitive bidding.
The current leasing system of course requires competitive bid-

ding in the KGS areas. And we recognize that any leasing system
needs to have a competitive bidding feature.

What we do insist on is that there is a viable noncompetitive tier

as well, and in that regard, we do think there is some significant
differences between S. 1388 and S. 66, and Steve Smith will address
those in more particulars.
We also do not feel that a legislative fix or a change to the way

in which leases are let competitively can be done risk-free. And we
see two major areas of concern.
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One is that the uncertainty of going to a new system of letting
leases competitively will undoubtedly upset the competitive bal-

ance between majors and independents, and we just do not know
how that will shake out. But that is an element of uncertainty to a
rather distressed industry that is troublesome.
The second area that we have unanimous agreement on in the

industry is that there is a great danger that opening the mineral

leasing act will lead to the installation of new environmental re-

strictions.

I know that both of the Members here at the hearing today have
indicated that they will keep their bill clean of such restrictions.

But it has been made abundantly clear that any legislation on this

matter, in the House, will be burdened down with environmental

restrictions, with which industry cannot live.

And we think that is a major concern which says that we should
look at administrative changes before going into opening up the

mineral leasing act.

We do feel that the current problems have largely resulted from
administrative failures, and those have been in two main areas.

One is abuse of the SIMO, and we have heard about that today.
Mr. Bumpers was somewhat incorrect in his characterization of the

SIMO system as it runs today. You cannot simply send in a $75

filing fee. You also have to submit a $1 per acre advance rental,

and that has substantially reduced, we believe, the abuse, the

fraudulent abuse of that system.
In fact, when that change was made, and the SIMO was reinsti-

tuted with the advance rentals, the number of applications dropped
60 percent.

Interior is now going back out to ask why the SIMO is drawing
such little interest.

We also think that there are existing consumer protection and
investor fraud laws which could be aggressively enforced to take

care of any remaining problem in that area.

The second problem area, and I think it is more troublesome, is

the KGS. We have heard about the Ft. Chaffee and the Amos Draw
situations. Those were both anomalies. They were lands that were
withdrawn from availability. They were subsequently made avail-

able without adequate analysis of the geology and the competitive
situation.

Those were failures. They could be solved administratively how-
ever.

The National Academy of Sciences studied this issue and said

that there were ways for Interior to upgrade that process and avoid

those situations in the future. And we would support such action

by Interior.

We do have a problem with the way Interior has responded to

those criticisms. What they have done, basically, is to delay making
KGS determinations. They have failed to issue leases while they re-

consider KGS status. And they have recently distorted the KGS
concept with no geologic basis to cover entire basins.

This is an intolerable situation. It has to be changed.
We believe that given the risks that would be involved in open-

ing up the Act itself, that perhaps a better course for you would

be—and using the budget process perhaps—direct Interior to up-
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grade and revamp its KGS procedures to adopt the NAS recom-
mendations.
As well, we would like to see them include three elements that

are featured in both of the bills. Elimination of sealed bids in favor
of oral bidding. Elimination of sliding scale royalties in favor of flat

royalties. And elimination of any post sale value determinations.
We think those are positive elements from both bills, which

could be done administratively. There is nothing in the present
mineral leasing act that would keep those from going into place.
We do recognize, however, that it is your prerogative to reconsid-

er previous legislative enactments. And it is undoubtedly true, as
the National Academy of Science has concluded, that there will

always be some errors in KGS classification.

Can we live with those, given the risks of opening up the mineral

leasing act? That is your decision.

If it is determined that you have to go in and change the system,
there are five features, common to both bills, which we think are

paramount, and which we think should be maintained.
Those are avoidance of new environmental restrictions. Reten-

tion of noncompetitive leasing
—and Steve Smith will get into the

difference between the two bills and how they do that. Reliance on
oral bidding. Institution of a flat royalty rate. And elimination of

post sale value determination.
Those are five common features to the bill which must be includ-

ed in any legislative fix to the system.
I would be prepared to discuss any of those in more detail pursu-

ant to your questions.
At this point I would like to ask Steve Smith to talk in more

detail about the noncompetitive leasing aspect, which is of such
vital importance to the independents.
Mr. Smith. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to ad-

dress this Committee on a matter that is of vital importance to oil

and gas producers all over, but particularly in the Rockies, where
most of the Federal lands are.

I am going to focus my comments on the way these two bills

treat the over the counter leasing system, which is a very workable
system that has not been the source of the problems in our opinion,
given—or excluding lands which were withdrawn from leasing,
such as the Ft. Chaffee incident.

And we would agree that lands which have not been continuous-

ly available for leasing to the first qualified applicant should go
through a competitive test, should one of these bills, or some com-
bination, be instituted.

Just to take a look at each bill and how the main elements would
work in this regard, S. 66 substitutes a minimum bid test for the

geologic determination for which lands should be leased competi-
tively.

Anything receiving a $20 an acre minimum bid would be leased

competitively; anything that did not would fall to a noncompetitive
tier which, as it has been explained to me, would include a simulta-
neous drawing phase, and anything that was not leased in that

phase, would then revert to over-the-counter availability to the
first qualified applicant.
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This approach would result in less competitive leasing because of

the $20 minimum bid, and would preserve a meaningful role for

the SIMO, if that's the intent of the Congress.
S. 1388 substitutes what we could call a market test with a $1

per acre minimum bid. For all practical purposes, that would elimi-

nate the SIMO. And then any lands not leased would be available

for over-the-counter leasing to the first qualified applicant.
IPAMS does not take a position regarding which of these ap-

proaches is preferable. However, in the area of over-the-counter

leasing, which is the procedure by which lands that have not been
leased for oil and gas initially enter the leasing system on a first-

come first-serve basis, by the payment of a filing fee and an ad-

vance rental.

IPAMS believes S. 1388 is preferable. 1388 would preserve the

OTC system in its current form, without subjecting lands to an ad-

ditional minimum bid test prior to issuance.

And a recent survey of our membership indicated that 72 percent
of the respondents favored keeping OTC lands out of a competitive
sale process, thus preserving continuous access to frontier explora-
tion prospects.

It is these unexplored and remote areas where OTC leasing typi-

cally takes place that is the lifeblood of many independents who
traditionally drill 90 percent of the Nation's wildcat wells.

It is also these wild and remote regions that often offer the great-
est prospects for significant oil and gas discovery, particularly on
shore.

Under the current system, upon termination of a lease, original-

ly granted under the OTC phase, because each lease starts out at

that phase, upon termination or expiration of that lease, the lands

are offered in a simultaneous drawing, or, if they're in a KGS,
they're offered in a competitive sale.

If the lands are not in a KGS, and therefore, offered SIMO, and

they don't draw enough interest to receive even one application,
then they become open and available to leasing again to the first

qualified applicant.
If they're leased subsequent to that, they reenter the system, and

upon termination or expiration of that lease, they again go through
the test, that is, either the geologic KGS test, or the SIMO test, to

see if they will either fall within a geologic KGS or receive SIMO
application.
And thus, you have a complete leasing loop. Lands enter the

system through the OTC. When they have been leased, they cannot
be leased again OTC until they have been through a test, either a

geologic test or a SIMO test, or both.

Under these proposed bills, they would go through either the

minimum bid test or the market test.

The problem that we see with S. 66 in the OTC area is twofold.

One is, forcing all newly applied for OTC lands through the mini-

mum bid test prior to lease issuance as well as after expiration or

termination of the initial lease.

So all OTC lands are going to go through the competitive test,

but we believe the proper time is after the termination of expira-
tion of the lease; and two, forcing lands back through the minimum
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bid test after they have already failed that test once upon lease ex-

piration, possibly only after a little more than a year.
Forcing these lands through this extra competitive test over and

above the test that they all will go through on expiration or termi-
nation destroys the complete loop of land availability by adding
two additional minimum bid SIMO tests, which we believe all lands
should go through upon termination or expiration.
Some of the reasons that OTC lands should not be subjected to

these extra tests include the following.
One, the OTC system is a good workable system. It has not

caused problems except in the case of lands that were not continu-

ously available to the first qualified applicant, and this would in-

clude the Fort Chaffee type situations.

I think it is important to remember that the Amos Draw inci-

dent did not involve over-the-counter lands. It involves SIMO lands.

These lands had already been leased at some point, and they had
been withdrawn from leasing during a period prior to coming up on
a simultaneous drawing.
So we would propose that lands which have not been continuous-

ly available for leasing would not be made available for leasing
OTC until they had been through a competitive test, thus address-

ing the Fort Chaffee type problem.
Once leased, then they would be treated like all other lands, and

have a test after the expiration or termination.
Number two, OTC lands are daily subject to a competitive test of

a dollar per acre, with thousands of exploration companies and in-

dependents, although our numbers are somewhat reduced these

days.
OTC lands are leased at the time they become worth a dollar an

acre to someone, thus, never having the opportunity to sit open for

years and become more valuable, as may be the case with with-
drawn lands.

Three, subjecting the lands to an additional competitive test will

hinder the strong incentive to lease Federal lands first which as-

sembling exploration plays. These exploration plays, as has been
mentioned earlier, necessitate large blocks of land to economically
justify drilling the rank wildcat prospects.
And when there are open Federal lands, over-the-counter avail-

able lands, in one of these wild prospect areas, they are always the
first to be leased. There is an incentive to be there first, and I be-

lieve this causes the leasing of possibly millions of more acres at

times, because of that incentive to be there first.

And under the current system, if you want to put a block of

leases together to justify drilling a well, you can go file applications
on the Federal land, knowing that you have priority applications
on those lands, and then proceed to make additional investment in

intermingling B lands or State lands.
You can make an investment in other types of exploration costs,

because you know that—you are assured that you have priority on
those parcels, and if they issue, they will issue to you.
Senator Bumpers. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to leave.

Would it be permissible to interrupt for one minute to ask one
question?

Senator Melcher. Certainly.
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Senator Bumpers. Well, make that two questions.
Let me ask you first of all, if you had a 1,000-acre tract of land

that you thought might or might not have oil or gas under it,

would you lease it to the first guy that offered you a dollar an
acre?
Mr. Smith. If I had as much as the Federal Government does, I

would lease that land.

Senator Bumpers. Can you answer that question, yes or no?
Mr. Smith. I would make an evaluation as to whether I wanted

to accept that. And if I thought that was an offer I wanted to

accept
Senator Melcher. Do you own any land? Let us establish what

the circumstances are. Do you own any land?
Mr. Smith. Well, I own a lot of oil and gas leasehold interest.

Senator Melcher. He is asking you as a landowner.
Mr. Smith. No. Well, I own some land, but I do not really have

any significant mineral rights in those lands.

Senator Bumpers. The values change from time to time, do they
not? For example, back in the forties and fifties, where I come
from, land was ready to lease for $1 an acre, and I come from a

poor area, and people were tickled to death to get $1 an acre.

In the 1970s that went up as high as $1,000 an acre bonus bid.

Now it is back down to about $100,
Mr. Smith. Well, that varies significantly.
Senator Bumpers. That depends on what the market for oil and

gas is. But under S. 1388, let me ask you this question.
You said that it would eliminate the Amos Draw type situation.

And I am not so sure that is true. Let us take a case under S. 1388

where BLM puts up a 1,000-acre tract of land.

And it does not get a $20 bid, so it goes back to OTC, where it

remains. And let us assume that it remains there for 10 years, and

nobody has bid $1 an acre on it, so it is still just sitting in their

inventory, available for OTC leasing.
And let us assume further that sometime during that 10- or 12-

year period, that somebody makes a very significant find in the vi-

cinity.
The value of that land might go up for leasing purposes to $1,000

an acre. But under S. 1388, because it had not been leased after it

was put up for competitive bids, would still have to go for $1 an
acre over the OTC counter.
Do you think that is fair?

Mr. Smith. Well, there are a couple of things I would like to say.

One is, it is my understanding under S. 66 that if the land did

not get a minimum bid, it would not go directly to OTC. At least,

the implementation, as envisioned by the Department of the Interi-

or, it would go to a SIMO.
Senator Bumpers. No, under S. 66, it does go back to OTC.
Mr. Smith. Does it not go through a SIMO? Or would it not re-

quire SIMO
Senator Bumpers. It depends on where it came from. It would

depend on where it came from.
You heard the questions this morning. We have asked BLM to

give us a definitive answer as to how they would do that. But right
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now, we will have to clean that up when we go to markup on that
to make sure everybody is clear on that.

But if it came out of OTC, and it did not get a $20 bid, it would
go back to OTC.
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. Senator, I think there are two points to be

made on the final question you put there.
The scenario you paint is extremely unlikely. No one goes out

and drills a rank wildcat prospect with open, unleased Federal land
surrounding them.
The leasing place are moving out 10, 20, 30, 100 miles away.
Senator Bumpers. But that is precisely the Amos Draw case.

They did drill Amos Draw with a lot of unleased land around.
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. But that land was not continuously available.

That land should have gone through some test before going into
the noncompetitive tier; there is no question about that.
And both of your bills would provide for that. Your bill that

passed last year provided for a transitional period similar to what
would be an ongoing exemption in Senator Melcher's bill.

The other point is that the Secretary does have discretion under
the law, in the very unlikely circumstance that you paint, to refuse
to issue an inappropriate lease.

And that discretion has been upheld by the Supreme Court in
the case of Udall v. Tomlin. I think that the very unlikely scenario

you draw is not sufficient reason to disrupt the OTC system as it

works very well today; that is our point.
Senator Bumpers. Well, what we are trying to deal with

here
Senator Melcher. Dale, yield to me at this moment, because you

have been painting my bill with a broad stroke with the wrong
paint.
Senate bill 1388 does not change that discretion of the Secretary.

What you have been describing continuously has been somehow
that there be some great potential in that the Secretary would be
powerless to say, oh, well, that's over the counter, rather than step-
ping in prudently and saying, well, that would be an inappropriate
lease; it obviously has more value than that; and then go back into

using his own authority, go right back into competitive bidding.
Secondly, maybe we need to draw a line in the United States.

But you have been describing $100 leases, per acre, as if it applies
to our part of the world.
There are no $100-an-acre leases. There were no $100-an-acre

leases when oil was up to $35 or $40 a barrel. If there were, we
would not have any agricultural problem with landowners out
there. They would all be sitting with great money in the bank, just
forgetting about any farming or ranching operations.
They could lose a whole lot every year.
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. Senator, another response to your question

about would I or Steve lease 1,000 acres at $1. We are not in the

position of the Federal Government.
You have millions and millions of acres at stake. Ninety percent

of the revenues from the oil and gas leasing system come from roy-
alties.

It is to the advantage of the Federal Government, as trust hold-
ers for the people of this country, to get those leases out, get them
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drilled and explored for, and get production established on those

leases.

And I think it is appropriate in OTC areas to give those leases to

the first person who wants to spend $1 for them. They are probably
not worth a dollar.

But someone is out there with a geologic idea, and they are will-

ing to put that dollar down. And I think we ought to encourage
that, get those leases drilled, and get some production possibly on
them that will help the domestic energy security of this Nation,
and it will help the revenue stream from oil and gas leasing.
Senator Bumpers. Why do you think not one State nor one pri-

vate individual in this country sees it that way?
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. Well, the States do not have minimum bids over

$1. Their competitive systems are at $1 an acre, sir.

Senator Bumpers. I say, why do you think they do not see it just
in terms of royalty, in terms of bonus bids, or both?

Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I think they see it in terms of both.

Senator Bumpers. Why should we not?

Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I think you should. I think you should design a

system, if you are going to design one, that encourages getting
those leases in the hands of people who will drill them and try to

find some production.
And the fewer roadblocks you can put in place of that, the

better.

Now the one-year recycle is a roadblock. That lease would have

gone through a competitive test, failed to get the minimum bid,

dropped back out in that year, and someone wants to go spend a

dollar on it at the end of a year, it has got to run back through a

test, maybe 90 days away, 6 months away, whatever.
His geologic idea is exposed to scrutiny. It is just going to backlog

the system, disrupt the way the industry is going to get those

leases drilled.

Senator Bumpers. I want to clarify one thing about Senator Mel-

cher's bill, because I may be wrong about this, John.
But I was under the impression that once OTC land is put up

competitive, and does not receive a $20 bid, it goes back into the

OTC inventory
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. Senator Melcher's bill, it would be a $1 bid.

Senator Bumpers. Well, yes, $1 under his bill. It goes back to the

OTC inventory, where it may not be let competitively again until it

has been leased under the OTC system.
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. Well, there is a difference in terms here. What

you are saying is, it may not go through the competitive test that

is established in these bills. But our position is, it is undergoing

daily competition at that point.
It is out there for the first taker at $1 an acre. The competitive

aspect is, when is someone willing to pay that dollar. That is a

competitive event.

Senator Bumpers. Well, now using the scenario I gave you a

moment ago, if somebody found a significant find in the area, it

would be worth $1 an acre then, would it not?

Mr. WoNSTOLEN. If someone found a significant find, most likely

the Federal lands for a 100-mile radius have already been leased

up years in advance.
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Senator Bumpers. A hundred mile radius?
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. That is very possible.
Senator Bumpers. Are you telling me someone wouldn't drill a

well unless they had everything leased within 100 miles?
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I am not saying that individual would not. But

there are other players in there who would have gone out well in

advance of that well being drilled and taken a chance on some of
that very rank acreage, quite a long distance away.
Now, maybe not 100 miles today, with the state of the industry,

and the contracting lease inventory.
Senator Bumpers. My point is very simple, and I just want this

clarified for my own edification.

In the hypothetical case I gave you a moment ago, if there is a

significant find, and this land has not been leased, or it is still in

the OTC inventory, it may not be let competitively, I do not care if

the wells are drilled right next to it, it cannot be let competitively;
is that not correct?
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I think that—I am not sure that is correct. Be-

cause the Secretary does have residual discretion under the act.

Senator Bumpers. But I am just saying that under Senator Mel-
cher's bill, he does not have that discretion.

Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I am not sure Senator Melcher's bill takes away
that discretion.

Senator Bumpers. Well, that is the way we read it, and that is

the reason we have these hearings.
Senator Melcher. Let the author clarify it, if I can.
We do not change anything, in 1388, the discretionary authority

of the Secretary.
Senator Bumpers. Are you telling me that the Secretary could

then lease that land competitively, even though it had not been
through the OTC leasing system?
Senator Melcher. Yes, if the circumstances warranted, he could.

Because we have not changed his discretionary authority, where he
would find that a lease was not—simply was not appropriate.
He would still retain that authority. Now, that is the way I read

it.

Mr. WoNSTOLEN. You may wish to have the solicitor for the Inte-

rior Department confirm that question for you.
Senator Bumpers. Well, it is certainly a point worth clarifying. I

will say that. Because it has been my impression all along, that
once under Senator Melcher's bill—and there are some things I

like about his bill better than I do mine.
Mr. WoNSTOLEN. I think you are right, in the general case.

Senator Melcher. What my bill does not do, and it does this very
deliberately, it does not set up a weird procedure that is complicat-
ed to allow this BLM and this Department of Interior and probably
the same under any admninistration, to have to jump through the

hoops to get that land leased.

Now, that is what it does not do. But it does not change the Sec-

retary's discretion in refusing to lease, because there are overriding
reasons why he should not lease.

One thing. Dale, I would want to answer your question as a land-

owner, because I earlier did it for Burford, and used him for the

sounding board.
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Burford said that prior to entry into government that he had
5,000 acres leased for a buck, a buck bonus for that one year.

Let me tell you that a prudent landowner, and we have got a few
hundred acres, maybe a total of 450 acres, which is nothing in acre-

age in Montana, but the time that that has been leased is a very
insignificant percentage of time that we have owned it.

If we thought there was one possibility of writing to half a dozen
or two dozen people and saying, we have got some land to lease,

what do you bid, we would do it.

There is no reason to do that. If someobody comes along and
says, you want to take a buck an acre a standard bid, we would
take it. It is that simple.
Now, that is Montana land. All of the rest of this land that we

are talking about in Colorado and Nevada, New Mexico, Montana,
Wyoming, it is about all in the same category, it is private.

If somebody has got a buck and they can get it out there, they
are going to lease an awful lot of private land. And if we could get
$2 an acre, we would figure we are in clover.

And mind you, we are probably only going to get the buck for

one, two or three years, because hardly anybody leases this private
land and pays to get it on the standard lease.

And they pay the buck the first year, and maybe you never hear
from them the second year or the third year. Hardly ever any of

those ever go to the full ten years, just for the buck.
Did you finish your testimony?
Mr. Smith. I actually have a little bit more. If you do not mind, I

will finish it.

Senator Melcher. I have read through your testimony, unless

you are varying from what you have submitted, are you?
Mr. Smith. There is some variance here.

Senator Melcher. The whole statement will be made part of the

record.
Mr. Smith. I would like to make the point that the scenario that

the Senator is pointing out of someone drilling next to open OTC
lands, as a practical matter, just does not happen.
As an oil and gas producer, if I was going to drill a well, I would

not do it if there were open lands offsetting it, and I think that is

pretty much standard industry practice.

Also, these plays tend to move over large areas, as Ken pointed
out. The leasing in the late 1970s, leasing spread through the

folded belt of western Montana for hundreds of miles in advance of

drilling.
And I think this is the typical way that an exploration play pro-

ceeds in these frontier areas.

And one key point that I would like to make about OTC leasing,
as an independent for me to develop a geologic concept in a wild

area, go out and file applications on open Federal land, and then
have those—have that shopped around to everybody in the busi-

ness is going to be a big discouragement for me from putting to-

gether wild exploration plays.
I would liken it to—well, I think the problem that can happen is

that if this land is shopped around for a competitive test after OTC
applications, and some speculator, whether it s a company or an in-

dividual, comes in and buys a key tract, he could buy a key tract
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that could pretty much destroy my ability to get that block drilled,
if he was not of a mind to drill a well.

And I think that that situation could be somewhat likened to an
inventor working on developing some invention, taking the proto-
type into the patent office, and having the patent office shop his
idea around to all his competitors and see if anybody will bid some
money for it before issuing him the patent.
And these lands, they are open and available to the first person

that files on them, and I believe that causes a tremendous amount
of acreage to be under lease that would not be.

And while there may be an isolated occasion—but I think I need
to keep pointing out that Amos Draw was not an OTC matter. It

was a SIMO matter and a KGS matter. It did not involve OTC
lands.

So I would like to make one other point, and that is that the
American Association of Petroleum Landmen, which I'm a member
of, is a 9,500 member national—actually international—profession-
al organization of oil and gas and mining land men.
They passed a resolution last year that addressed changing the

leasing system legislatively, and I would like to provide that for the
record. I do not have it with me right now, but it made four strong
points, or four points strongly.
One was, nothing should be done if additional environmental

burdens were to be added.
It strongly supported oral bidding.
I supported royalties based on values actually received in arms

length transactions.

And it strongly favored retention of the existing over-the-counter

leasing system.
And that concludes my testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wonstolen follows:]
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IPAMS has long maintained that legislative reform of the
onshore oil and gas leasing system entails two significant
risks:

o upsetting the competitive balance between independent
producers and the major oil companies;

o providing an opportunity for the installation of
new, unnecessary and burdensome environmental

restrictions.

Further, it is IPAMS' position that problems with the
current system have resulted from failures of administration
rather than from defects in the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.

The "problems" have occurred in two areas, both addressed by
S66 and S1388. The first is abuse of the simultaneous
lottery system (SIMO) by fraudulent filing services, so-
called "boiler-rooms".
This problem has been largely ameliorated by administrative
changes which raised the filing fee to $75 and which require
the deposit of first year rentals with SIMO applications.
Upon resumption of the SIMO following these changes, the
number of applications dropped 60%. IPAMS believes that
existing consumer protection, investor fraud and deceptive
trade practice laws should be aggressively enforced to
eliminate any remaining abuses.

The second area of contention is more problematic — Known
Geologic Structure (KGS) designation. Two highly-publicized
incidents, referred to as "Amos Draw" and "Fort Chaffee"
have highlighted deficiencies in Interior's KGS
determination procedures. In both cases, previously-
withdrawn lands were made available for non-competitive
leasing without adequate analysis of the underlying geology,
taking into account surrounding development which had
occurred during the period of unavailability.

This breakdown of Interior's KGS procedures is amenable to
administrative remedy, as confirmed by a report by the
National Academy of Sciences. This report states that "the

present KGS provision ... can be successfully implemented...
by providing for a professional interpretation of readily
available information and the exercise of sound... judgement
by qualified earth scientists." For example, KGS
determinations could be performed by a central facility,
staffed by competent USGS personnel. In addition, the
American Association of Professional Geologists (AAPG) has
offered the assistance of its 35,000 members and 70 year
reservoir of scientific experience in reviewing KGS

analyses.

Unfortunately, Interior has reacted to KGS criticism through
interminable delay in making KGS determinations; failure to

issue non-competitive leases to successful applicants while
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KGS status is reconsidered; and, distortion of the KGS
concept to cover entire basins, without geologic basis.
This shoddy performance has been characterized as
"malfeasance" by a past AAPG President. The situation is
intolerable, and an appropriate *Congressional response would
be to require Interior to revamp and upgrade its KGS process
as previously suggested.

Such administrative KGS revision should also incorporate
three concepts included in S66 and S1388:

o elimination of sealed bids in favor of oral bidding;
o elimination of sliding scale royalties in favor of a

flat royalty;
o elimination of post-sale "value" determinations which

may
result in the failure to issue leases to high bidders.

Each of these significant improvements to the current
leasing system could be accomplished administratively,
without incurring the risks inherent in opening the Mineral
Leasing Act.

Nevertheless, IPAMS recognizes that it is the perogative of
Congress to consider fundamental revision of previous
legislative enactments. Further, as the National Academy of
Sciences also concluded: "Some errors in (KGS)
classification will always occur. . . . New legislation may
have to be considered." If it is Congress' decision that
legislative revision is necessary, considering the risks,
then S66 and S1388 both contain five features of paramount
importance:

1. Avoidance of new environmental restrictions
2. Retention of non-competitive leasing
3. Reliance on oral bidding
4. Institution of a flat royalty rate
5. Elimination of post-sale value determinations

Both S66 and S1388 eliminate the KGS aspect of the current
system. S66 substitutes a competitive sale mechanism
incorporating an arbitrary minimum bid of $20/acre. This
approach would result in less competitive leasing than would
S1388 and would preserve a meaningful role for the SIMO.
S1388 substitutes a "market test" minimum bid at $l/acre and
would,
for all practical purposes, eliminate the SIMO. IPAMS takes
no position as to which of these approaches is preferable.

IPAMS does find, however, that S1388 would better meet the
vital need to preserve continuous industry access to
frontier exploration prospects via the "over-the-counter"
(OTC) system. It is these unexplored areas which are the
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lifeblood of independents, who traditionally drill 90% of
the nation's "wildcat" wells.

S66 would require these frontier lands to clear the $20/acre
competitive hurdle before reverting to OTC availability.
Further, the period of OTC availability would only extend
for one-year, after which a "recycle" through the
competitive tier would be required. These provisions would
disrupt the continuous availability of OTC lands for wildcat
exploration and backlog the new leasing system. They are a
step backward from the version of S66 which passed the
Senate last year. That bill contained a three year recycle
period and exempted most OTC lands from the competitive sale
requirement for a transitional period until 1991.

Even better, however, are the OTC provisions of S1388.
Under this approach, currently available OTC lands would
remain so, until leased. Upon expiration of the OTC lease,
the parcel would be offered via the "market test" before
reverting to OTC availability. No arbitrary recycle would
be required. This approach recognizes that OTC lands are
already undergoing a continuous "market test" — at $l/acre— whose "competitive" aspect is the timing of acquisition.

By limiting the competitive sale exemption to currently
available OTC lands, future "Amos Draw" and "Fort Chaffee"
problems would be precluded. In the highly unlikely
circumstance that intense competitive interest might arise
in an unleased OTC area, the Secretary has existing
authority to deny the issuance of an inappropriate lease.

In summation, it is IPAMS' recommendation, should you deem
it necessary to incur the risks entailed in legislative
reform of the onshore leasing system, that any bill
incorporate the five paramount features listed above (also
see Addendum), as well as the OTC provisions of S1388.
Further, it is imperative that the Senate conferees be given
an absolute directive to reject any alteration of these key
elements by the House. Finally, the bill must proceed under
a "manifesto" which precludes the addition of new
environmental restrictions of any kind.

ADDENDUM — The Five Paramount Features

1. Avoidance of new environmental restrictions —
While there exists a healthy diversity of opinion within the
industry regarding other particulars of lease reform, on
this point there is unanimity. As Representative Dick
Cheney has testified before the House Subcommittee on Mining
and Mineral Resources: "All of the oil and gas drilling
that has taken place on federal lands since passage of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 has yet to disturb even 1/10 of
one percent of the lands overlying the federal mineral
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estate" and " of all forms of energy development, it is the
least intrusive from the standpoint of the environment and
the easiest to reclaim."

Oil and gas leasing and development occur within a

comprehensive environmental regulatory framework — the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act, the Archaeological Resources Protection
Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Management Act, the
Endangered Species Act, and miscellaneous provisions of
numerous other laws.

The notion that this plethora of environmental enactments is
insufficient to regulate oil and gas activity is laughable.
In addition, oil and gas operations are prohibited or
restricted on over 3 00 million federal onshore acres, more
than 4 0% of the public domain. New environmental
restrictions, which cannot be borne by the industry, are a

transparent attempt to preclude oil and gas development on
the public domain by so-called "friends" of the national
forest, the tall-grass prairie, the badlands, the desert,
the basin and range, and the canyon lands. Congress must
reject this misguided effort, which can only result in a
domestic energy crisis.

2. Retention of non-competitive leasing —
The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 provides that federally-
owned oil and gas "shall be subject to disposition ... to
citizens of the United States...." This directive does not
limit availability of leases to large, highly-capitalized
oil companies. For many independents, non-competitive
leases comprise the bulk of their lease portfolio. The
"bottom-line" of "IPAMS Position On Total Competitive
Leasing of Public Lands" is that the association "vigorously
opposes the adoption of any total competitive bidding
system... and resolves itself to work towards the
continuation of honest filing systems and selected
competitive bidding for the overall benefit of this nation
and its citizens."

Further, two studies, by the General Accounting Office and
the Department of the Interior, indicate that non-

competitive leasing systems generate more revenues than do
bonus bids. For example, prior to July, 1983, Wyoming's
lease lottery generated revenues averaging $28.86/acre. A

year later, after conversion to an all-coropetitive system,
the average had declined to $24.62/acre.

Finally, proposals which focus on up-front bonus bid
revenues are "penny-wise and pound foolish." Ninety-percent
of federal lease revenues derive from production royalties.
Tying up industry funds in bonus bids will result in less
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acreage leased, fewer wells drilled, and reduced ultimate
revenues .

3 . Reliance on oral bidding —
Oral bidding is an essential element in any move towards a

competitive sale leasing system. Oral bids will reflect the
most up-to-date information on geologic prospects for a

parcel. Being conducted in the open, under public scrutiny,
will ensure the integrity of th process. It will allow
industry to avoid leaving "dollars-on-the-table"
unnecessarily, thereby tying up capital that could otherwise
be expended to drill wells. Finally, oral bidding provides
companies with limited budgets the flexibility to re-target
their bids if unsuccessful on a particular parcel. This
means that bidding budgets are more likely to be spent, and
more parcels will be leased. Oral bidding is crucial to

independents.

This does not mean, however, that unsealed, written bids
could not be used to nominate parcels for oral auction.
Such a practice could streamline lease sales. In addition,
it may be advisable to allow the submission of written bids
by companies unable to physically attend a lease sale. Such
written offers could be used to initiate the oral bidding.

4 . Institution of a flat royalty rate —
Continuation of sliding-scale royalties would be
inconsistent with a conversion to competitive lease sales.

Companies must be able to calculate potential lease values,
net of royalties, in order to make accurate bonus bids. In

addition, a flat one-eighth royalty will cushion the impact
to independents of increased reliance on competitive lease

sales, as well as serving as an incentive to a distressed
industry.

Of course, the royalty rate is oftentimes not as important
as the basis for determining the royalty value. The
industry has learned this hard lesson via the unfair
application of NTL-5, the federal gas valuation standard.
Before being amended in 1986, this rule required royalty to
be paid on the basis of NGPA maximum lawful prices, even
where producers were unable to obtain such bureaucratic
"incentive" prices in the marketplace. In some instances,
the resulting royalty alone could confiscate the entire

gross proceeds from a well.

In order to avoid such absurd results again, it is suggested
that language be adopted specifying that royalty be paid on
the: "value, at the wellhead, of production saved and sold,
based on actual receipts to the lessee under an arms-length
transaction, net of post-production costs." It should
further be specified that, just as the federal government
may, "take" its royalty "in-kind", so may lessees "put" or
tender the royalty "in-kind".
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may, "take" its royalty "in-kind", so may lessees "put" or
tender the royalty "in-kind".

5. Elimination of post-sale value determinations —
Post-sale value determinations would be inconsistent with
institution of competitive lease sales at either an
arbitrary price or by market test. In addition, such value
determinations would be tantamount to continuation of KGS
analysis, contrary to the intent of S66 and S1388. Finally,
eliminating the possibility of bid rejection would make the
shift from current KGS sales to competitive bidding more
attractive.
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Senator Melcher. Let me point out that any association that

comes to Congress and says they've conducted a survey that does

not have very profound conclusions generally gets the results they
deserve; nothing happens.

If there is no real need to amend the leasing policy, we have got
other things to do. And if you have got a position that is worth in-

structing us on why amending the law would get some good results,

we would like to hear it.

I think the testimony is sort of six of one and half a dozen of the

other. And all that says to a committee like this is that, really,

leave it alone. Go on to other things.
Thank you very much. If you have got a positive statement on

why you need some changes, that the association has given you a

ringing endorsement on, let me know.
David Schaenen, representing the Independent Petroleum Asso-

ciation.

Dave, we will make your entire statement part of the record, and

please just summarize whatever your position is.

STATEMENT OF DAVID SCHAENEN, REPRESENTING THE INDE-
PENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA AND THE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Schaenen. Well, thank you. Senator. I will not burden you
with reading the statement, because much of what I would have
said has already been said.

I am representing both the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Associa-

tion and the Independent Petroleum Association of America.
I have been involved with both associations for a long time. I

have been involved with this problem of competitive versus non-

competitive for roughly 25 years, which is about the time that

some of the staffs began reviewing the problem.
It has been mulled over by many subcommittees. It has been the

subject of several GAO reports. And I think that if there is one

thing that does not have unanimity in the industry, it is this prob-
lem.

I think that majors and majors cannot agree; independents and

independents cannot agree; majors and independents cannot agree.
We talked to some people yesterday. One person wanted one

thing; one person wanted another thing. And they were both inde-

pendents.
I think one thing that we are all concerned about is the current

position of the industry as it affects the world marketplace, and the

need to come up with a viable leasing system that will permit the

industry to go forward under rules which they can understand, and
which will not be constantly changed.
You mentioned yourself that in our home State of Montana we

only have five rigs running, and I think that is a deplorable posi-

tion for the industry to be in.

We do agree with some things in both bills. We are in total

agreement with that type of bidding. We are in agreement with the

fixed royalty rate.
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We are in agreement with the lease size. We can argue either

way on these issues, because many of us have been in the industry

long enough to understand both sides of the fence.

And I really think what it comes down to is that when you have

concluded your deliberations, we hope that the Congress and right

now the Senate will provide the industry with a leasing system
that will continue to make lands accessible to the industry; that

lands will not be held off the books so that they are unavailable for

leasing; and that the Congress will agree that we do not need any
additional environmental restraints against our operations.

I think if you will look at my testimony you will note that there

are some charts at the end of the testimony which will give you an
idea of what we have to go through in the land management plan-

ning process and the permitting process and the leasing process.
And there are innumerable areas for public comment. There are

quite a few environmental analyses. And we feel that the current

regulations and statutes provide ample authority and discretion for

the Secretary of the Interior to lease areas if he feels that it is not

in the public interest.

I could go on through the program, but time is running out, and

you have heard most of what I was going to talk about.

So perhaps, why do we not just leave it at that, and I will answer

any kind of questions that you might have. Senator.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schaenen follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, good morning. I am David

Schaenen , an independent from Billings, Montana. I am representing today the

Rocky Hountain Oil and Gas Association (r>!10GA). as well as the Independent

Petroleum Association of America (IPAA). I an pleased to testify on the

pending legislation designed to modify the manner in which oil and gas 1s

leased from public lands.

The Independent Petroleum Association of America represents the estimated

12,000 independent oil and gas producers who account for 00 percent of the

wildcat' drill ing in the United States and 85 percent of all drilling, which

results in a majority of the significant oil and natural gas discoveries.

Independents generally have only one profit center -- the sale of oil and

natural gas at the wellhead -- and one place for reinvestment of capital,

exploration and development of new reserves. They do not refine, transport or

market oil and natural gas as a principal business.

''<MOGA is a trade association whose members account for more than 90 percent

of the oil and natural gas exploration and production in the Rocky Mountain

states. Comprised of large and small companies, independents and individuals,

RMOGA's members are Involved in every phase of oil and natural gas exploration,

production and transportation in the eight-stats region it serves. Since such

a large portion of the land in these Rocky Mountain states is federal land,

RIIOGA's members are extremely concerned about any changes to the Mineral

Leasing Act which might affect federal oil and gas leasing.

As a former president of RMOGA and as former chairman of the Public Lands

Committees and present member of the Executive Committees of both associations,

I have spent a great deal of time on this particular Issue, and over the years
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have watched the debate evolve. In fact, as a landman who has been involved In

leasing federal lands since 1952, I have had a great deal of experience with

both the practical and the political side of this debate. Since the early

1950s, the issue of competitive versus noncompetitive leasing has been examined

and reexamined by the Congress on a number of occasions. It has also been the

subject of numerous GAO reports.

The State of the Industry

Before I discuss our specific reaction to the bills pending before this

Subcommittee, let me comment on
^^g current state of the petroleum industry.

Unstable world oil prices have devastated the domestic petroleum industry.

In the frontier areas we have witnessed a virtual halt to exploration. Rotary

drilling rigs working in the nation during May, 1987, averaged 753. This

amounts to only 40 percent of the 1 ,855 rigs that were operating two years

ago. Even worse, the current number of rotary rigs represents just 17 percent

of the 4,521 p1gs active during the peak of December, 1931.

In the Rocky Mountain states, where the federal government owns a majority

of the land, the number of rigs operating during May of this year fell to less

than one third of the level two years earlier. Compared to May, 1935, when 275

r1gs were working in the Rocky Mountain region, today there are 86.

Incidentally, in Montana, only five rigs were working last month.

If this doesn't cause some concern, let me explain the relationship between

exploration, production, and domestic petroleum reserves. U.S. proved reserves

of crude oil have declined by nearly 30 percent since 1970. Discoveries have

lagged far behind production in many of those years. Just to maintain current

levels of reserves and domestic production, the U.S. needs to find the

equivalent of about nine million barrels of oil and 50 billion cubic feet of

natural gas every day. We need to find 130 percent of today's proved reserves

by the year 2000. But It Is becoming increasingly difficult to find that much
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oil and natural gas. Drilling activity in 1936, as measured by the number of

total well completions, dropped by an estimated 56 percent from the peak 1981

level of 36.234.

Given current and projected estimates of U.S. consumption and production of

petroleum, it is important that energy policymakers formulate programs that

ensure that the nation makes efficient use of its resource base to minimize Its

vulnerability to future energy supply disruptions.

All of these hard facts point to the need to provide some encouragement to

the petroleum industry to continue its search for oil and gas. I hope this

explains why the petroleum industry is so concerned about changes -- and new

deterrents -- to oil and natural gas leasing on public lands.

Industry Concerns

As the members of this subcommittee are aware, the associations I represent

have been strong advocates for the continuation of the traditional leasing

system that contained what we felt was a healthy mix of competitive and

non-competitive leasing. As recently as a year ago we testified that the

present system was indeed a good one. We said that some administrative

adjustments could overcome criticisms of the program, and that proper

management would ensure a fair and efficient leasing system. At that time we

reiterated our long-held position that we favored a continuation of the present

program and opposed all legislative efforts to modify the leasing arrangement.

The policy of both associations remains unchanged. However, I would be

remiss 1f I did not tell you that there is widespread frustration in the oil

patch with the BLM's administration of the current program. The result of this

frustration is that many of our members have come to ividely varying conclusions

as to what solutions are needed to restore the leasing system to the previous

level of efficiency and fairness.
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There is a feeling on the part of a large nunber of our members that the

BLH 1s intentionally drawing Known Geologic Structures to encompass

unjustifiably large areas, therby backing us into a defacto all-competitive

system. Despite our oojections, the practice of drawing huge KGSs with little

or no scientific basis has continued. Quite predictably, there are numerous

opinions as to how to correct administrative deficiencies in the present

system.

Many of our members continue to hope that the BLM will adopt the changes we

have urged, which include adopting the recommendations of the recent study by

the National Academy of Sciences on KGS determinations, which I will address

later. Most people agree that the onshore system, properly managed, has worked

well for many years. Others feel that some new direction is needed and the

solution lies in the adoption of a system similar to the one presented in S.55,

Senator Bumpers' bill. Still others feel that S.1388, presented by Senator

Melcher, is the better approach.

The dilemma of this situation is not unusual for any association that

represents a large number of people with widely varying Interests and

perspectives. Unfortunately, 1t makes a difficult job for this committee --

which we believe Is striving for an effective leasing system containing the

element of fairness.

The problem for us, and in turn, the problem for you in Congress, is that

nearly every company or individual can come up with a way to build the

proverbial better mousetrap, whether legislatively or administratively. Then

the question becomes, "which mousetrap do we choose?"

I don't mean to imply that there are no points of agreement on any of the

various legislative proposals to revamp the leasing system, assuming that one

concludes that a legislative change to the Mineral Leasing Act should be made.

In fact, there Is some agreement.
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For example, there is near unanimity on the feature of oral bidding. This

is viewed as a positive element. We hope this is acknowledgment of limited

financial resources. Again, the ultimate goal of any leasing program should be

the generation of revenues through royalties rather than the front-end

payments. '-Je believe this same philosophy is demonstrated in both pieces of

legislation by the setting of fixed rental and royalty rates. Implicit in my

discussion of the state of the industry earlier in my testimony is the fact

that a very hard look has to be taken by each and every company -- large or

small -- as to the economics of any drilling program. In the case of the

independents and smaller companies, outside investment dollars must be found

before any drilling program can proceed. Every element of the financial

picture of exploration and production is weighed carefully to determine the

economic break-even point. That break-even point arrives very quickly in this

period of relatively low oil and natural gas prices. Simply stated, higher

dollar amounts in any segment of the exploration or production stages, be it

through the bidding process, rentals, or royalties, would doom many drilling

programs.

To an extent, the federal government is an investor in each of these

drilling programs. Therefore, 1t make no economic sense for the government to

set unreal istical ly high royalties or rents. No royalties will be generated if

there is no production; no rentals will be received if lands are not leased.

Both S.66 and S.1338 recognize these economic facts.

Issue of Environmental Language

We commend the authors of these bills for their recognition that the

numerous and exhaustive environmental requirements provided by the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the host of other environmental statutes

are more than sufficient to deal with all phases of energy exploration and

development.

81-703 0-88-5
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Me are pleased that the bins under discussion this morning do not add new,

unnecessary environmental requirements. The notion that greater environmental

review is needed for oil and natural gas leasing or permitting is totally

without merit.

Oespite claims of the environmental community, the phases of environmental

review associated with oil and natural gas exploration and production are very

substantive, replete with opportunities for public participation, and extremely

thorough with regard to environmental protection.

The three steps to permitting oil and natural gas activity -- the land

management planning process (in which oil and natural gas leasing is first

considered), the leasing process itself, and the permitting process -- are

detailed in the attached flow charts. A review of these procedures will reveal

two fundamental facts: 1) that the oil and gas leasing and permitting

processes require elaborate, detailed environmental analyses which are designed

to provide the necessary protection to environmental resources; and, 2) that

the NEPA compliance and public participation are integral parts of each

procedure.

Existing land management planning processes utilized by both the Forest

Service and BLM provide for structural analyses of various land uses with

numerous opportunities for public input. This input is utilized by the

agencies to determine which lands are to be made available for leasing and

under what conditions. In areas of particular sensitivity, the decision to

lease often is subjected to numerous environmental analyses and countless

public hearings and meetings to solicit public comments. Current statutes and

regulations provide ample authority and discretion for the Secretary of the

Interior to refuse to lease areas i.f leasing Is not in the public interest.
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Ue believe the evidence supports the fact that no new environmental

language is needed. A close look at existing environmental statutes and

requirements will reveal that the framework for proper, thorough environmental

analysis exists under current law. There always will be criticism of ultimate

decisions regarding land use; however, these can be resolved. The

decision-making authority, however, lies appropriately with the land management

agencies. Some of the critics of this process claim that more public

participation and closer analysis is needed, and that statutes should be

changed to provide this additional layer of review. We must assume the

objective of the advocates of these new procedures is a total halt to the

process of mineral exploration and development.

The nation needs a leasing system and a planning program that will work.

As you can see in the charts, the existing legal scheme operates to protect the

environment and yet fulfill the public interest by discovering sources of oil

and natural gas on federal lands. Congress repeatedly has found that oil and

natural gas are essential to national security. As we saw in 1973, the current

level of supply could change quickly, and people could soon be waiting in line

for gasoline and concerned about the availability of heating oil. By ensuring

that it is economically feasible to explore for oil and natural gas on federal

lands, we also ensure that the important discoveries of the future will be

made. Despite criticisms from both industry and environmentalists. Congress'

original objective that environmental protection be a major part of the

decision-making process for public lands is being fulfilled.

Pending Legislation

There is an element in both pieces of legislation that we find

troublesome. That is the section dealing with the assignment of leases. It is

our understanding that the Department of Interior believes that such a section
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would be helpful In dealing with fraud in general and the 40-acre merchants in

particular. Neither IPAA nor RMOGA represents the 40-acre merchants. In fact,

we have been aggressive over the yaars in encouraging the Department to take

various corrective measures when there was the appearance of fraud in the

leasing program. One of the recommendations that we pushed for years and which

was finally accepted by the Department was the Inclusion of the first year's

rental along with the filing fee. In all candor I must tell you that the

decision on the part of the Department to require such a payment was not met

with universal enthusiasm among our members.

As I am sure you gathered from my earlier comments there is a range of

opinion on the question of how to approach the mechanical portion of the

leasing mix. Again, there are many who believe the present system should be

preserved. Among those who want to see a change there are at least two schools

of thought concerning one of the central differences between these two bills;

that is that some favor a minimum bid at the level {or even higher) of the one

in S.55, therby preserving the SI!10 program. Others would rather see the

approach in S.1383 which provides for essentially no minimum bid.

Those favoring a high minimum bid are primarily independents whose

livelihood depends on the participation 1n the simultaneous program. For many,

the ability to participate in this program -- even if they don't win and must

secure leases from the secondary market -- ensures a greater possibility of

obtaining desired leases. Independents have the flexibility to make creative

agreements to drill a well within a specified time frame; this is one of the

advantages utilized by independents to successfully negotiate with lease

winners. Moreover, many independents believe that a SIMO system is important

because 1n a competitive system smaller operators would not be able to compete

with companies with unlimited financial resources for a particular tract of
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mutual interest. In addition, some believe keeping the minimum bid high will

discourage the casual speculator from buying up acreage at an Inexpensive

price.

The feeling among others is that a low ?iinimum bid would provide equal

access to all bidders In a competitive system, and they would not run the risk

of paying too high a price for acreage dt $20 per acre. For example, at $20

per acre, some believe there would be a tendency to bid that amount to

definitely obtain the lease, regardless of its value. This price may well

eliminate many individuals or companies from participating in the competitive

program.

No matter what course of action chosen by the Congress, some people will

suffer financially. Those who favor avoiding all legislation could well argue

that the question of economic harm could best be avoided by forcing the BLM to

adopt the recommendations of KGS determinations proposed by the National

Academy of Sciences, and making other administrative changes, thereby

maintaining the present system as it could and should be administered.

The HAS made the following five recommendations;

1. Utilize more fully the discretionary powers of the Secretary in

making KGS determinations.

2. Revise the definition of Known Geologic Structures to clarify it

and to provide sufficient discretion, preserving the ability to

make use of professional judgment and expertise in an analytical
and non-arbitrary fashion.

3. Strengthen Information requirements and standards to more

effectively use relevant, available data.

4. Review KGS staffing requirements and staff development
opportunities to correct existing inadequacies.

5. Establish stronger KGS review procedures by improving staffing
expertise and maintaining regional consistency.

We would also add that some mechanism should be provided for deleting

lands from KGS determinations once they are found to be outside the area

of presumed production.
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Conclusion

In the final analysis, however, I must reiterate that despite this

diversity of opinion on the mechanical aspects of the legislation, and

whether or not legislation should even be considered at all, there is

absolute unanimity on the issues of rentals, royalties and the adequacy of

current environmental requirements.

We believe, however, that a great deal can be done administratively to

correct current deficiencies in the program, if the BLH is willing to do

so. Oral bidding can be established by regulation, and KGS determinations

can be contracted by administrative rule. Similarly, relief in rentals

and royalties can also be provided. And while some believe a legislative

fix to current problems is the best approach, this desire is conditioned

on the fact that changes can be limited to the areas needing help.

Obtaining relief in the way the program is functioning would not be worth

added economic or environmental disincentives to oil and gas exploration

and production.

What we hope the members of the subcommittee will keep firmly in mind

is that there are others in and outside of Congress whose goals are to

discourage, if not altogether put a halt to, leasing on federal lands.

There is a real danger in the opening of the Mineral Leasing Act, which

goes far beyond the differences of opinion concerning the mechanical

aspects of a sound leasing program.
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Senator Melcher. As I understand it, you get rid of the KGS and
the competitive oral bidding. Do you believe a 10-year primary
lease is the right primary lease?
Mr. ScHAENEN. No. I feel 10 years is the proper term. I have

been involved in putting drilling deals together, and I can think of
several that went past the five-year term, that took longer than
five years to put together.
Senator Melcher. Do you want the lottery yet?
Mr. ScHAENEN. My personal opinion is that we should leave the

system the way it is.

Senator Melcher. You want the lottery then?
Mr. Schaenen. Yes, sir. I think that if the BLM made a concert-

ed effort to implement the definition of a KGS as promulgated by
the National Academy of Science, that perhaps they could in fact

do that.

We understand now that the directives, whether from Washing-
ton or from the field offices, are such that they are now defining
KGSs over a much larger area than they necessarily have to.

They are taking any well that might have a show of oil and put-
ting that into a KGS. And I do not think that is a valid imposition
on their part. I think that there is sufficient
Senator Melcher. What does that have to do with the lottery?
Mr. Schaenen. Well, I am just talking about the KGS now.
Senator Melcher. Oh. But you do want the lottery?
Mr. Schaenen. Yes. I am aware. Senator, of the filing services

and the alleged abuses which have occurred over the years.
However, I think that the imposition of the $1 per acre advance

rental has had a great deal to do with the lessening, obviously, not

only of the abuses, if there are any now, but also of the number of

applications being filed.

Senator Melcher. All right. Thank you very much, Dave. Our
last witness is Karl Gawell, legislative representative from the Na-
tional Wildlife Federation.
Your entire statement will be made part of the record, Karl.

STATEMENT OF KARL GAWELL, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE,
PUBLIC LANDS AND ENERGY DIVISION, NATIONAL WILDLIFE
FEDERATION, ACCOMPANIED BY KATE ZIMMERMAN, COUNSEL,
PUBLIC LANDS PROGRAM
Mr. Gawell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If the Chairman does

not object, I would like to be accompanied by Kate Zimmerman,
who is the counsel for the public lands program, basically for pur-
poses of questions.
Senator Melcher. All right. Fine.
Mr. Gawell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to

speak to the subcommittee today about our concerns about the on-
shore oil and gas leasing program.

After hearing the previous discussions this morning, it is appar-
ent to me that I should have brought my black hat, and that I am
the only witness supporting any change in the program.

I think that everybody else here, the Interior Department, the oil

industry, the independents, all said they like things the way they
are now.
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Well, the National Wildlife Federation does not like things the

way thev are now, and quite honestly I think that both Senator
Melcher s bill and Senator Bumpers' bill moves in the right direc-

tion. They are moves which recognize that there are serious prob-
lems with the on-shore oil and gas leasing program.
From just a strictly fiscal perspective, staying out of the mother-

hood of the environment here, when you look at how the lotteries

operated, the Amos Draw situation, you look at how the competi-
tive systems operated, there have been serious problems.
The Interior Department has recognized them. They have

stopped the lottery program on several occasions, out of basically
public embarrassment. I am personally surprised that after every-
thing that has happened with the leasing system, and the embar-
rassment they faced over the last few years, that they still support
basically business as usual.

I think that good public policy dictates that the subcommittee
consider measures like you are today to make some improvements
in this program.

I was rather amused, however, at what appeared to be the debate
between the sponsors of the two bills, because, quite frankly, I

think that both bills have their good points and their bad points.
I think what the Wildlife Federation has in the past supported is

something closest to half of each, which looks a lot like Senator

Bumpers' original bill from last Congress. It is one which does not
leave out half the lands for over-the-counter leasing, which at the
same time does not set a $20 minimum.

I have real factual problems with these, and I am not sure the
facts are being brought out here by the Interior Department, who
is supposed to be in charge of these things.

I would submit for the record a news release I just received the
other day, June 20th, 1987, the Bureau of Land Management com-

petitively leased lands in several states, these are lands which are
within known geologic structures of producing oil and gas fields.

These are not wildcat wells. Now, there are leases in here that
went for, let us take a look, $5.28 an acre. Under Senator Bumpers'
bill we would reject that bid. We would say, we do not want your
five and a quarter. We are going to give it to you for $1.

There are also 70 lease tracts in known geologic structures, in

producing oil fields, that received no bids. Under either bill this

morning that you are looking at, what would happen to those
tracts?

Would we turn around and put them in a lottery for $1? I do not

yet understand what the problem is with the independence, in

terms of lack of availability of land. As several times have been
pointed out today, most states, in fact I believe all states, have a

competitive leasing program.
A straight competitive leasing program, with $1 an acre mini-

mum, run on a regular basis, should be able to meet virtually ev-

eryone's needs. I have not seen factual arguments that say, that is

not the way to go.
In fact, when I look at how the bidding goes in lands like this

where land does go for $5 an acre, I do not understand a $20 mini-

mum, and I do not understand the need to have a lottery system at

all, with the type of fraud we have had.
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And I do not understand that because we do not get bids today
for a known producing field, why we should turn around tomorrow
and sell it for $1 instead of holding on to it for six months until the
next regular sale, and then offer it competitively.

I think that the arguments for an all-competitive system are

strong. I think it can be done in a manner which meets the needs
of the independents, meets the needs of people who need to explore,
and meets the needs of the majors who in fact are the people who
develop most of the producing fields.

And I challenge the industry to present factual arguments to the

contrary, instead of, we do not like change, we are not sure how
this will work, gee, we think that somebody might come and com-

petitively grab a hunk of a field we would like to produce.
I hear a lot of things going on here. I hear they like the $1 an

acre, it is a good price. And they do not like to compete with each
other. But from a public perspective, I do not think we are getting
a fair value.

And for people whose organization, people who are interested in

recreation, I mean we are paying $3 to enter national parks. I went
out to Assateague Island the other day, paid $3 to enter. I could
have gotten an oil lease for less, for the land I use.

We are all beginning to pay for the public property a fair rate,
and I think that an all-competitive leasing system, and our mem-
bership strongly supports an all-competitive leasing system.

I do not believe, however, we do not believe as an organization,
that the issues before the subcommittee today can or should be di-

vorced from other issues with the oil and gas program.
I am not sure where you stop. Do you just say, gee, is it all-com-

petitive versus non-competitive? Or should we talk about fraud and
abuse in the filing services, that basically go off and take savings
out of grandparents? Or abuse down in Texas or Florida or other
areas. They have had tremendous problems in the past with filing
services.

Or do we take it the next step and do we say, gee, you know that
the problem here is? The problem actually is that we do not have
bonding. Is bonding an environmental problem? Or is it a leasing
problem?
Do we talk about royalties, is that an environmental problem?

Or is that a leasing problem? Do we talk about whether the Forest
Service should have basically the right to approve whether its

lands are leased or not? Is that an environmental problem? Or is

that a leasing problem?
I think that the division between where our concerns lie and

where the bills before this committee are is at best a gray area,
and in mind it is a continuum of problems that center around the
current oil and gas leasing program.
That center around the fact that the Department of the Interior

is not complying, not with what we would like the laws to be, but
with what the laws are today. That the department is placing at
risk what we believe are very important resources to us, while at
the same time it is leasing land and not getting a fair return for

the public.
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Now perhaps it would be easy to think that there is a quick fix. I

do not believe that there is. I think we have a program, with the

on-shore oil and leasing program, that has serious problems.
And I think that the committee ought to recognize that and ad-

dress them. I think there are other organizations and interests who
would like to give this committee its views and talk about some of

the problems they see. And I hope that it gives them that opportu-

nity.
But in any event, I do not believe that what we have heard this

morning, leave it alone, everything is fine. It is not fine. The public
does not think it is fine. Members of the Wildlife Federation do not

think it is fine.

And we do encourage the subcommittee to move ahead and make
changes in this program, to bring it in line with the public interest.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gawell follows:]
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S)l^ NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
S^J^g^ 1412 Sixteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC. 20036-2266 (202) 797-6800

Statement of
Karl Gawell

Legislative Representative
Public Lands and Energy Division

before the
Subcommittee on Mineral Resources Development

and Production
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

regarding
S. 1388 and S. 66
June 30, 1987

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Stibcommittee , on behalf of

the National Wildlife Federation I wish to express our

appreciation for this opportunity to present testimony on

legislation to reform Federal on-shore oil and gas leasing

procedures.

The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) is the nation's

largest not-for-profit, conservation-education organization

with over 4.6 million members and supporters. NWF has a

longstanding interest in the management of public lands and

resources, including the Federal on-shore oil and gas leasing

program. In fact, one of the earliest conservation issues

which the the National Wildlife Federation found itself

addressing involved oil and gas leasing on National Wildlife

Refuge lands. More recently, in fact this past March, NWF

adopted a resolution sponsored by the Wyoming Wildlife
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Federation which calls for substantial reform of the on-shore

oil and gas leasing program. This resolution is attached to

my testimony.

The legislative proposals before the Subcommittee are

intended to resolve significant problems of the on-shore oil

and gas leasing program involving millions of acres of the

public lands, mostly in the West. These lands, which hold

most of the undiscovered oil and gas resources of the United

States, also are habitats for significant populations of

wildlife. Wildlife and oil and gas development are not

always in conflict, but lands which hold potential oil and

gas resources often include critical habitat for wildlife

species which do not easily tolerate the intrusions of

people. While S. 1388 and S. 66 provide for revisions to the

bidding procedures of the Federal on-shore program, they do

not provide for needed improvements in the procedures used to

protect fish, wildlife and other environmental values.

The conflict between oil and gas development and

wildlife has been limited in recent years, in large part due

to low world oil prices. However, as Chairman Melcher notes

in his introductory remarks for S. 1388, "oil prices have

started to climb again, and Federal oil and gas leasing

should again become active." Following on the heels of this

renewed interest in oil and gas leasing will be the
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bulldozers, helicopters, roads, and drilling rigs of new oil

and gas wells. If we return to the exploration trends which

were evident before the oil price collapse, public lands

holding major wildlife and other natural resource values will

be the destination for this well-drilling revival,

particularly the Northern U.S. Rocky Mountains.

The National Wildlife Federation is not alone in its

concerns about the on-shore oil and gas leasing program.

Other local and national organizations, from the Badger-Two

Medicine Alliance of Montana to the Sierra Club, also have

expressed concerns. We cannot pretend to represent the views

of these other organizations and would hope that this

Subcommittee will provide them an opportunity to express

fully their concerns before it proceeds further with any

legislation.

Because of the short time we have had to prepare our

remarks today, we will attempt only to provide the

Subcommittee an outline of the views of the Federation, and

present materials which briefly describe our major concerns.
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Areas of Concern

The Department of the Interior's on-shore oil and gas

leasing program has placed at risk needlessly significant

wildlife and other natural resources on millions of acres of

the public lands. It has done this by sidestepping Federal

laws essential for wildlife and environmental protection

including the Endangered Species Act, the National

Environmental Policy Act and the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act.

The testimony of the National Wildlife Federation

presented to the House Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs on February 4, 1986, enumerates these problems. That

statement is attached.

The Department continues to fail to meet its obligations

under these laws. Just a few days ago, NWF submitted its

comments on the Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) draft

Resource Management Plan for the Pinedale Resource Area of

Wyoming. Those comments also are attached. Despite the fact

that oil and gas development already is having significant

adverse impacts upon wildlife in the Pinedale area, the draft

land-use plan and environmental impact statement propose to

lease the last few acres in the resource area not already

under lease — land designated as "areas of critical
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environmental concern." This zeal to lease every acre of

federal land regardless of the impacts of development is

sadly typical of BI^'s planning and decision making.

The reluctance of the Department of the Interior to

comply with its legal obligations has led the National

Wildlife Federation to support comprehensive legislation to

reform the on-shore, oil and gas leasing program. We believe

legislation addressing problems, including those which S. 66

and S. 1388 seek to resolve such as competitive bidding for

Federal leases, is needed urgently. Any serious legislation

to reform the on-shore oil and gas leasing program should

address the following points.

Competitive Bidding; On-shore oil and gas leases should

be sold by competitive bidding to ensure the receipt of fair

market value, curb fraud and abuse, and discourage

speculation.

Impacts Assessment; The potential impacts from the

development of oil and gas leases should be assessed before

leasing consistent with the National Environmental Policy Act

and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. Planning

decisions should reflect the environmental analysis and guide

leasing decisions.

Impacts Mitigation; The impacts of oil and gas

development upon wildlife and the environment should be
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avoided or mitigated, and all disturbed land should be

reclaimed. Bonds should be recfulred to Insure compliance

with mitigation and reclamation rec[ulrements.

Mitigation Funding; Not all of the Impacts attributable

to oil and gas development can be mitigated on Individual

lease tracts, and cumulative Impacts may be difficult to

Identify with particular operations. Revenues from oil and

gas production should be used to establish a fund which would

be used to enhance and mitigate adverse impacts to wildlife

and natural resources in areas facing significant

development.

Unsuitable Lands; The surface management agencies

should be authorized to designate areas unsuitable for oil

and gas development. Wilderness study areas, campgrounds and

recreation areas, crucial wildlife habitat, and other lands

with significant natural resources which are incompatible

with oil and gas development should be designated unsuitable.

Lease Stipulations; Stipulations prohibiting surface

occupancy should not be used unless the lands Involved are

fully accessible by directional drilling. Further, public

notice and comment should be required as a part of the

formulation of lease stipulations, and as a part of the

process associated with any decision to waive or change lease

stipulations.
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The Central Question

We do not believe that the measures which this

Sxibcommlttee Is considering can be separated from the other

areas of concern outlined above. A key question which must

be addressed In reforming the leasing system Is the kind of

lease we are authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to

Issue. What rights does It convey? The answer to this

question not only affects the fair market value of the lease

but is fundamental to our environmental concerns.

The National Wildlife Federation approaches the decision

to Issue an oil and gas lease with the presumption that It Is

an Irretrievable commitment of public resources. Therefore,

the detailed environmental assessment and planning discussed

earlier Is essential prior t:o the leasing decision in order

to ensure that the public's interest in its natural resources

in fully protected. Legislation has been introduced in the

House of Representatives by Representative George Miller,

H.R. 933, which would explicitly require adequate pre-leasing

review. NWF supports H.R. 933, and urges this Subcommittee

to consider adding its provisions for protection of the

environment, planning, and public participation to any

legislation it reports.
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If the Department of the Interior is not directed to

take such actions by Congress, it will continue to conduct

the Federal leasing programs in a manner which presumes that

all environmental problems can be addressed later. Its use

of lease stipulations, which defer virtually all critical

environmental questions until after leases have been issued,

has been defended by pronouncements that the Secretary has

the authority to condition action on the lease in the future

to any extent necessary to prevent environmental harm.

We believe that this approach — lease now, plan later

— courts confrontation, litigation, and unnecessary expense

for both the public and the industry.^

Should this Subcommittee believe it essential to take

action on legislation before addressing the ancillary

concerns raised by the Federation, the Sierra Club and

others, we urge that it examine the central issue of whether

the leases to be issued by the Secretary of the Interior are

or are not irretrievable commitments to future oil and gas

development on public lands. If the Subcommittee does not

^However, millions of acres of the public lands have
been leased already based upon the presumption that the

Secretary has authority adequate to enforce these kinds of

stipulations in the leasing contracts. Further, the most
critical resources are "protected" by what are, in our view,
the most questionable stipulations.
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accept the legislative approach which we have outlined

earlier, one based on pre-lease planning and environmental

analysis, then we urge it to add explicit provisions to the

law clarifying the Secretarial authority presumed by the

Department's current leasing approach, i.e. the authority to

impose conditions later to address environmental problems as

they arise. This is essential to provide some measure of

protection to the natural resources on lands already leased

and those which will be leased in the immediate future, and

public participation at critical decision points.

We would be pleased to work with the Subcommittee to

draft such amendments. We suggest that they:

1) authorize the Secretary of the Interior, at

any time, to condition and/or restrict the

rights of any lease holder to develop or

otherwise enjoy a lease;

2) direct the Secretary to include in all leases,

permits, and subsequent authorizations such

stipulations, including no surface occupancy

stipulations, necessary to protect the

environment or meet other statutory

obligations;

3) direct the Secretary of the Interior to

enforce lease stipulations, and authorize the
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Secretary to establish, by regulation, fines

and other penalties necessary to ensure

compliance; and

4) require the Secretary to solicit public

comment upon lease stipulations intended to

protect significant lands or natural

resources, and provide for public notice and

comment before waiving or relaxing

stipulations contained in any lease.

Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to present testimony to

the Subcommittee regarding reform of the Federal on-shore oil

and gas leasing program. We believe that action to reform

on-shore oil and gas leasing is urgently needed, and hope to

work with this Subcommittee in its deliberations.

Thank you.
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Resolution No. 6

REFORM OF ON-SHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING

WHEREAS, the leasing of federal oil and gas rights through the

lottery and the over-the-counter leasing systems have contributed to

fraud and abuse and deprived the public of fair market value for its

resources; and

WHEREAS, the inability of the U.S. Department of the Interior to

determine "known geologic structures" has resulted in only a small

fraction of valuable oil and gas lands being leased competitively;
and

WHEREAS, the speculation in oil and gas leases has been a primary
cause of the overleasing of federal lands, far in excess of needs for

exploration and development; and

WHEREAS, the widespread leasing of federal lands has made

planning for, and management of, the impacts of oil and gas
development upon wildlife and the environment extremely difficult;
and

WHEREAS, the cumulative impacts from the development of oil and

gas fields pose significant threats to the viability of big game
populations, the recovery of threatened and endangered species, and
other- wildlife values of the public lands; and

WHEREAS, on-shore oil and gas leases are issued for lands with

significant natural resources despite the fact that the land

management agency has concluded that development and production of

the oil and gas is incompatible with the continued viability of such
natural resources;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National Wildlife
Federation in annual meeting assembled March 19-22, 1987, in Quebec
City, Quebec, Canada, hereby declares that there is an urgent need
for reform of the Federal Government's on-shore oil and gas leasing
system; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the National Wildlife Federation
believes that the following principles should be incorporated into

any reform and revision of the laws and policies relating to the

leasing of public land oil and gas resources:
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Resolution No. 6 Page 2

1. On-shoce oil and gas leases should be issued competitively
to ensure the receipt of fair market value, to curb fraud and abuse,

and to discourage excessive speculation;

2. On-shore oil and gas leasing should be conducted after the

federal land management agencies have examined, consistent with the

National Environmental Policy Act and other applicable laws, the

potential adverse impacts from field development on wildlife and the

environment, including cumulative impacts, and have reasonably
determined how to prevent and mitigate such impacts;

3. Increased revenues from obtaining fair market value for

federal leases should be used to enhance wildlife and recreational

resources, with a priority placed upon those facing the most

significant impacts from development; and

4. On-shore oil and gas leases should not be issued for

wilderness study areas, campgrounds and recreation areas, crucial

wildlife habitat, and other lands with significant natural resources

when this non-commodity use is incompatible with eventual oil and gas

development and production, unless off-site directional drilling is

possible; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any reform of federal on-shore oil

and gas leasing laws and policies should require implementation

expeditiously and in a manner which balances the Nation's need for

domestic energy supplies with the need to protect the wildlife,

recreational and natural resource values of the public lands.
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iMEyW^ MONTANA/DAKOTAS BLM
U.S. Oeporlment oi the Interior Bureou of Lond Monogement P,0 Sox 36800 Billings. Monlono 59107

Date: June 20, 1987

Contact: Michelle Ravnlkar, (406) 657-6561, office

(406) 652-4091, home

BILLINGS—Apparent high bids totaling nearly t413,500 were received for

leasing rights on 140 parcels offered by the Bureau of Land Management at Its

competitive oil and gas lease sale June 17,

The highest bid received was J34,016 for 320 acres in McKenzle County,

N. D. The bid was submitted by Enron Oil and Gas Company of Houston.

A total of 27,707.28 acres was offered for lease. Seventy parcels did

not receive any bids.

The parcels receiving bids include 20 in Montana, 30 in North Dakota

and 20 in South Dakota. All parcels are within known geological structures of

producing oil and gas fields.

On acceptance of the bids, leases will be awarded for a 5-yeai' term, or

longer if there is oil or gas production. In addition to bid payments,

lessees must pay an annual rental of $2 per acre as well as royalty on any oil

or gas that is produced.

Here Is a summary of the apparent high bidders:

-MORE-
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OIL AKD GAS SALE—ADD ONE

Montana—Toole County, 40 acres, $1,040.40, J.C. Kllnk., Vacavllle,

Calif,; Toole County, 40 acres, $603. 60, Farmer's Union Central Exchange,

Inc., Billings; Toole County, 40 acres, $884.40, Roger Pellow, Forest Grove,

Ore.; Toole County, 40 acres, $1,122, Kurt Egger and Patricia West, El Dorado

Springs, Colo.; Toole County, 80 acres, $2,880.80, Kurt Egger and Patricia

Vfest; Liberty County, 480 acres, $8,529.60, Great Northern Drilling Co., Inc.,

Billings; Hill County, 40 acres, $410.80, W.M. Vaughey, Havre; Stillwater

County, 151.28 acres, $2,278.28, Dynamic Plastics, Inc., New Paris, Ohio;

Musselshell County, 120 acres, $634.80, John D. Lawrence Jr., Worden;

Musselshell County, 400 acres, $4,116, John D. Lawrence Jr.; Musselshell

County, 600 acres, $3,774, John D. Lawrence Jr.; Roosevelt County, 40 acres,

$6,042.80, Austin E. Hills, San Francisco; Roosevelt County, 21.53 acres,

$29,881.65, Tex-Spec Ventures, Juda, Wis.; Fallon County, 200 acres, $2,000,

Shell Western E & P, Inc., Houston; Fallon County, 40 acres, $400, Shell

Western E & P, Inc.; Fallon County, 120 acres, $1,200, Shell Western E & P,

Inc.; Toole County, 25.66 acres, $157.50, Sotnont Oil Co., Inc., Spring, Texas;

Powder River County, 40 acres, $1,100, Duane L. Haley, Denver; Powder River

County, 80 acres, $2,200, Duane L. Haley; Powder River County, 40 acres,

$2,084.80, J.C. Klink.

North Dakota—Bottineau County, 68.96 acres, $3,517.65, Dynamic

Plastics, Inc.; Mountrail County, 160 acres, $1,040, Craig Folson, Dallas;

Billings County, 160 acres, $2,240, Craig Folson; Billings County, 40 acres,

$210, Edward F. Gray, Woodscross, Utah; Billings County, 320 acres, $2,275.20,

Denver G.P, Denver; Billings County, 40 acres, $880, Craig Folson; McKenzie

-MORE-
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OIL AND GAS SALE ~ ADD TWO

County, 107.37 acres, Jll,A13.43, Enron Oil and Gas Co., Houston; McKenzie

County, 196.15 acres, $20,850.75, Enron Oil and Gas Co.; McKanzle County, 320

acres, $34,016, Enron Oil and Gas Co.; McKenzie County, 597.48 acres,

$21,509.28, Union Oil Company of California, Midland, Texas; Billings County,

30.05 acres, $236.10, Tex-Spec Ventures; Billings County, 27.194 acres, $660,

Meridian Oil, Inc., Billings; Billings County, 61.09 acres, $1,403, Meridian

Oil, Inc.; Billings County, 42.38 acres, $1,010, Meridian Oil, Inc.; Billings

County, 20.69, $1,560, Meridian Oil, Inc.; Billings County, 61.41 acres,

$2,330, Meridian Oil, Inc.; Billings County, 17.24 acres, $87.41, Donald C.

Slawson, Denver; Billings County, 22.84 acres, $3,116.06, Prairie Petroleum,

Denver; Billings County, 26.14 acres, $3,565.50, Prairie Petroleum; Billings

County, 9.675 acres, $1,319.96, Prairie Petroleum; McKenzie County, 16.886

acres, $255, Craig Folson; McKenzie County, 18.674 acres, $305, Craig Folson;

McKenzie County, 30.873 acres, $510, Craig Folson; Golden Valley County, 38.57

acres, $1,209.17, Maxus Exploration, Co., Amarlllo, Texas; Williams County,

9.926 acres, $504.80, Tex-Spec Ventures; Bowman County, 80 acres, $728.80,

Denver G.P.; Bowman County, 363.54 acres, $12,723.90, Shell Western E & P;

Bowman County, 320 acres, $11,200, Shell Western E & P, Inc.; Bowman County,

320 acres, $11,200, Shell Western E & P, Inc.; Bowman County, 262.04 acres,

$9,171.40, Shell Western E & P, Inc.

South Dakota—Harding County, 80 acres, $1,320.80, Koch Exploration

Co.; Wichita, Kans.; Harding County, 40 acres, $602.40, Roger Fellow; Fall

River County, 157 acres, $5,449.47, Sun Exploration and Production Co., Dallas;

-MORE-
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Fall River County, 1A.40 acres, i499.83. Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River Crunty, 320 acres, $11,107.20, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 560 acres, il9,437.60, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 280 acres, i9,718.80. Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 300 acres, ilO,413, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 398 acres, il3,81A.58, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 160 acres, $5,553.60, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, AOO acres, $20,604, Propel Energy Co., Dallas; Fall River

County, 230 acres, $7,983.30, Sun Exploration and Production Co.; Fall River

County, 237.83 acres, $8,255.08, Sun Exploration and Production Co.; Fall

River County, 112.78 acres, $3,914.60, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 320 acres, $11,107.20, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 40 acres, $210.40, Flag-Redfern Oil Co.; Casper, Wyo.; Fall

River County, 640 acres, $22,214.40, Sun Exploration and Production Co.; Fall

River County, 578.53 acres, $20,080.78, Sun Exploration and Production Co.;

Fall River County, 145.98 acres, $5,066.97, Sun Exploration and Production

Co.; Fall River County, 107.40 acres, $3,727.86, Sun Exploration and

Production Co.

0554r

-30-
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Senator Melcher. The things you mentioned in regard to leases

on the need to change the policy happen to be the same as my
judgment on the question of the lottery.

Perhaps we have come down to pretty much an agreement also. I

do not like the lottery. Some people I guess who have used it in

their states, like Senator Wallop, seem to think it is all right. But
the state did discontinue, it is my understanding. Wyoming did.

Would a state lease the land that it has, pretty much the same
way I recommended? Frankly, the way we do it in Montana seems
to me to be pretty much, with state land, seems to be pretty much
the way I recommended.
The question of whether we get $20 minimum bid, I think you

are absolutely right. I think there would be an awful lot of land
that would never be put up competitively, and would never get $20.
The idea that somehow leasing land for oil and gas exploration is

a big bargain at $20 or $10 is alien to my experience. I do not know
where that happens. Maybe it happens somewhere. But it does not

happen in our state very often.

There has to be real interest in it. If you have a big state, other

western states are fairly large, that have public lands. I do not
think any of them are as large as ours, except California and
Alaska.
Texas does not count because it hardly has any public lands. So

we come in next. There is very little that has any play this time
because of the price of oil. And there would be very little of any
play, except on somebody's speculation that oil is going to get up
around $24, $25 a barrel.

Then people that want to risk some money on that possibility or

that likelihood might begin leasing again. So I am with you. I

think we ought to revise the system now, and get it in shape.
Where we disagree is that you want to use this as a vehicle to

attach amendments that properly belong on the Forest Manage-
ment Act and in FLPMA.
Now, apparently you have gotten to the point, you and others in

the environmental community, have gotten to the point where you
scared the daylights out of them. Both of these organizations, as I

understand their testimony, are saying, we are half and half.

Half of us think you ought to change and make a policy that

works, so there is some leasing. And the other half says we are
scared to have you touch it because you are going to put more re-

strictions on environmental requirements in what you do in the
whole process from leasing to putting in the well.

My purpose as a subcommittee chairman will be simply this, if

we can move a bill that looks like it will make some good policy for

more production in the leasing process, I will move a bill, I will

work to move a bill.

And the other part of it is that if it does not do that, then I will

work, at least in my judgment it does not do that, I will work to

make sure it does. I cannot tolerate attaching amendments to the
Mineral Leasing Act that properly belong in the whole planning
process on the Forest Management Act and FLPMA.

I will work very diligently to pursue that and maintain that

purity. Sometimes, you will note, as you probably have on many oc-
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casions, that purists are not always sitting at the seats up here,
either in the House or in the Senate.
But on this one I very well understand your concerns. I think it

is a possible time that we do address both FLPMA and the Forest

Management Act to see what needs to be done in the planning
process. But I want to do it on those bills. I do not want to hybrid-
ize any worse than it is the Mineral Leasing Act.

Our record will remain open for two weeks for additional written

statements to be submitted to the committee for the record of this

hearing.
And with that, the subcommittee is adjourned. Thank you all

very much.

[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]





APPENDIXES

Appendix I

Responses to Additional Committee Questions

SUBCOMMITTEE ON MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION
HEARING ON S. 1388 and S. 66

June 30, 1987

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MELCHER
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Q. The Administration's views on S. 66, dated May 14, 1987, state that S.

66 would encourage oil and gas exploration and development on federal
lands. Do you believe that S. 1388 would do so as well?

A. Both S. 66 and S. 1388 should encourage exploration and development.
Both bills make land available through competitive and noncompetitive
leasing. S. 66 will keep more land under lease and may result in more

exploration, development, output and royalty and rental income because
while providing sufficient competition to capture valuable tracts it

also provides the broadest noncompetitive outlets for speculative new

frontier leasing.

(157)
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Senator Melcher

DO you support a ten-year lease term for all federal onshore oil and gas

leases?

A. There are arguments for both 5 and 10 year lease terms. The short term

favors circulation of acreage at the expense of less time for

development, play building and administrative costs. Longer terms do

the reverse. We have generally favored longer terms except where

prospects are quite certain.
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Senator Melcher

3. Q. What discretion does the Secretary have under existing law to deny the
issuance of a lease?

o What discretion would the Secretary have to deny the Issuance of a
lease under S.66?

o What discretion would the Secretary have to deny the issuance of a
lease under S. 1368?

A. Under both S. 66 and S. 1388 the Secretary has discretion to not lease.
The discretion is generally provided in the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. The discretion is
limited only by the need to not be capricious. Generally, denial of any
leasing issuance that would result in unacceptable environmental impacts
or unduly restrict other needed land uses is easily defended.
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Senator Melcher

Q. Do you view ensuring balanced participation by independent and major oil

and gas producers in the federal onshore oil and gas leasing program as

a desirable policy objective?

o If so, why?

A. We do not see a need for an actual balance but rather feel a significant
imbalance to be detrimental. Independents and majors have a mutually
interdependent relationship, in that independents are risk takers

waiting to explore and develop new prospects while majors have stronger
financing and an ability to fully develop whole fields. This

relationship works automatically and we would not wish to disturb it by

any provision that gives the strengths of either group undue advantage.
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Senator Melcher

5. Q. In your testimony you state that instances may arise requiring selection

among OTC applicants and that this "will prove to be a great
administrative burden".

o Why do you reach this conclusion?

o Is this a greater burden than running the lottery?

A. If several or many parties have interest in a tract despite the fact

that they were unwilling to bid at minimum levels for it, it will be

necessary to choose by lot among their filings if made simultaneously or

nearly so. This is an easy process for a single tract. If there are

many tracts the repetition of the simple drawing process becomes

burdensome up to the point that there are enough such cases to justify a

full-blown lottery system as we now have. Once systematized, the unit

costs drop sharply again. We are concerned about prospects for too many
such tracts to consider the phenomenon occasional but not enough to

justify a cheaply run system.
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Senator Melcher

6. Q. Please provide on a state-by-state basis a listing of acreage currently
under study for inclusion on a KGS or favorable petroleum geological
province (FPGP).

A. _ The following table lists acreage reported by BLM
State Offices as currently under study for possible KGS/FPGP designation, and

tenporarily being withheld from leasing pending study completion and

subsequent classification.

State Acres under study

Alaska 0*

Arirona

California 12,000

Colorado 30,360

Idaho

Montana, No. /So. Dakota 104,560

Nevada 6,402

New Mexico, Texas , Kansas,
Oklahoma 340,683

Oregon, Washington

Utah 17,000

Wyoming, Nebraska 116,700

Eastern States 2,099,000

Total: 2,726,705

* No studies are currently underway directed specifically at identifying FPGP

lands in Alaska. However, as input to the comprehensive planning process for

National Wildlife Refuges in Alaska called for under section 304(g) of ANILCA,
and in response to study requirements of sections 1002 and 1008 of that act,
the BLM is conducting a systematic assessment of the oil and gas potential of

Alaskan refuge lands. While the intent of these studies is not necessarily to

identify FPGP areas, it is conceivable that some parts of the refuge system
might qualify for FPGP status, and would be so designated.
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Senator Melcher

7. Q. Please provide on a state-by-state basis a listing of acreage which

currently is under referral to a surface managing agency (other than the

BLM) for a reconimendatlon or consent regarding leasing and which has not

been made available for leasing.

A. We do not have an acreage history available at this time. However, the

following Is a history of the approximate number of cases referred to

another surface managing agency. The average base size is 1,100 acres.

The Bureau estimates that approximately 3.2 million acres have been

referred.

Arizona
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Senator Melcher

8. Q. Please provide on a state-by-state basis a listing of acreage which
currently is contained in a KGS or FPGP.

A. This is a listing of the acreage contained in a KGS or FPGP:

State Total Acres in KGS

Alaska 14,230,00
Arizona 7,677
California 684,086
Colorado 2,112,132
Eastern States 4,079,558
Montana 3,207,883
incl. North Dakota

Nevada 21,105
New Mexico 12,301,949
incl. TX, KS, OK

Utah 2,489,534
Wyoming 7,175,520

Total 46,309,444
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Senator Melcher

9- Q. Pleas

A. AS of September 30, 1986, there were oil and gas leases on Qn n,^,,
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Senator Melcher

10. Q. What is the total acreage of federal lands which are not available for

onshore oil and gas leasing? This is what percentage of total federal

lands?

A. There are approximately 330 million acres of Federal land that are not

available for leasing due to their location within National Parks,
Wildlife Refuges, Designated Wilderness Study Areas, military use,

incorporated city limits, etc. This represents approximately 45

percent of the total onshore Federal acreage.

It Should be noted however that most of this land is not prospectively
valuable for oil and gas. The USGS has found that there are only 260

million acres of land in the entire Lower 48 States that are

prospectively valuable for oil and gas.
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Senator Helcher

11. Q. What is the total acreage of federal lands which are available for oil
and gas leasing but are not currently under lease?

A. While we do not keep statistics on the Federal mineral estate, it is

estimated that there are 310 million acres of Federal land currently
available for leasing which is not under lease.
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Senator Melcher

12. Q. What is the total acreage of federal lands which are available for oil
and gas leasing but have never before been leased?

A. There are no statistics available on the acreage which has never been
under lease. It may assist you to know that approximately 310 million
available acres are currently unleased and BLM has issued leases for an

aggregate of 79.6 million acres since 1981 that had not been leased
before.
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Senator Melcher

13. Q. In testimony before the House Subcommittee on Mining and Natural

Resources on May 7, 1985, the Department stated that it had imposed a

requirement that the first year's rental accompany each SIMO lease

application to guard against fraud and abuse by filing services.

The Department issued proposed rules June 12, 1987, in which it

requested comments on what actions could be taken on changes to fees

charged in connection with the filing of SIMO applications to increase

participation in the process.

o If the Department does decide to change the fees, what measures
does the Department contemplate to prevent abuse of the SIMO system?

A. The Department continues to be concerned about a recurrence of wide

spread abuse of the simultaneous oil and gas (SOG) leasing system and

for that reason has proposed in the June 12, 1987, rulemaking that we
limit agency for SOG filers to the attorney-in-fact so that one agent
cannot represent, hence control, the filings of many filers; that we

make the application the offer to remove the opportunity of speculators
to 'shop' won leases and decline them if no takers are found; and that

we continue advance rental even if fees are lowered. Likewise, we

support anti-fraud measures and penalties in proposed legislation. We

feel that these measures together with those in place will help us

control abuse.
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Senator Bumpers

1. Q. OTC Issue - Under current law, if someone acquires a noncompetitive
lease and finds oil on that lease, the Department is required to

draw a KGS around the producing area and lease the KGS lands

competitively. If we enact S. 1388, i.e. eliminate the KGS test

and substitute a market test but continue to allow OTC lands to be

leased noncompetitively without any market test—

o What happens if oil is discovered on a non-competitive lease in the
future?

o How will the Department handle the lands surrounding that new area
of production?

o Would you anticipate public pressure not to lease the surrounding
lands for a dollar an acre?

o Would the Secretary exercise his discretionary authority to

withdraw lands from leasing?

o Would the Secretary have authority to require competitive leasing
on the surrounding lands?

A. o If oil and gas is discovered on a non-competitive lease in the

future the royalty rate specified in the terms of the lease will

apply to that production. When the lease is relinquished the lands
will be available for leasing again only through the competitive
system.

o The surrounding non-competitive lands will remain available for

non-competitive leasing. The Secretary has no discretion under S.

1388 to offer those lands competitively.

o We would expect some public pressure to lease those lands

competitively. However, there would be few occasions when the

surrounding lands would not either already be under lease or have
been previously leased and therefore available only competitively
because it is industry practice to lease as much land as possible
prior to drilling wells.

o The Secretary has the authority to withdraw lands from leasing only
if he follows a prescribed process. The Secretary has the
discretion not to lease if he so desires. But if he chooses to

lease he must follow the compet itive-noncompet itive dictates of the
Mineral Leasing Act however amended. S. 1388 does not give the

Secretary the discretion to lease noncompetitive lands (as defined

by S. 1388) competitively.
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Senator Bumpers

2. Question OTC Issue - How does the Department currently define
"over-the-counter" lands? How much land - In acreage or

percentage terms Is potentially available for leasing
"over-the-counter" today? Can you provide the committee with
an estimate for the record?

Answer OTC lands today are defined as (1) heretofore unleased lands,
or (2) lands offered for lease but not leased, which are not In
a KGS. It is virtually impossible to separate estimates of
lands available for OTC from that available noncompetltlvely
because SOG and OTC tracts change back and forth.

In 1984 BLM leased 5.2 million acres OTC, approximately 25 percent of all

acreage leased. The BLM Is currently issuing approximately 14 percent of its
leases covering 2 million acres by over-the-counter applications.
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Senator Bumpers

3. Question - OTC Issue - OTC land is often described as land that has

never been leased and the lottery system is described as encompassing pre-

viously leased lands. It is my understanding that that description is not

strictly correct. The regulations governing the simultaneous filing system

(lottery) state that any parcels which do not receive a bid in the lottery

then become available in the over-the-counter system (43 CFR Sec. 3112.7).

Given the low oil prices of the past year, is it fair to assume that a signi-

ficant number of previously leased parcels may not have received bids In the

lottery and are not available over-the-counter? Can you provide the committee

with an estimate of the acreage involved over the past five years?

Answer - The ability to make available SOG acreage for OTC leasing if no

SOG filings are received has been in place only since 1982. In the approxi-

mately 5 years since, the first several years were relatively vigorous for the

industry and few SOG tracts went unleased and unfiled upon.

The conversion of SOG and OTC acreage is a relatively new phenomenon. The

accompanying data on Parcels without Applications fit that category, noting

that acreage can be had by multiplying the parcel numbers by a 1,200 acre

average parcel size. The total for August 1984 to December 1987 is 19,145

parcels and about 23 million acres.
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Senator Bumpers

4. Question - Competitive Bid Amounts - Please provide for the record the

average bid per acre for competitive leases, the range of bids, and the per-

centage of leases for which no bids were received over the past five years.

Answer - The following are the bid statistics that are available for the

past five years:
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Senator Bumpers

Minimum Bid Level - Please provide for the record an estimate of the

percentage of leases which would be Issued competitively at a $20 minimum
bid level, and at $15, $10, $5, and $l/acre.

Answer The following Is our best estimate of the percentage of leases that
would be Issued above the various minimum bid levels. This estimate
Is based on current market conditions. As oil prices rise we would

expect the percentages to Increase accordingly.

Minimum Bid Per Acre X of Lease Sold
Above the Minimum Bid

$ 1

3

10

15
20

80
70

40

20

15

These are based on the distribution of bids received In recent State of

Wyoming competitive lease sales.
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Senator Bumpers

6. Question - Lease Assignments - During the discussion of the Amos Draw

Incident, you mentioned that those leases won In the lottery were resold for a

"rumored" price of $100 million. Would It be useful for the Secretary to be

given authority to request Information on the amount of consideration paid for

Federal leases in third party transactions?

Answer - Providing the Secretary the authority to require Information on

the consideration paid for Federal tracts sold privately would yield results

and be accurate only If the authority also exempted such Information from

disclosure. However, the reason for obtaining such information was tied to

our need to evaluate bids. Neither S. 66 or S. 1388 require evaluation and

the exposure of lands of any Interest at all to competition under virtually

all circumstances would eliminate the need for evaluation, hence, for dis-

closure. It Is quite unlikely any lands similar to Amos Draw could sneak

through under S. 1388 and virtually Impossible under S. 66, the difference

being the "holiday" for present OTC lands at passage under S. 1388.
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Senator Bumpers

Question Confidentiality of Industry Nominations - Under S. 66, parcels

may be nominated by industry to be placed on a parcel

availability list which is posted for a short period prior to an

oral auction. independents have expressed concern about having
their nominations exposed to the public scrutiny of their

competitors during this period. Would BLM protect the

confidentiality of these nominations? How would you propose to

do so? Is additional legislative authority necessary.

Answer Authority to keep nominations confidential would not hurt but

likely is not needed. We do not foresee this as nearly as

troublesome as the industry does because of the widespread

practice to preserve anonymity of using landsmen to nominate

and, if needed, bid as is common in State sales, most of which

are competitive. BLM could accept confidential nominations

under some systems of implementing S. 66 or S. 1388. The method

likely to be used is to require some down payment on the minimum

bonus. This minimum could be collected in the form of a bank

check thereby not disclosing the nominator and giving the payee
a serialized receipt which is coordinated with the nomination

description. This would be advantageous administratively to

avoid frivolous nominations. This also will serve to not delay
tract availability.
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Seaator Bumpers

8. Question Recycle Provision - Under S. 66, If lands which were subject to

a competitive test, failed to receive the minimum bid, and
failed to receive a SIMO application are then available
over-the-counter for one year. However, at the end of one year
these lands are not automatically recycled through the

competitive system. They would only be recycled If Interest Is

expressed after the year has passed. Independents have

expressed concern that the one year "recycle" provision of S. 66

would cause a backlog In the leasing system.

Please comment.

Answer While we do not share the concern that a backlog would occur
because of this provision, we do prefer a longer period for
over-the-counter availability of, say, three years. This would

provide a more direct and timely method for lease Issuance on
lands In which the market has recently demonstrated no
Interest. In addition, some modest administrative cost savings
would result.
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Senator Bumpers

9. Question - Operation of System - Please provide for the record a

description of how the Department would Implement S. 66.

Answer - The accompanying flow chart shows a likely Implementation for S.

66.
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Senator Bumpers

10. Question - Fraud - Past discussions of fraud and abuse associated with

the onshore leasing system have centered on the lottery system. Have there

been Instances of fraud in the over-the-counter system or the competitive

system? Would these situations be addressed adequately by the provisions of

S. 66 and S. 1388?

Answer - The type of fraud associated with the OTC system is actually

common to SOG and competitive as well and involves the so-called "forty acre

merchants" who split tracts into virtually unusable small sub-parcels and sell

them to the uninformed at high prices. We believe that the authority provided

under both S. 66 and S. 1388 to disapprove acreages of less than 640 acres

(2,560 acres In Alaska) for assignment will control the problem.
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1. Question

Answer

Senator Conrad

I am interested in the impact of a two-tiered leasing program
with a ^20 minimum bid requirement. Please compare this

proposal with the current Federal onshore oil and gas leasing
program in the following areas:

(1) level of leasing activity; (2) participation by independent
oil and gas producers in the leasing program; and (3) level of

revenues from the program?

We expect a small increase in the level of leasing activity
under S. 66 because all lands now available will continue to be

available but lands now trapped in a KGS not worth at least

^5/acre, the minimum bid, are unavailable for noncompetitive
lease. These will be available under S. 66.

We anticipate little difference in independent oil and gas
produce participation because at least 80 percent of the lands
will still be available noncompet itively through SOG and OTC

leasing. Independents compete successfully in current

competitive sales.

We expect S. 66 to generate slightly more revenues than the

current program. The 'cream* lease will be awarded

competitively. The remainder will be leased through current

noncompetitive means. The present noncompetitive system
generates approximately ^22 millions in filing fees annually.
We estimate that approximately 86 percent of the leases issued

today would not receive bids of more than ^20 per acre.

Therefore, we would expect that there would still be very high
filing fee receipts under a two-tier system with a minimum bid
of ^20 per acre. Filing fee receipts would of course decline

dramatically as the minimum bid is lowered.
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with regard to the $1 minimum Did requirement of S. 1388, we

expect the following:

We expect a small increase in the level of leasing activity
under S. 1388 because all lands now availaole will continue to

be available. in addition, lands now trapped in a KGS but not

worth at least ^5/acre, the current minimum bid, which are

unavailable for noncompetitive lease will become available for

noncompetitive leasing. These will be available under S. 1388.

As with S. 66 we anticipate little difference in independent oil

and gas producer participation because at least 80 percent of

the lands will still be availaole noncompetitively through SOG
and OTC leasing. Independents compete successfully in current

competitive sales.

While S. 1388 may generate more income than the current leasing
program, we expect S. 1388 will initially generate less revenues
than S. 66. S. 1388 will eliminate the SIMO lottery and the

revenues it generates. While acreage worth ^1 to ^20 an acre
will be leased competitively, past experience has indicated that

lotteries generate more money for low value tracts than does

competitive leasing (e.g. State of Wyoming switch from

noncompetitive to all-competitive leasing). Because lands which
do not receive bids become available for OTC leasing only under

S. 1388, if oil prices should rise in the future, these will be

unavailable for competitive bidding. Therefore, we expect
S. 1388 will generate far less revenues than both the current

leasing program and S. 66 over time
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Appendix II

Additional Material Submitted for the Record

American Petroleum Institute

1220 L Street. Northwest

Washington, D.C. 20005
202-682-8100

July 10, 1987

Charles J DiBona
President

The Honorable
John Melcher
Chairman, Subcommittee on Mineral

Resources Development and Production
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on S. 66 and S. 1388 ,

legislation to revise the onshore oil and gas leasing system, and
submit the attached statement for your Subcommittee's hearing
record of June 30.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Attachment
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

submitted to the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON MINERAL RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
'

UNITED STATES SENATE

on
S. 66 and S. 1388

AMENDMENTS TO THE ONSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASING SYSTEM

June 30, 1987

Hearing Record
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The American Petroleum Institute is a national trade

association comprised of some 200 companies and more than 5,000

individuals engaged in petroleum exploration, production,

transportation, refining and marketing in the United States. Many

of our members are particularly interested in petroleum operations

on federal lands. Keeping those lands available for exploration

and development is of great importance to the industry and to the

energy security of this nation.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit our comments for the

hearing record of June 30 on S. 1388 and S. 66, to revise the

onshore oil and gas leasing system. API has not taken a position

on the existing leasing system or on proposed revisions to it.

Instead, API defers to its member companies as well as other

industry associations whose memberships include independent

petroleum companies with a high stake in the current structure of

the leasing system. However, API recognizes that fundamental

revisions in the mechanical aspects of the existing system may be

acted on by Congress.

In the Subcommittee's deliberations on the proposed

legislation, we urge you to keep in mind the basic need for a

simple, straight-forward leasing system that facilitates and

81-703 0-88-7
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encourages the search for and production of hydrocarbon resources.

In meeting this objective, the system must assure that federal

acreage is available for lease in a timely manner and that access

is provided to conduct operations.

With regard to the two bills under consideration, we are

pleased that the sponsors recognize the adequacy of existing laws

and regulations protecting the environment. API opposes any

change in existing land use planning requirements that would have

the effect of withdrawing lands from access and of imposing new,

unnecessary environmental constraints on onshore oil and gas

exploration, development and production activities. The

industry's record shows that its activities can and do take place

compatibly with sensitive environments and other resource uses.

We firmly believe that existing statutes and regulations

adequately protect the environment and other resources on federal

lands. API encourages the members of the Subcommittee to oppose

any attempts to add new land use planning or environmental review

requirements to the oil and gas leasing system.
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SIERRA
CLUB 330 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E Washinglcm DC 2(X)03 |202) S17I141

STATEMEtn' OF BROOKS B. YEAGER

WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE

FOR THE RECORD OF THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

HONORABLE JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN

REGARDING S.66 AND S.1388

LEGISLATION TO AMEND THE MINERAL LEASING ACT FOR OIL AND GAS

JUNE 30, 1987

The Federal onshore oil and gas leasing program, administered by the

Department of the Interior, faces severe environmental, as well as

fiscal and management problems. As shovm by the clear record of three

years of oversight hearings in the House Subcommittees on Mining and

Natural Resources, Public Lands, and Interior Appropriations, the

program consistently squanders a valuable public resource and threatens

unnecessary damage to the environment from the development of our public

lands oil and gas resources.

We are submitting testimony and reports detailing specific environmental

problems associated with the onshore oil and gas leasing system as

attachments to this statement in the hope that they will be printed as

part of the Subcommittee's hearing record.

The Sierra Club believes that the environmental probl'^ms surrounding the

present leasing system are equally as important as the fiscal and

management problems which have traditionally been the focus of

attention in the Senate debate on the program. We urge the committee to

consider amendments to whichever bill is chosen as a niarkup vehicle

"When we try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched to everything else in the universe
'

7°'"' M""
National Headquarters; 730 Polk Street San Francisco, California 94109 1415) 776-2211
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that would improve and rationalize pre-lease planning for oil and gas

development on the public lands.

Oil and gas development, although compatible with other uses on much of

the public lands, may cause severe and unacceptable environmental

impacts in some highly sensitive areas, or in pristine roadless lands or

key wildlife habitat. (Cf. attached: "Paradise Leased," Sierra ,

March-April, 1986; Impacts of Oil and Gas Development Activities in

Areas of Environmental Concern , report to the State of Montana

Environmental Quality Council, September 9, 1986; "Threat associated

with gas and oil development adjacent to Yellowstone National Park,"

memo to Lorraine Mintzmeyer, Regional Director, National Park Service,

from Irving Friedman, Research Geochemist, Branch of Isotope Geology,

January 13, 1986).

There seems little question, for instance, that widespread oil and gas

development in the Williston Basin area of North Dakota has resulted in

the destruction of the wild character of much of the formerly roadless

area of the Little Missouri National Grasslands (LMNG), and has caused

unforeseen damage to key wildlife habitat in the area, including habitat

for wild turkey and bighorn sheep. (Cf. attached correspondence from

the North Dakota Game and Fish Department, January 18, 1983 and October

19, 1983).

The oil and gas development of the LMNG, and the destruction of much of

the original 231.500 acres of roadless lands, occurred despite the

apparent intention of forest planners, stated in planning documents

issued in 1974 and 1975, that the existing roadless areas should

continue to be managed as roadless indefinitely. By 1983, according to

the North Dakota Game and Fish Department, development based on leases

which had, for the most part, been issued prior to the development of

the 1974 and '75 management plans, had led to extensive roadbuilding in

97,620 acres, and threatened "permanent degradation of the natural

character of the LMNG."

The potential for long-term environmental damage and serious impacts on

-2-
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other potential resource uses and values associated with oil and gas

development would seem to indicate that leasing decisions, in which the

legal commitment to development takes place, should be made only on the

basis of careful multiple-use analysis. However, this is only

infrequently the case.

In many sensitive areas, it has been mere luck, and not careful

planning, which has so far prevented damage from haphazard development.

This is especially true in the greater Yellowstone area. In the six

national forests surrounding Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks,

83X of the available land — over 5 million acres — is presently under

lease. Yet little or no thought has been given to the potential impacts

of large-scale oil and gas development on the parks and the wildlife for

which they are justly famous. As of this writing, most of the

exploratory wells drilled in this extremely sensitive area have been dry

holes; but, should there be a productive find, the responsible land

managing agencies would have little legal say over the future course of

development. (Cf . attached: Yellowstone Under Siege ; Oil and Gas

Leasing in the Greater Yellowstone Region , Sierra Club, July, 1986;

Environmental Problems in the Orj shore Oil and Gas Leasing System ,

statement of Philip M. Hocker, before the House Interior Subcommittee on

Mines and Mining, May 7, 1985; Concerning the Planning Requirements for

Oil and Gas Leasing on the Public Lands , statement of Brooks B. Yeager

before the House Subcommittee on Mining and Natural Resources, February

K, 1986).

In general, agency practice at both the ELM, which is charged with the

overall administration of the leasing program, and the Forest Service,

which is commonly consulted on leasing decisions affecting lands in the

National Forest System, is to defer meaningful land-use planning until

lessees submit applications for permits to drill (APDs). Wholesale

leasing decisions committing hundreds of thousands of acres to

development as dictated by the leaseholders are frequently made on the

basis of a few pages of generic discussion in land-use planning

documents. Unfortunately, once leases are issued, agency authority to

prohibit development in order to avoid unacceptable environmental damage

-3-
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may be severely constrained. (Cf. attached Memorandum to John Matis ,

Cache Creek EIS Task Force Leader , U.S. Geological Survey , from Lowell

L. Madsen, Acting Regional Solicitor, Rocky Mountain Region, October 10,

1980.)

This "lease now, worry later" approach to land use planning for oil and

gas has been repeatedly struck down by the courts as inadequate to

evaluate the impacts of a major Federal action under NEPA. (Cf.

attached opinions in Bob Marshall Alliance , et. al . , v^.
James G. Watt,

U.S. District Court for the District of Montana, CV-82-015-GF, May 27,

1986, and Sierra Club v. Peterson , Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia Circuit, 717 F.2d 1409. 1415, 1983).

There already exists a land-planning system in the context of which

improvements in oil and gas planning could be made. The BLM and the

Forest Service presently undertake unified multiple use planning under

the terms of the National Forest Management Act and the Federal Land

Policy Management Act. The land use plans developed pursuant to these

statutes, national forest plans and resource management plans, can be,

and in isolated instances, have been, used to provide a framework for a

careful evaluation of the impacts of oil and gas development on the

other resources and uses of the lands under study. (Cf. Final

Environmental Impact Statement , Shoshone National Forest , February 1986,

and Environmental Assessment for Oil and Gas Lease Recommenda tions in

the South Fork Area of the Shoshone National Forest , 1 985 ) . For the

most part, however, agency land-use plans have been woefully inadequate

in identifying and evaluating the impacts of oil and gas development

activities.

Unlike companion legislation (H.R.933) introduced in the House, neither

S.66 nor S.1388 addresses the environmental problems associated with the

oil and gas leasing system. Both bills limit proposed reforms to the

leasing mechanism itself, which has been justly criticized as obsolete,

inefficient, and an inducement to fraud.

Insofar as the leasing system itself is concerned, the reforms proposed

-4-
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by each of the two bills before the committee would alleviate some

difficulties, while retaining, or in certain cases, exacerbating others.

Both bills would abolish the current requirement that the BLM identify

known geologic structures (KGSs) as a method of discriminating between

tracts which must be leased competitively and those which may be leased

non-c crape ti ti vel y .

S.66 would substitute a two-tier leasing system in which all leases

would be offered competitively for a minimum bid of $20 per acre.

Leases which do not receive bids at this price would be dropped into a

non-competitive round, which would, in effect, recreate the lottery or

SIMO system in order to choose winners from among multiple applicants

for individual tracts.

Aside from the obvious question of why Ckjngress would go through the

strenuous exertion of enacting reforms for the oil and gas leasing

program and reestablish one of the program's most odious components, the

leasing mechanism proposed in S.66 raises a number of other disturbing

issues. Key among these is the issue of the revenue which would be lost

from leases which may not receive bids at $20 per acre or above, but

which are worth bidding on at slightly lower prices. Under certain oil

price scenarios, this group of leases could be quite substantial, and

the foregone revenue from issuing them through the lottery could reach

into the hundreds of millions of dollars.

S. 1388 would eliminate this difficulty, by setting the minimum bonus bid

at $1 per acre, a price at which we can assume that most tracts will be

issued competitively. However, because S. 1388 would allow the

continuation of over-the-counter sales for a large number of leases, it

too, raises problems of administration. Any over-the-counter system in

which multiple applicants apply for single tracts will invite the

resumption of land office bribery and scandal of the kind which

characterized ttje program before the advent of the SIMO system. In

addition, revenues which might be obtained from the competitive sale of

frontier leases will be foregone.

-5-
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The Sierra Club believes that many of the difficulties with these

"hybrid" leasing proposals can be resolved through the kind of

all-competitive leasing system which is proposed by H.R.933, and which

had previously been proposed by Senator Bumpers in various bills.

The Sierra Club supports the effort of the House sponsors of H.R.933,

and of other key House members, to enact a comprehensive reform of the

present oil and gas leasing program. We strongly urge the Senate to

consider and support the basic improvements contained in H.R,933 —
integrating planning for oil and gas development with the multiple use

planning already being undertaken by the BLM and the Forest Service,

requiring public notification before leasing or permitting decisions,

giving the Forest Service statutory consent authority over leasing on

lands in the national forest system, and prohibiting new leasing in

wilderness study areas. Only with these improvements will oil and gas

leasing and development become an integral — rather than a dominant —
use of the public lands.

(Attachments)

-6-
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Paradise Leased
0/7 & Gas Developers Set Their

Sights
on the

Land of the Elk, the Condor, and the Gri^y
BRUCE HAMILTON & BROOKS YEAGER

THE
WESTERN BOUNDARY of

Yellowstone Njcional Park is

easy to spot troni the air: It

divides the park's torvsts from

the bleak clearcuts outside The cuts arc

a graphic example ot the federal govern-
ment's failure to protect borderlands vi-

tal to park vkildlifc But an even more

menacing threat bes underground
Much of the subsurface along this

boundary has been leased for oil and gas

exploration and development Giving
little or no thought to the environmental

consequences, the U.S. Forest Service

and the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) have opened the way for devel-

opment of a busthng industrial complex
next to the oldest and one of the best-

loved national parks in the world

If these leases arc developed, park elk,

moose, deer, and gnzzly bear that rely

on habitat outside the park would find

oil ngs, roads, and pipebnes in their

once-secure mountain refuges Accord-

ing to National Park Service geologists.

holes poked by oil and gas drillers just

outside the park could also disrupt the

dcUcate underground plumbing that

feeds geysers and other thermal features

within Yellowstone Park

Almost no consideration was given to

die pbght of gnzzbes or geysers by the

federal agenaes that made the decision

to sign away development rights to these

lands. Although both the Forest Service

and the BLM have elaborate land-use

planning processes, almost all oil and

gas leasing decisions have been made

outside of them, with btde or no pubbc
noQce and no detailed environmental

review

The BLM administers the minerals

under most federal lands, including na-

tional forests, where it seeks the advice

of the Forest Service before leasing.

Both agencies generally operate under

the assumption that leasing is a mere

paper transaction and that development
will hardly ever occur The battle to

ensure that national parks and wilder-

ness areas are ofT limits to new leasing

has been won But almost all other For-

est Service and BLM-administcrcd lands

are leased indiscnminately In states with

oil potential, as much as % percent of

the available federal land is leased or

under application

The National Park Service, state

wildbfc agenaes. and conservationists

arc caught in the awkward position of

pointing out the folly ofleasing environ-

mentally sensinve lands after most ofthe

dcasions have already been made. They
admit the impacts ol oil and gas devel-

opment arc less severe than those of

most other forms of mineral extracnon.

and acknowledge that it is hard to pre-

dict which lands will be developed But

they object to a leasing process that

gambles with the public's natural re-

sources, putting irreplaceable wildlife

and sceruc values on the bne and then

dealing the pubbc out of the game This

high-stakes wager ignores the spenal re-

quirements ofenvironmentally sensitive

and highly prized tracts of pubbc land

As a result, national treasures are bemg
bbndly leased and lost:

• In the canyonlands of southern Utah

and the sand dunes and badlands of

Wyoming's Red Desert, the Bureau of

Land Management has allowed roads,

dnll ngs, and bulldozers to scar fragile

desert lands that were bemg considered

for wilderness designation In effect, fu-

ture wilderness boundaries here are

being drawn by bulldozers instead ofby

Congress
• In the Cabforma Desert Conservaaon

Area east of Los Angeles, the BLM has

issued 115 oil and gas leases on tracts it

had earlier singled out as "areas of criti-

cal environmental concern" The con-

scrvanon area was set aside by Congress
as a showcase for the proteaion of frag-

ile desert resources.

• In the Los Padres National Forest

along the central California coast, the

Forest Service and BLM are in the pro-

cess of issuing hundreds of leases cover-

ing thousands of acres Potential lease

sites include several roadless areas under

consideration for wilderness designa-

tion, a proposed wild river corridor

along Sc-spc Creek, and the specucular

Big Sur coastbne Also proposed for

leasing is the Sespe Condor Sanctuary,

an area set aside to protect the habitat of

the endangered Cabforma condor. (See

"Too Late for the Condor'
"

January/

February 1986.)

• In the Lewis and Clark National For-

est next to Glacier National Park and the

Bob Marshall Wilderness, hundreds of

thousands of acres of gnzzly bear, elk,

and bighorn sheep habitat have been

leased. Exploration has already begun in

several areas, even though much of the

forest IS under consideration for wilder-

ness protection.

OST OF THE SCANT mcdu at-

tention on the leasing issue

-has focused on the Greater

Yellowstone Ecosystem, an area that in-

cludes the park and a large expanse of

adjacent acreage that supports park
wUdbfe. Almost 200 exploratory wells

have been drilled here, all but five of

them dry holes. Conservatiomsts have

been trymg to prevent damage from in-

dividual development projects and,

more recently, attempting to ebmlnate

the defects in the oil and gas leasing

system that spark these brushfire battles.
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Ed Madq, a Sierra Club acnvist and

environmental consultant, paints a gnm
picture of the situaQon in Yellowstone

Hired by the Club to conduct a detailed

analysis of the oil and gas leasing prob-

lem in the SIX naoonal forests that sur-

round Yellowstone and Grand Teton

ruQonal parks. Madej found that Forest

Service personnel often don't know pre-

cisely which ruoonal forest lands have

been leased By piecing together infor-

maaon from government files, he found

approximately 5.8 miUion acres of land

open for leasing. This figure represents

virtually everything outside of desig-

nated wilderness areas, amounting to 60

percent of the area's forest land Of this

acreage, about 4.5 million acres are al-

ready leased.

With so much pubbc land leased or

available for leasing, "oil and gas devel-

opment has the potential of being the

single greatest environmental impaa to

the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem,"

says Madej. "Although there has not yet

been a major commeraal find within

the ecosystem, should such a find occur

nothing in the current planning would

prevent development of a massive pro-
duction infrastructure nght next to Yel-

lowstone Park Itself
"

Another part of Madej's study exam-

ined the agenaes' leasing process When
the federal government leases a coal, oil

shale, or offshore oil tract, it prepares a

detailed environmental impact state-

ment .The National Environmental

Policy Aa (NEPA) requires these for

any federal action that will have a sigmfi-

cant impaa on the environment

But when the government leases

lands for onshore oil and gas develop-

ment, it often prepares no environmen-

tal review at all—or merely an "environ-

mental assessment.
"
Often only 10 to 20

pages long, these documents are used to

analyze the impacts of leasing on hun-

dreds of thousands of acres of pubhc
land. Almost every assessment con-

cludes that leasing will have no sigmfi-

cant impacts, and that preparation ot a

more detailed statement is unnecessary.

According to the agencies, potential im-

pacts can be dealt with later, ifand when

site-speafic development plans are pro-

posed by industry.

Taxpayers Lose in the Oil Lottery

FOB

A $75 niiNC FE£ and an annual rent of a dollar per acre, the government in

1983 leased to speculators 18 tracrs ofpublic land in Wyoming dircaly adjacent

toa produangoiland gas field. Within weeks. 1 2 ot the 18 traas were resold ro

^n uil firm that operarcd some nearby wells The leaseholders made more than

STKJ niiUiun III the transacnon.

The nccni hisiorj of the federal leasing program is replete with such blunders. The

government leases high-potential tracts through a noncompetitive lottery, only to

discover later that thev contain extremely valuable oil or gas deposits Congressional

committees and the courrs havt grown increasingly cnncal of the finanaal and

administranvc side of the government's k'asing system and have frequently forced

parna] or total suspensions of the loncry

Under the present system, any traa presumed to contain valuable oil and gas

deposits must be leased competitively. But the Bureau of Land Management's method

of determining where valuable deposits be is inadequate, according to a recent U.S

Coun of Appeals rubng The agency lacks a meamngful way to discnminate between

valuable and nonvaluablc properties, the ruling stated

The vast majonty of tracts— more than 97 percent— are leased noncompennvcly

Noncompennvc leases arc sold either over the counter (for pre\iously unlcased traas)

or through the lottery-

A recent report issued by the House Appropnations Committee accused the Inter-

ior Deparrment ol losing millions of dollars annually through the lottery, and of

allowing pnvatc interests to interfere with the supposedly impartial system. Even a

better-run lottery' would still spawn consumer fraud bv unscrupulous lease brokers,

who speaalize in bilking unwary consumers by promising that they will win valuable

propenies m the lottery;

Taxpayers and consumers, as well as environmentalists, have a big stake in the efforts

to reform the leasing system this year
—B V

"Unfortunately," says Madej, "under

Intenor Department pobcy, the issuance

of a lease commits a tract of land to de-

velopment, so even the best-uitentioned

land managers may later find that the

option of avoiding irreparable damage
to a sensitive area has been foreclosed."

The Little Missouri National Grass-

lands in North Dakota provide a graphic
case in point Until recently these rollmg

praines and colorfiil badlands surround-

mg Theodore Roosevelt National Park

were the wildest part of the Great Plains

still m pubbc ownership. Thousands of

acres of flowing grassland used to be

sole province of the rancher and deer

hunter—much the way it was when the

Rough Rider himself vacationed here.

Now the Rough Rider has been dis-

placed by oil industry roughnecks.

Pump jacks rock back and forth just

across the highway from the national

park's headquarters In the Last 15 years

thousands of acres of wild grassland
have been crisscrossed with service

roads and utibty lines This once-wild

praine with its ranches and wildbfe had

the misfortune of being located in the

heart of the Williston Basin—one of the

hottest onshore oil prospects in the

country.

In the early 1970s Custer National

Forest planners vowed to preserve the

remaining Little Missoun roadless areas

even as they encouraged oil develop-
ment. But once the leases were signed
and oil was struck, there was no turning

back. An industrial complex sprawled
across areas that, accorcbng to Forest

Service land-use plans, were supposed
to remain roadless

Sute wildlife managers decried the

agency's lack of concern for wildlife on

these roadless lands. "It is apparent to us

now that the rapid pace of development
and the commitment to honor existing

leases led to unantiapated and poorly

evaluated impacts,
"
said State Game and

Fish Department Coordinator Michael

McKenna in a 1983 letter to the National

Wildbfe FederaDon.

Taking the story of the Little Missoun

Grasslands as a gnm warning of what

could happen to Yellowstone and other

chenshed wild lands, the Sierra Club

has launched a major campaign to force

the government to undertake thorough
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The Well That Woke Up Yellowstone^s Neighbors

T;
4 4 1 If \

H's '5 THE BEST big-gjmc Country iround

That's why I live here." sjys Don Schmjlz, i

Wyoming outfitter who hvcs along the

North Fork of the Shoshone River "In

winter you can dnvc down the road in the early morning or

late evening and sec 800 elk and a hundred bighorn sheep."

The road from Ccxly. Wyo . to Yellowstone National

Park follows the North Fork of the Shoshone River To the

south is the Washakie Wilderness, to the north, the North

Absaroka Wilderness

Each winter, elk and sheep descend Irom their summer

ranges in the park and neighboring wilderness areas to seek

refuge ;n the North Fork Valley North Fork side drainages

arc also a favorite stomping ground for the grizzly bear—

a speacs threatened with extinction in this area.

To wildlife the North Fork is just as cruail to survival as

the park or wilderness lands But there is an important

difference between the North Fork Valley and surrounchng
lands: Most of the valley has been leased for oil and gas

development. In the park and wildernesses, leasing is for-

bidden by law

Oil development is nothing new to the Cody area. Old,

established oil fields lie in the sagebrush-covered hills just

cast oftown But until recently, hardly any interest had been

shown in exploring the rugged national forest lands to the

west Only after the 1973 OPEC oil embargo and the

subsequent nse in the price of oil did speculators begin

picking up leases in the forest.

Local citizens were not informed about the forest leasing

But even ifthey had known about it. most ofthem probably

wouldn't have cared The prevailing attitude was that leas-

ing wasn't harmful; it was just a transacaon on paper

Around 1981 this attitude began to change Seisrmc crews

started blasting throughout the forest to determine whether

oil-beanng strau were likely to be below "Those seismic

crews had no regard for the country or the wildlife,"

Schmalz says. "I remember being up on Jim Mountain in

the North Fork just before the bighorn sheep were ready

to lamb 1 watched as the crews started blasting and sending

sheep running all along the side of the mountain
"

The blasting was a temporary nuisance; as winter settled

in, the comparaes gathered their information and left But

by 1983 the blasting had revealed at least one interesnng

prospea Soon the federal government was faced with

Marathon Oil Company's application for a perrrut to drill

an exploratory well on a ndge overlooking the North Fork.

Because of the difficult terrain, the steep, unstable sods,

and the importance of the wildlife habitat, Marathon of-

fered to commute to the drill site by hehcopter during the

exploratory phase If the company struck commercial

quantities of oil or gas, however, it expeaed to be allowed

to build roads and utiLty corndors to service the site

When local residents and Wyoming conservationists

learned of Marathon's proposal, they met with the Forest

Service to urge rejection of the apphcanon Seismic blasting

had been bad enough, but the speaer of an oil or gas held

along the North Fork was completely unacceptable

Ihc Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management

;BLM) dutifully prepared an environmenul impact state-

ment on the proposed dnlling perrmt The agcnaes con-

cluded that the well "would result in a four-month tempo-

rary disturbance, with no long-term adverse environmental

consequences unlea the well goes to production (emphasis

added)"
Local sportsmen, landowners, and environmentalists

mounted a campaign to block Marathon's proposal They

argued that oil and gas de\'elopment was incompatible with

the North Fork's fragile environment But the agenaes
were unresponsive They said that under existing laws they

did not have the authonty to deny the application on envi-

ronmental grounds The message was all too clear: Once

the lease was issued, it conveyed a legal nght to develop the

land and build roads and utilincs If local atizens and state

agencies didn't want development, they should have voiced

their concerns when the leases were being considered Now
It was too late.

So why didn't North Fork otizens speak up before the

leases were issued' They didn't have a chance The responsi-

ble Forest Service offiaal apparently saw no problem with

the application and recommended rounne approval to the

BLM. Neither agency consulted the public or took a hard

look at the consequences before agreeing to lease

The only pre-lease review was a 1979 environmental

assessment in the Forest Service's Rocky Mountain Region
It Ignored site-spenfic problems and concluded that leasing

would have no significant environmental effect The curso-

ry l3-pagc document gave the green light to leasing more

than 17 4 million acres of national forest lands, including

the entire North Fork Valley and 900.000 acres of the Sho-

shone National Forest

When the anzens of the North Fork found out how the

dension had been made to commit this speaacular wild

valley to oil development, they went to court But US
Distnct Court Judge Clarence Brimmer sided with the

government The agenoes' procedure may not have been

ideal, but in the eyes of the judge, it was legal

With the court challenge lost, Marathon moved quickly

to exerasc its development nghts It dniled a deep hole—
5, (XX) feet— in the summer of 1985, but found no oil "We all

breathed a sigh of rcbef when we found that it was a dry

hole." a state BLM offiaal told Sierra Club Treasurer Phil

Hcxrker According to Schmalz, there were few signs of

sadness along the North Fork when Marathon pulled out

Its drill pipe and flew away —B H
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environmental studies and land-use

planiung before pubbc land is leased lor

development
The campaign has met with some

success in the courts The Sierra Club

Legal Defense Fund won a major battle

for pre-lease planning in May 1981.

when a federal appeals court ruled that

the Forest Ser^'ice should either prepare

an impart sutement pnor to leasing or

prohibit surface chsturbance of the area

leased But the federal agencies refused

to apply the decision outside the area at

issue— a steep, scerac mountain range

called the Palisades that straddles the

Idaho-Wyoming border just south of

Grand Teton National Park. Elsewhere

the Forest Service persisted m its lease-

first, worry-later approach.

hi 1984 U.S. District Court Judge
Paul Hatfield suspended all leases in two

national forests in Montana pending

completion of adequate pre-lease envi-

ronmental impact statements. The

Montana decision is being appealed by
the federal government, the oil industry,

and Mountain Sutes Legal Foundation,

the law firm headed by James Watt be-

fore he became Secretary of Interior.

The firm's dirertor told Wyoming's Cas-

per Slar-Tnbune that if the deasion is

allowed to stand, "oil and gas leasing in

naoonal forests as we know it tocby will

be gone."

Conservatiomsts don't go that far—

but they do hope the virtory will spawn

significant reforms in the leasmg sys-

tem. So far, the government's response
has been less than encouraging: After

each ruling the agenaes have tned to

satisfy the court regarding the specific

site at issue, while leaving the basic leas-

ing process unchanged
The agencies' reluctance to apply

court-mandated reforms broadly has

forced conservatiomsts to turn to Con-

gress for rehef The Sierra Club is taking

the lead in a congressional campaign

designed to establish more prease statu-

tory requirements for pre-lease environ-

mental review. Under the Club's plan,

adequate pubbc notice and partiapation

would be required m sensitive leasing

decisions, and areas unsuitable for leas-

mg would be idenafied and removed

from consideration Oil and gas leasing

decisions would no longer be made

outside the agencies' land-use planning

processes. The Forest Service would be

given responsibihty to lease its own land

rather than just advise the BLM, and

consuluDon with other resource agen-

aes, including the Naoonal Park Service

and state wildbfe agenaes, would be

required.

The time is right tor a change. Bills to

revamp the finanaal and admimstrative

side of the onshore oil and gas leasing

system are now pendmg in Congress.
There is a widespread feebng that the

system is "subject to fraud, an invitation

to speculation, and financially cbsastrous

tor the government," accordmg to Sen.

Dale Bumpers (D-Ark.). Dissatisfaction

with the government's pnmary method

of leasmg
— a noncompetitive lottery

—
has added strength to congressional
voices calling for change m other asperts

of the system.

As Rep. Morns Udall (D-Anz.), chair

of the House Intenor Comrmttee. put

It, the present leasing system is "an ad-

ministrative and environmental night-
mare crying out for reform

"

Udall's staff members have already

included new environmental planmng

requirements m legislation nrculatcd for

review on Capitol Hill. Other key
House members, including Public

Lands Subcommittee Chair John Sei-

berbng (D-Ohio), have made clear their

mtention to press for even more stnn-

gent reforms.

"The BLM's oil and gas leasing pol-

laes make a mockery of the land-use

planning processes mandated by law,"

says Seiberbng. "It's clear that the BLM

leasmg people give bttle or no consid-

eration to the environmental impacts of

their programs. This is senous not only

for [BLM] lands but for naoonal forest

lands and wildhte refuges as well.
"

Bbnd luck and a depressed oil market

have delayed the inevitable: a major
commeraal find of oil or gas withm

shoutmg distance of Yellowstone, Gla-

aer, or another naoonal treasure But

the matter can't be left to luck. The

federal government has given preferen-

tial treatment to the oil and gas mdustry
for too long. For the gnzzbes, geysers,

canyonlands, and condors— for the pro-

tection of thousands of acres of pubbc
lands— the nation needs a new leasmg

system now.  

Bruce Hamilton is the Sterra Club's Director

of Conservation Field Services, Brooks

Yeager is the Club 's Washington reprtsenlalive
in charge ofenergy issues.

Reprintedfrom Sitna, March/April 1986

Additional copies avaiJable at 30t each (members, I5() from:

Information Services

Sierra Club

730 Polk Street

San Francisco, CA 94109
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WYOMING CHAPTER
SIERRA CLUB

REPORT ON LEASE W-88886

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING

An error by the Bureau of Land Management has recently
resulted in the issuance of an oil and gas lease in

important Grizzly Bear and riparian habitat, on the East

boundary of Grand Teton National Park in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming. The Bureau has "cancelled" the lease, but the

legality of the cancellation is being challenged by the
EXXON corporation and the lessee. It is uncertain whether
the cancellation will be upheld.

The lease, known as W-88886, lies on National Forest land,
immediately alongside a major scenic tourist highway to
Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks. It covers
several miles of meandering riverbank and willow bottoms on
the Buffalo Fork of the Snake River, an area intensely used

by moose and other wildlife and waterfowl.

In May of 1985 the Forest Service had requested that no
further leases be issued in the area until a Forest Plan and
environmental study could be completed. The BLM agreed.
However, a processing error resulted in issuance of W-88886
effective 1 December 1985. "Clearly, we made a mistake in

issuing this lease," wrote BLM State Director Hillary A.

Oden on 31 December 1985.

Lease W-88886 raises other questions beyond its threat to

nationally-important wildlife and environmental issues:

W-88886 was issued "Over-the-Counter ," a process through
which a lease is simply granted to the first party filing
for the tract. A filing fee of $75, and a payment of the
first year's rental of $1 per acre, is all that is required.
No competitive bidding is conducted, and there is no

"lottery" drawing permitting other applicants a chance to

acquire the lease rights.

The "Over-the-Counter" process is used only for vacant
tracts which have not been previously leased and which are
not in a "known geological structure." This tract had been
removed from leasing by action of then Interior Secretary
Krug in 1947. However, a loophole in Krug's action made the
area available if it was "necessary to establish or complete
a logical unit area." An operating unit agreement was

approved (with no public notice or input) August 13, 1984
which nominally included the then-unleased W-88886 area.

"Not blind opposition to progress, but opposition to Hind progressr
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REPORT ON LEASE W-88886, p2:

Issuance of this lease without competitive bidding appears
highly questionable. According to Secretary Krug's
instructions, the unitization plan should not have been

approved in the first place unless it was found that "the
structural conditions are such as to warrant the belief that
the lands included therein may contain oil or gas."
Furthermore, EXXON drilled a wildcat well two and one-half
miles from W-88886 in 1984-5, and has filed an application
to drill a new test this summer less than one-half mile from
the W-88886 tract.

The lease was initially issued to Clayton W. Williams, Jr,
of Denver. Not surprisingly, it was assigned to EXXON

shortly after being issued. The payment from EXXON to
Williams is unknown. EXXON and Williams have joined
together in appealing the cancellation. Appeal proceedings
are underway before the Interior Board of Land Appeals. The
issue is not expected to be resolved for several months.

The only environmental documentation covering the leasing of
this area is an "Environmental Analysis Report" covering all
leasing on the Teton National Forest, approved March 17,
1972. The text of the report is five pages long. The Teton
National Forest covers 1,666,534 acres.

The Wyoming state office of the Bureau of Land Management
has been involved in several previous controversies over
improper issuance of non-competitive oil leases.

*****

Report prepared by Philip M. Hooker, Sierra Club, 11 April
1986, using information from U.S. Forest Service and Bureau
of Land Management sources.

Attachments:
-Front of Lease W-88886, as issued.

-Map of leased area.
-Letter, Regional Forester to Wyoming State Director,

May 29 1985, requesting no further leasing in area.

-Letter, Wyoming State Director to Regional Forester,
Jun 10 1985, agreeing to request.

-Letter, Regional Forester to Wyoming State Director,
Dec 4 1985, protesting issuance of lease W-88886,

-Letter, Wyoming State Director to Regional Forester,
Dec 31 1985, requesting supporting information.

-Letter, Regional Forester to Wyoming State Director,
Feb 10 1086, giving information supporting
lease cancellation.
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latama-aUlji 31* 15th ftreot

KasLon Os^u, OT SMOI

2820

MAY 29 1985

Mr. VLillnrj k» OAan

Vjosia^ StAtm Dir«ctor
Sure«a of Lattd HAnA^earaC
r.O. Box 182S

Cbeyenjoc, WT 82001

J>ezT HllUryi

In tha p&Jt frv aoatlit, v« h«Te forvaxded to jvnr offlca recc—rmvlatloa* for
Ch« iscuaoce of oil and ga^ Lc&s«s for Bor* thaa 100 f«rc«ls of Laad vithin eh«

Sridger-TeCoa laxiozial /orast.

Dae Co the carixovBcatal •cxuiciTiCy cf ch« Iridger-Tctoa Katiooal ForcaC» the

incense poblle coocsnx regardiag its BanAce^anc, tni tha aacicipaced eoiEplecioa
of farther caTiroaaantal asaeisxeata azul/or the Toraat FLaa ia the B«ar fucare,
vc feel that the forCher procesainx of oil aad gaa Icaaea iavoWing the

Bridger-IeCoa Eatioaal Forut sboold be delayed anCll these are cinplcted aad

V* subalC Dev reports.

Ve reqac4C tVn f you rcCarn to as all reports vhich yoar staff has not yec
issued.

Tou fhojld coDCimae to process the rejrctixjn of lessea inTolTlax Vilderoeases
as icentified in onr Jasosrj 22 letter (2220).

If jrou have tay ^eicions rcsardios this r^aast, please call Sill Killer. Bis

telcphooa noaher Is FTS 5W-5157 or (801) 625-5157. •

Thsrh yott for year coopcratiptu

Sincerely,

J. 8. TTXir.R

Kcsiooal Forester

cci

Bridger-Toton HT

LH€icr:lph 5-23-85 12

81-703 0-88-8
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United States Department of the Tnicrlor

. Bureau of Land ManageVneni
\\ yoming Siaic 0((ict

P.O. Box 1828

Cheyenni, Wyoming 82003

ti un.> uraio

3100

<923d)

JUN 1 19B5

Mr. J. S. Tlxler

Regloaal Forester
Dnlted State* Forest Serrlce
324 2Sth Street

Ogden, Dtab 84401

Hear Mr. Tlzler:

RECHVED

yUNl3l285
RL4M

As requested In your letter dated May 29, 1985, we are returning the letters

of recommendation submitted by your office on January 15, January 22,-

March 13, and March 14, 1985, concerning the issuance of oil and gas leases

within the Brldger-Teton National Forest.

Oil mod ges leases ha^e not been Issued for any of the lands described in

those letters. He vlLl suspend oil and gas lease Issuance within the

Brldger-Teton Kationxl Forest until further advised by you.

Sincerely yours.

Biliary 1^. Oden
State Director

.adosures

.^FILE COPY
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
ROCK SPRINGS DISTRICT OmCE

PO Boi l>M

Aocli Spnnri. WTommK B3902-II69

(M7|SC'i3M

<a0i.TU/ca TT>

3100 (411)

HemoraadtiB

NOV 1 1 1385

To:

Vras:

State Director (923)

Dlatrlct Manager

Subject: Hlator? of Oil and Gas Leaae Offer U-88886

The Leldy Creek Unit, Exxon operator, In which lease V-88886 la located, vat

approved August 13, 1984. Approval of the unit and unit geology by conditions of

the Krug Beaorandim allovs leasing of unleased Federal minerals In T.4SN., R.113U.

The AFO for the Initial unit veil vas approved September 7, 1984. The veil was

spudded October 30, 1984 and plugged as a dry hole January 18, 1985.

Exxon applied to U.S.F.S. for a geophysical permit to do additional geophysical
exploration during the winter of 1984/1985 after the first unit well was dry.
The permit vas refused, the U.S.F.S. not allowing wintertime geophysical

operations. The geophysical permit vas granted by U.S.F.S. for Spring of 1985.

Exxon requested and was granted an SOP, effective Hay 1, 1985, to end no later

than September 1, 1986. The geophysical exploration was completed and evaluation
vas being made as of the date of this memo.

Currently, lease W-88886 does not lie within a KGS and is clearllsted pursuant to

your memo of October 8, 1985. The least; offer is attached.

Enclosure

CJ
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ri'^'n United Stales !'.r.',-.:;'.:."
'Po'e^^

"

AWy// Oecanment of tUF.iA'J Lf L^.'^"^*'
N^^/ Agncuilure

Interni UD'.aln

Region

1
324 25th Street
Ogden, DT 84401

i::; d:c 1 2 a:. 13 co

CH£YLL:.£. '.V;CM;r,G

Mr. HillaT7 A. Men
Wyoming State Director
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1828

Cheyenne, WY 82001

««»,» 2820

DEC 4 1985

///yr^
ROin\t:rC~. 'iK-vjuf.i. -9

.1'.-

.C.A

Dear Hillary:

On November 26, we received a copy of oil and gas lease W-88886 ieaued by your
office on November 18, 1985. We are very concerned about the Issuance of this
lease because it is located vlthln one of the more environmentally sensitive
areas of the Bridger-Teton National Forest and was issued contrary to our /
agreement to suspend oil and gas leasing within the Forest until the Forest /
plan and/or further environaental assessments were completed. Enclosed is a

copy of the lease and the correspondence relating to the suspension of leasing
within the Bridger-Teton National Forest.

We realire that the lease was issued through an oversight based on an out-of-
date Forest Service report. We, therefore, request that the lease be
cancelled as being issued in error and the application be held in suspension.
We are basing this request on the following reasons:

1. NEPA documentaton had not been completed prior to lease Issuance;
therefore, full compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
bad not been achieved.

2. The issuance of the lease is inconsistent with your decision as
authorized officer to suspend leasing within the Bridger-Teton National Forest.

It is unfortunate that the error did occur; however, we appreciate the
continued cooperation that we have received from your office.

Sincerely,

-^^i-T_£-
s- TixrzR

^ Regional Forester *

Enclosures'

fSTW "n p (11
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DEC 3 1 1995

Mr. J. f. Tlxlar
Eagloaal ferascar
lotarmouatala latlan
Dnltad Stacaa Feraat larrlea
324 2St)t leraat

Ottlan. UT 84401

D*«r Mr. Tlxlari

Thla la la rat'rd Co Tear lattar af Dacaabar 4, 198S, ff^'.i-n our Ixuaoei
of oil aod gaa laaaa 0-88886 In Cba Irldgar-Taton Rational Forc^i'..

Claarlr, «• aada a «lataka In laaolnf thla laaaa. Tour lattar of

Ha7 20, 198S, onaBblgueaaly raqoaata that «• auapaad action en all laaaa
actlena In tha Irldgar-Tatoa Katlenal Foraat until planning and roTlrofantal
•fforta hava b««n coaplatad. Thla particular eaac waa ena of a amall nuabar
•Meh had alraadjr prograaaad part vay through tha ayatra, and It allppad
through. Wa hara takaa poaltlTc atepa to pravcnt a racurrance.

In raapenaa to your requcat, «« atand ready to Inltlata action Co cancel the

laaaa. Tha ratlooala for cancallatloo la baaed on your atateaeot that KtPA
docuacDtaclon haa not been coapletad. In order to coopletc the admlulatratlTe
file prior to rendering a declalon to ciccel, ve aak that you provide oa with '

docuaentatlon re;:ardlng afforta uadervay to coraply vlth UZtA raqulrenenta.
Theae vould be In the nature of prallalnary anvlronnenCal aaaeaimenca or

plannlag doei^^nta that Identify the nee<l to do additional anvlronaental

analyaaa, vfaathcr oo a regional, alte-apeclf Ic, or topical baala.

Wa regret harlng to make thla requeat under tha clrcuaatancea; however, we
believe that docuaentatlon of thla nature vlll be necessary to support a

cancellation and to return the aubjact lease offer to a pending status.

If you hava any questions regarding tha docuaentatlon, please have your
repreaentativa contact Andrew Tarahla of this office (307-772-2297).

Sincerely youre,

Hillary A. Oden
State Director

cc:

TarshlB (923)

ATar8hlB:kjit:12-27-85
0112n

1^ <* ^^ r\^ r\
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Intcraountaln

Region

324 25th Street

Ogden, DT 84401

«-».» 2820

FEB 10 1986

Dear Hillary:

This Is In responec to your December 31, 1985, request (923a) for

documentation to eupport the cancellation of oil and gas lease W-88886.

We requested that you Initiate cancellation of W-88886 primarily because NEPA

requirements were not fully compiled with prior to lease Issuance.

Personnel on the Brldger-Teton National Forest are currently working on the

Forest-vide Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Land and Resource

Management Plan. The draft EIS and Plan should be available for public review
from April through July 1986. The final documents are not anticipated until
mld-1987.

A preliminary environmental review conducted as a part of the plannlng/EIS
process indicates that the lands included in W-88886 are within an area of

high environmental sensitivity and there is potential for sigalficant
environmental impacts.

The lease area is within

c!c = r^i f :' "I as a threatene
- .... J are to malnt

. ; populations of g

^iVe bear/human confli

c;ay not be allowed if upo
affected. I The management
visual sensitivity Is due

National Park and in clos

located within the greate
environmental concern and

Sincerely ,

r/'A

-^i_ J. S. TIXIER

Regional Forester

/

a grizzly bear habitat area. The grizzly is

d species under the Endangered Species Act. Coals
ain or improve essential habitat for recovered

rlzzly bear and to minimize the potential for and
cts. Mineral leasing, exploration, and development
n final analysis the grizzly bear may be adversly
area also contains high visual quality values. This
to the lease area being adjacent to the Grand Teton

e proximity to the Teton Wilderness area. / It is also.
r Yellowstone Ecosystem, an area of significant
controversy .

CD

CO

c^
CD
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(' (_^ Jackson Hole, Vfyoolng, Area

Kemorandua Resarding Oil and Cjs L.jases

Konorandum to: the Director, Bureau of Land ilanuficnjcnt, or.d tiic Director,

Geologicnl Survey, from: Tna Secretary of the Interior.

After conferring mth proponents and opponents of oil and g.ia develc;,-.o.-.t

in the Jackson Hole area of northwestern Vlyonin;';, I have concluded th-:;t

. ur.it plans nay be approved, oil and jes leases issued, and criliin;; autlior-

ized on lands in tlie Teton National Forest south of the 11th standard p.Tr-

ollel, exclusive of lands lyin^ vdthin the Tetc-i Uildernaos Area south of

said parallel, subject to the following conditions:

(1) IIo unit plan vd,ll be approved unless the Geological Svu-vey reports
thst the structural conditions are sucii as to warrant the biliof thcit the

lands included therein rosy contain oil or gas. Prior to such approval,
copies of the proposed unit plan will be subnitt'jd to all interested ajorciu:
of this Department, as well as to the Forest Service, Dypartuant of Agri-

culture, for reconiiendatior.s as to stipulations or conditions which it is

felt should be incorporated into that plan.

(2) Prospecting and developzent urder an approvtid unit pl.-'.nt shall not

be perritted until all lends within the area arc made subject to tl'.e ^init

plan unless a detennination shall be cude by the Secretary or his repre-
sentative that the unit operator has made every reasonable effort to

xuiitize all lands and the uncommitted land is insufficient in ar.iount or
 so located that the orderly develoox.ent of the unit area will not b3 ad-

versely affected. If any part of the geological structure is located on

Federal lands which ore within the Jackion Hole National Monuiaent, the

Teton V/ilderness Area, or which are otherwise unavailable for Icasir.^, a

unit plan for the reraaining available acreage on the structure will not -o

approved unless the Geological Survey reports that oil or gas dovclo.-7.cnt,

linited to the available lands, is in the best interests of the United

States.

(3) All leases shall provide that no drilling will be authorized except
under an approved luiit plan.

{k) All leases and all unit plans for lands within the p.rca r.ust ccntain

a provision vesting in the Secretary' of the Interior, or his duly auT^aorlzssd

representatives, control over the rate of prospecting and developn^.-.t, in-

cluding, in particular, the spac-ing of v/ells and such other conditions as

siay be deeiaed necessary in any case for the protection of the wildlife or

scenic values within the area.

Tne lands north of the area defined heroin shall continue to be to.r.pororily
 withheld frb.n leasing under the oil and ;;a5 provicions of the ;';inorr.l

Leasing Act, unless the lard in T. t5 "., R. 113 V;., 6Ui P.M., V.'yo.ni.-:^ out-

side the Jackson Hole National Monur.ent and outside the Teto;; UiMorr.css

Area are deeaed necessary to establii,ii or co:i,-?lcie a logical u;iit croa.

J. A. 'M-.1Z,

Secretary of t:io Interior
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United Stales Department of the Interior'
3109

Bureau of Land Manaqcmeni (923-12)

Wjoniiiiq Siaif OKiir
P.O. Box ISJH

Clic>cnni-, \\ coming 82003 ,-,. ^

C^^'i^
,"5^

DRAFT 0094f

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Rock Springs
f

from: State Director
.(

Subject: Clayton W. Williams, Jr., Lease Application W-88886

We have reviewed your memorandum of September 16, 1985, regarding
Mr. Williams' lease application W-88886 and the supporting documentation found
In the lease case file. The Leidy Creek Unit is in an exploratory phase with
one well, drilled by Exxon, plugged and abandoned on January 19, 1985. In a

telephone conversation on October 2, 1985, with Bob Chase of your office and
Jim Taylor, Lynn Rust and Beverly Giza of the State Office, Bob Indicated that

although Exxon might drill a second well, no APD had been submitted to date.
It is, therefore, the opinion of the State Office that parcel W-88886 can no

longer be "held" pending Exxon's possible future activities in the area. As

your memo indicates, since the lands underlying the referenced parcel are

necessary to complete the logical unit area, the Krug memorandum allows
leasing of the unleased Federal minerals in T. 45 N. , R. 113 W. .

Taylor (923) w/Rock Spgs. memo
Giza (923) w/Rock Spgs. memo
Rust (923) w/Rock Spgs. memo
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STATE OF MONTANA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL

STATE CAPITOL
HELENA, MONTANA 59620

(406)444-3742

Deborah B. Schmidt, Executive Director

GOV TCDSCHWINOEN HOUSE MEMBEKS SENATE MEMBERS PUBLIC MEMBERS

D*s<g'^ 11*0 f^«pr«s*'il>ti**' Df^nts ive'son cr^airrrian Dorolhy Eck, Vtct-ChMi Tao out

Bract Hftyoan Oawe Sfown J*m«sSh«w Thomas m Franc*

Hal Haro«r Larry Tvtrt Tom Rov
-  BoaGilDan C«ctiWt*dino E««raiiE Sr>u»v

Septemioer 9, 1986

TO: Ttm France, BQC Member

FRCM: Gail KUntz, Resource Specicilist Jrjjl;^

RE: Inpacts of Oil and Gas Develcpnent Activities in Areas of
Qivironmental Concern

As you requested, I have conducted a review of selected environnEntal

inpacts of oil and gas activities and associated access road construction
in areas that are environmentally sensitive. Also as you requested, the
review focuses primarily on regional inpacts rather than disturbances
confined to drilling sites such as reserve pit construction. The impacts
discussed herein include those created by human intrusion in areas high in
natursil environmental values such as important wildlife habitat and
outdoor recreation.

Given time constraints for researching this issue, I have relied upon
published studies and interviews with wildlife professionals and

government officials. It should be noted that exceptions to the findings
I have included undoubtedly exist. Also, there are xmdoubtedly other

points of view than those presented in this memo concerning when and for

what reasons a given type of environmental irtpact should be considered

significant, vrfiether impacts are short or long term, and whether the

impacts can be reversed.

The following sections present case studies of environmental inpacts
relating to oil and gas development in ^'^j'cming. Alberta and North, Datota.

Attachment I provides a summary of selected scientific literature.

SHELL CANADA'S PROPOSED JUTLAND (SOCrm CASTLE) WELL

The EQC toured Shell Canada's VJaterton gas field, gas treatment plant and
one drilling site on August 6. In June 1986 Shell received approval fran
Alberta's Qiergy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) to drill a new well,
the Jutland well in the South Castle drainage which abuts the northern

boundary of Waterton LaJces National Park. The approval is contingent on
Shell Canada discovering premising underground strata at another well
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currently being drilled. Ihere is considerable controversy ccnoeming the
drilling in the South Castle eirea because of its value as wildlife habitat
(elk, bighorn sheep, mcuntain goat, grizzly and black bear, cougar, etc.).
The curea is also valued for primitive recreation opportunities. The
Alberta government had originally designated the aurea a "Prime Protection
Zone" for maintaining wildland values, but its status was changed in 1984
to "General Recreation" v.iTich allcws petroleum and natural gas e3q)loration
cind develcpment under special conditions and controls.

In its decision report on the Jutland well, the ERCB noted that four-wheel
drive vehicles can currently travel up to and beyond the proposed well
site on primitive roads and that the site eurea was previously disturbed
and cleared by salvage logging operations. Shell proposed to iirprove the
existing roads but to locate its drilling caitp approximately four miles
fron the well site and to control access to the area by a locked emd

guarded gate at the canp location. ;v3ditionally , Shell proposed to
minimize helicopter use, prohibit its crew fron carrying firearms, and

carefully control disposcil of garbage and waste. The ERCB stated that
consideration should be given to blocking access further away fron the
drill site, but that the mitigation measures should be effective.

Because of the ocntroversy concerning the Jutland well the ERCB scheduled
a public hearing in early January 1986. Some testimony and research

presented during the hearing are releveint to an examination of inpacts
that can occur as a result of oil and gas activity in envircnmentally
sensitive areas.

B.N. McLellan, Director of the Canadian Border Grizzly Project, testified
as a witness for Shell Canada and said he had suggested many of the

mitigation mecisures that were proposed by the coipany to minimize adverse

iitpacts on grizzly bears. He said there are three ways in v^iich human
activities affect bear populations and other wildlife; 1) by altering
habitat; 2) by displacing bears and thereby causing the bears to lose

habitat; and 3) by killing beaurs through legal hunting, poaching, real and
believed protection of human life, and protection of property such as
livestock. According to McLellan, habitat loss and bear displacement due
to the Shell project wculd be insignificant, but human induced mortality
would be "95 percent of the problem". He said that "access causes all

types of mortality to increcise very very rapidly." McLellan Sciid that
survival of adult (5-15 years old) and sub-adult (2-4 years old) bears is
most critical to population stability, but that in his many years of bear

research, and familiarity with bear studies all along the Rockies "he knew
of no radio-collared bear over three years old that had died of natural
causes. He concluded that with extreme care to close the roads, long term

inpact from the Jutland drilling might be fairly minimal, but without good
access control there would be a significant inpact on the bear population
in the long term.

A key aspect of the controversy over the Jutland well concerns an on-going
debate about how much human activity an essentially wild area cein absorb
before its character is so altered that it no longer is capable of

supporting wildlife species such as grizzly bears. Dr. Chcurles Jon)cel,

University of Montana bear reseaurcher, testified that an important issue

oonoeming any individual well drilling project in the WaterbOTi
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Lakes-Glacier Park area (including the prcpcsed Jutland well, the proposed
Hall Creek and Goat htxmtain v^ells in Montana, and proposed drilling to
the west in British Colurbia) is the cumulative effect on sensitive
species such as the grizzly bear and wolf (which has also been observed in
the South Castle area) . He said there is a lack of documentation of
curmlative effects and long term changes in bear behavior created by
encounters with humans eind other assorted disturbances throughout their
range. Dr. Jonkel stated that habitat disturbance and even seendngly
minor displacement of bears can cause nutritional stress because the bears
have only about three months in the average year to gain the weight they
need to get through the rest of the year. He said the cumulative effect
of all the types of disturbance bears may experience that displace them
from the most productive areas in their habitat can affect the survival of
individual bears.

Dr. Brian Horejsi, a wildlife biologist, stibndtted testimony based on both
an examination of grizzly bear population data for southwest Alberta and
wildlife inpact studies he had conducted in a northwest Alberta study area
where oil and gas developrent, logging and agricultural activity have
occurred. His studies were funded in part by Mcbile Oil Corporation. In
Canada the grizzly bear has Tiot -been 'given "threatened" status. Hunting
quotas have not been as limited as in Montana and eune apparently not based
on extensive population research. Horejsi stated that available data
indicate an estimated 16-25 grizzly bears use the Waterton area as part of
their haiE range. Ho^rever, the estimates are uncertain and Canadian
wildlife and parks agencies have called for more information frcm Waterton
lakes National Park on distribution, long-term reproductive and mortality
rates and methods of preventing bear-man conflicts.

under current grizzly bear recovery plans in the United States, fforejsi
said that the allowable annual man-caused mortality quota in the ^3orthem
Continental Divide bear ecosystem is 3% of the population. Horejsi
presented data showing that frcm 1982-1984 the bear population of the
Waterton area experienced a minimum of 10% mortality and that, considering
the uncertainties of population estimates and illegal kills, the annual

mortality rate is liJcely to be closer to 25% of the total population. He
said that the Wateirton area bear population cannot sustain that level of

mortality without declining, and that any new or inproved access to the
area will only exacerbate the existing problem. He said the situation is

ccrparable to asking a rancher to give up a quarter section of his

operation without knowing hcM large his herd is or where it might be
located at given times of the year.

Horejsi cited research on grizzly populations along Montana's Rocky
Mountain Front by Schallenberger and Jon3<el (1980) which concluded, "(T)he
single greatest conflict . . .nay be the roads and trails because of the
increased numbers of people they attract to areas formerly lacking access.
.The upgrading of lightly used routes is also detrimental because of the

greater human traffic which invariably follows. ...Because of the present
intense interest in the Study Area by oil and gas cperators, road
construction and use must be considered a severe threat to grizzly
habitat."
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Here j si's work in northwest Alberta indicated that agricultural grazing
and land clearing had a more detrinental effect on grizzly bear

populations than oil and gas develcpment based on the nurber of kills that

occurred, presunably related to livestock protection. Hcwever, between

1978 and 1981 a network of approxirT-ately 175 miles of roads was
constructed to acocmxDdate oil and gas developnent in an area covering
about 25 sections that had been a "relative wilderness" through 1969.

According to More j si's data the number of registered grizzly bear kills

roughly doubled in aireas where access was greatly irproved fran 1979-1984
due to both agricultural and oil/gas development.

AlJTOSt half of the bears were adxilt females, the most important conponent
for maintaining a stable population. Horejsi's data also indicated that

38% of the kills were illegal. Ito field study has been conducted in the

cirea to date to determine the status of the population. Horejsi ccncluded

that "the heart of the problem is not sinply access but, more precisely,
the lack of restrictions on ccurrying guns and himting." He testified that

locked and guarded gates on access roads were not effective in Northwest

Alberta and that controlling the public's access to any area reqviires long

term, constant attention which, in his experience, has apparently never

been adequate.
'

NAKJRAL GAS DEVEL0I^!P7r AT RILEY RIDGE, V?YOMING

Riley Ridge is located in the wycrung Mcwntain Range appraxajrately 90

miles south of Jackson (see Map 4-7) . Ihe Riley Ridge gas develc^nent

project includes the following: 1) exploration cind de/elcpnent of a

159,928-acre well field; 2) four sour gas treatment plants with a total

processing capacity of .2.8 billion cubic feet per day (cfd) natural gas
and producing 576 million cfd of methane; 3) associated gathering lines,

trunk lines, railroads, access roads, transnission lines, and other

ancillary facilities; and 4) processing and transportation of products and

by-products such as sulfur. Individual portions of the project are cwned

by Northwest Pipeline Oorporation/Nk±)il Oil Corporation; Exxon Ocrpany,

U.S.A.; and American Quasar Petroleum CaipanyAJiHiams Exploration

Ccrpany.

Figure 2 shows the network of roads that are planned when the well field

is fully developed. According to the Rock Springs BLM District office 25%

of these roads will be new, but older roads and trails in the aurea will

all be substantially vqsgraded and maintained for veurying lengths of time.

The extent of previous develofrent was not clear from ny cursory review of

the material. Approximately half of the acreage in the wellfield was

evaluated under Forest Service recreational criteria as "roaded naturcil"

terrain, with another 27% considered "sejid-priitdtive" and 20% "rural". No

areas -^^re classified as "primitive" nor were any considered "urban".

MDSt of the existing roads were originally develcped to facilitate timber

sales or to gain access to previous oil cind gas drilling operations. No

decisions have been made about specific road closures that will ocxnir when

the wellfield is ultimately abandoned.
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"Ite "area of influence" where the majority of wellfield workers aire

expected to reside and recreate includes three wilderness areas, two

priirdtive areas, one recormended wilderness and two wilderness study
areas.

Predicted Inpacts

The draft EIS prepared by the Bureau of Land Managejnent for the Riley
Ridge Project said that western Wi'OTung is currently undergoing a change
frcm an area characterized by rangeland cind wilderness to one experiencing
industrial growth and active exploration and developnent of oil and gas
and other energy and non-energy cdmnodities . Peak direct employment due
to the .project was estimated at nearly 3,000 workers. The DEIS predicted
serious ajrpacts to wildlife from the increase in huiran population and

acccrpanying human disturbance in the form of increased hunting and
fishing pressure, disturbance and loss of critical ranges, and increased
long-term siltation of streams. The native Colorado River cutthroat trout
was identified as a species of special conoem because the species only
remains in approximately three areas in Wyoming and Riley Ridge has been
one of the best (Dunning, 1986).

Both short-term and long-term significant inpacts to wilderness-related
values were predicted because of increased visitation. One unit of the
wellfield vrould be located in and adjacent to a wilderness study area.
Acid deposition in high mountain lakes was identified as an especially
significant inpact that could affect at least one of the wilderness areas
as a result of the project. Inpacts to timber viere predicted to be

generally favorable because construction of new access roads w^uld reduce
the costs of timber harvesting in otherwise remote and previously
inaccessible areas . The BLM environmental studies indicated that "IT) he

project as proposed would substantially alter the visual character of nuch
of the project area and contribute to a continued progression frcm a

predoninantly naturaLL landscape to one that is man-dcminated. "

Inportant wildlife areas occurring in thje well field include elk sunmer

range, critical calving range, critical winter range, and an elk

feedground. Habitat losses attributable to the project include a total of
12,852 acres for various wildlife species. The loss of critical winter

range translated into a predicted loss of 63 elk for the duration of
wellfield construction and operation, and a productivity loss (i.e.,
animals not bom and growing to maturity) of 681 elk. Productivity losses
of 2,243 nule deer, 67 moose and 585 pronghom were also predicted. Mule

deer, bighorn sheep and moose habitat would receive some inpacts but these
were not considered significant, especially as corrpared to the elk.
Increases in poaching and wanton killing of wildlife were predicted to be

directly related to increases in human population of the curea. A 66% and
37% increase was predicted in two counties in the study area,

respectively. This translates into an annual loss of between 100 and
1,000 big game aninals through project construction due to poaching.

Significant inpacts to the Colorado River cutthroat trout and other game
fish resources from the Riley Ridge Project were predicted. The

anticipated causes aire increased beaver pond siltation due to land aind

stream bed disturbemoes and increased fishing pressure.
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Current Project Status and Wildlife >bnitoring Results

About 21 wells and one sour gas treatment plant at Shute Creek east of
Keimerer have been ccrpleted. Etevelopnent of the rest of the Riley Ridge
project could take severed years. To date there have been no adverse

changes in air quality or changes in water quality due to acid deposition
since the Shute Creek plant becaire operational in August 1986. There
have been short term sedimentation irrpacts due to construction activity

"

but fish populations have not been affected.

Ihe V^'oming State Gaine Wcirden indicates there are now roads on nearly
every ridge top in the Riley Ridge area that are used to access well
sites.- (Plarju, 1986) He said that about 40% of the elk in the Riley Ridge
wellfield area have abandoned their winter ramge. A BLM official said the
elk population in the area is only about 30% of nontal. ^parently the
bulk of the herd has moved about a mile west. He sedd there weis adequate
forage in the area to the West because last winter wais relatively mild,
but that this would not be the case during a severe winter.

Monitoring studies during the winter of 1984-85 showed a shift in elk
distribution when one well was drilled, followed by abandonment of 6000
acres of winter range v^ien three wells were drilled at Riley Ridge. In
the latter case, the physical disturbance consisted of c^:iproximately six
miles of road and three well pads, or about 62 acres. When drilling
occurred in an irrportant elk calving area in 1984 the nuirber of elk in the

vicinity declined 85-90%, but the elk returned the next year when there
was no activity (Johnson, 1985). These results were reported at a point
when 14 wells had been drilled out of 64 wells that are planned.

Johnson reported that arrests and cases involving poaching were up about
100% (1986) in the area as corpared to other years. The poaching
primarily involved wintering mule deer. He said hunters carpi ained about

seeing much less game than in prior years, but the nurrber of sightseers
and traffic on deer winter range was much higher.

Harju said that the nurrber of elk hunters in districts surrounding Big
Piney and LeBarge has doubled and the number of deer hunters has tripled.
The State Game Warden's office has consistently received ccrplaints frcm
recreationists and outfitters about the seismic disturbances in the area.

Whooping cranes and sandhill cranes have sumer range in western .V^cnung
and as the number of whooping cranes fran the Grey's Lake Recovery
Programs in Idaho increases, the number of birds in V^cndng is predicted
to increase also. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and state wildlife

biologists conducting monitoring studies have expressed concern about the
increase in oil/gais activity in southwestern t-^cming as a potential source
of disturbance to whooping cranes. The Riley Ridge developnEnt includes

drainages that have been used as simmer habitat by several whooping cranes
since 1981. In addition to human disturbance, transmission lines
associated with development in the curea are a major concern because birds

may fly into the wires and be electrocuted. Monitoring of bird response
to surface seismic shoots in the Border area of V^oning indicated that
bird excitation cind discanfort were most noticeable when blasting and

helicopter activity approached within 3/4-1)1 mile. In that study the
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whocper flew to escape the distvirbance when it had approached to slightly
under a mile away. IXuring erratic, lew-level escape flights birds may
collide with pcwer lines or fences. Also, the studies state that
tarporary or perranent abandonment of occupied habitat may occur.

Significant problems due to oil and gas activity have apparently not
occurred to date. A major goal of the research is to develop standards
and guidelines to protect the whooping crane population.

LITTLE mSSOURI N?ai:CKAL GRASSLANDS

The Little Misspuri National Grasslands (lM<iG) in western North DeiJcota,

enconpass about 2 million acres that also include portions of the badlands
eind Theodore Roosevelt National Park. According to data from the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department, the area is considered the state's
primary refuge for big game and significant nunfcers of other species
(i.e., 100% of the state's bighorn sheep, 75% of the mule deer, about 33%
of the antelcpe, 50% of the elk). The Williston Basin oil and gas
production area is also located there.

The acccrpanying map labelled, ''E>ctemal Conditions: Theodore Roosevelt
National Park" shows most of the boundary of the grasslands, the park,
locations of oil and gas wells and "Known Geologic Structures" which
appear to contain at least 80% of the wells. The latter is a
classification used by the federal government in characterizing mineral

deposits and reservoirs. Thirty-four oilfields are located within

approximately 50 kiloneters of the park (Bilderback, 1986) .

Mach of the grasslands/badlands area is part of the Custer National Forest
and includes one-third of all the public land in North Dakota. Conflicts
between preservation and developnent have occurred based on a pattern that
is by no means unique to the Custer Forest. The Forest will be publishing
a final management plan in the next few weeks. Prior to the current

planning effort, oil and gas leasing has occurred under the auspices of
land management plans ccqpleted in 1974-75. Those plans established a
number of "essentially roadless areas" (ERA's) v^iich were set aside with

special management directives — no irajor road systems would be allowed.

Hcwever, the plans also recognized leases let in the early 1970' s that
allowed for developnent in the event of a discovery and prescribed surface

occupancy cut-off dates designed to limit surface activity after a certain
time, in most cases 1981 and 1982.

The Forest Supervisor has stated that "
(T) he current tremendous level of

success in finding oil cind gas was not anticipated when the plans were
made and so, the level of current irtpacts also exceeds what either we or
the public visualized." (Maclntyre, 1980). The Supervisor also said that
"(M)uch of the unique character of these eureas is being lost, at least,
for the iiiTrediate future."

According to Forest Service personnel (North, 1986) , 111 miles of road
were constructed in the thirteen ERA'S due to oil and gas development
between 1979 and 1983. An estimated 10% of these roads has subsequently
been re-habilitated. It is inportant to note that most of the grasslands
were privately owned amd hoTESteaded or greized. They came under
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govemrrent control during the depression in the 1930 's. There eire

two-track jeep trails over nvich of the area, including parts of many of
the era's, vrfiich are used by ranchers to reach existing grazing leases.
It is the improved access, equipTient, and hurmn activity associated with
oil and gas developnent that is creating rrajor concern. Most of the roads
used to access oil/gas wells on Forest Service land have 60-foot

rights-of-vay with ditches on both sides (North, 1986). When these roads
are rehabilitated, the topsoil is replaced and the road bed and ditches
eire recontoured. The Forest Service has stated that when oil and gas
production declines, efforts will begin to restore the unique character of
the ERA'S.

According to Forest Service personnel, the final CXister National Forest

nenageinent plan will propose retaining two of thirteen ERA'S in roadless
status. IhJese areas include approxajnately 23,400 acres as ocrpared to

243,000 acres reportedly included in the thirteen areas vhen they were
first classified in the 1970 's.

Wildlife Impacts

The North Da3cota Department of Gane and Fish does not consider the oil and

gas inpacts short-term. According to the Department, about 30% of the
land area in the original thirteen ERA'S has been affected, and nearly 25%
of the entire Little Missouri grasslands, based on an estimated Jj-section
affected by each well and ^s-mile of new road to reach each well. The

Department published a series of articles in 1980 discussing wildlife

iirpacts that have occurred in the grasslands as a result of the oil/gas
activity. Again, the key problem that is cited is increased accessibility
to fonrerly isolated areas. A special prcblem is well siting and road
csDnstruction in wooded .draws and cculees that contain the most productive
habitat (Lynott and McKenna, 1980) .

Bighorn sheep were introduced to the grasslands/badlands in the 1950' s and

by 1969 a herd of about 50 aninals existed in an area called Magpie Creek.

TVro oil wells were drilled in the area, in the early 1960 's without any

apparent adverse effect except for limiting the eastern boundary of the

animals' range (Lynott and McKenna, 1980). However, more wells were
drilled in subsequent years, with acccrpanying roads. According to the

Game and Fish Department, the herd now nurrbers about 27 animals occupying
a range of only about two sections. The Department is uncertain whether
the reduction in range size or stress, leading to decreased reproductivity
or disease conditions has caused the population to decline. However, the

Department believes the preponderance of roads, seismic trails, oil wells
and general human activity have pushed the sheep into the remaining
isolated area of their range and reduced their numbers.

The Game and Fish Department also believes that developnent is taking
place too rapidly for mule deer to adapt and that these anir:ials are not

going to be found in their former numbers. As available range and forage
is reduced and the deer are stressed by both overcrowding and human

disturbance, the Depeurtment believes populations will suffer (McKenna and

Lynott, 1980).
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It should be noted that oil and gas activity in the Williston Basin has
decreased considerably, as in all other producing areas of the country due
to low oil prices. Hence at least scne level of the irrpacts described
frcn\ literature written during the early 1980 's has subsided.

•RTeodore Roosevelt National Park

National Park Service officicds have serious concerns about the level of

activity due to both oil and gas and coal develcpnEnt that has been

occurring in the areas surrounding the peirk. According to Harvey
Wickwcire, Park Superintendent, the currulative effect of sequential
developtnent of individual oil wells and the lack of a regional irpact

analyses maJce it very difficult to corprehend the magnitude of what is

occurring (Wic3cware, 1986). Ihe environiTental concerns, cis stated in the

park's draft General Management Plan, include "visual irrpacts, noise, and
obnoxious odors that conflict with the solitude and natural scene of the

park" (Theodore Poosevelt National Park, 1986).

Air quality has deteriorated over western North EJakota and the park as a

result of the development (Bilderback, 1986) .

Hydrog^en
sulfide

(H2S)
is

present in much of the gas produced with oil in the Williston Baisin. This
"associated" gas is flared if it is not econoniccil to sepcirate and treat

it. Flaring the H.S produces sulfur dioxide (SO.) . According to sources

cited by Bilderback (1986) that include the Nortn Dakota State Department
of Health, the well fields around the park produced an estimated 21,995
tons of SO- fran July 1, 1981 to June 30, 1982. Individual wells are not

regulated as "point sources" of pollution under air quality laws. The

amount of SO- produced had decreased by one-half by mid-1985, probably due

to irany wells being linked to gas processing facilii-ies. Iheodore

Roosevelt National Park is a Class I air quality area where allorable

levels of SO- and particulate matter are severely restricted. Air quality

nonitoring studies have indicated that both SO- and H-S concentrations

have periodically exceeded allowable concentrations in the park and that

North Dakota's state ambient air standards have also been exceeded.

Monitoring studies are being initiated this year to provide a measure of

the secondary effects on vegetation of the park and grasslands area.
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AITACHMEMT I

sot^ARY OF scjutttfic literature relating to wildlife impacts

Up until the past few years there have been relatively few studies that

specifically focused on inpacts on wildlife due to oil and gas-related
activity. Hcwever, even a very superficial review indicates that numerous
studies have documented the effects of roads and huiran activity on big
game species.

Virtually all of the infonration surmarized is taken fran studies of big
game species along the Ptocky Mountain Front in Montana frcn 1980 to the

present, including literature reviews that were included in the studies of
individual species (see bibliography) . Ihe findings in these and other

reports were used to fonnulate the wildlife management guidelines that Bob
MartinJta, Departaient of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, discussed during the
EQC's public meeting in Choteau on August 4. Most of Montana's Rocky
Mcuntain Front research related to oil and gas activity has focused on
seismic testing. •

Grizzlv Bears

Aune (1984) reported that grizzly bears appeared bo distribute themselves
in both tine and space to avoid seismic activity. His 1983 study was
conducted in the area between Ceep Ci^eek and IXipuyer Creek where Sohio
shot about 70 miles of seisnic lines within an apprcocimate two-month time

period. Six radio-collared bears stayed at least two miles away fran the
seisnic activity slightly over 90% of the time. Aune identified a number
of interactive variables that have to be considered in analyzing the

relationship of hurran activity and bear behavior, including individual
variation in the tolerance of bears to the activity, habituation, presence
of attractants, intensity of the human activity, and habitat

preference/security.

Aune and Stivers (1983) reported that grizzly bears appear to be displaced
fran cireas around individual drill sites. An area of 0.5 mile radius may
be excluded fran bectr use at least terrporarily during drilling.
Displacerent may occur over a nxich larger area if the bears are not
habituated to a particular type of activity and/or where little

topographical or vegetative screening exists. Also, increased traffic on

upgraded roads or developnent of new roads appears to reduce available

adjacent habitat. Other bear studies surmarized by Aune indicated becu:

avoidance of roads in distances ranging fran 50-600 meters, varying by the

season, road use intensity and statistical techniques er:plo;^'ed in the

study.

Results of research on the effects of roads on grizzly bears were also
surmarized in the 1981 Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan prepared by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. The plan sunmarizes resecurch that found a

significant negative correlation betv.isen brown bear observations and the
number of roads and increased human activity fran logging, especially the
netvvorks of roads and resulting secondary traffic. Grizzly bears

10
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generally avoid tinfcer cutting units in northwestern Montana and those
that were utilized were located along secondary or closed roads where the
likelihood of huran disturbance was low.

Mountain Goats

Joslin (1986) sunmarized results of mountain goat population monitoring -

along the Rocky Mountain Front begun in 1981, and hypothesized that there
was a significant negative correlation between kid production/survival and
seisnic activity. Frcm 1981 to 1985 approximately 360 miles of seismic
lines were shot within mountain goat habitat, with activity peaJcing during
1983 and 1984. Joslin cited abundant literature detailing goat
maladaptations that may result frcn repeated or prolonged stress,
including decreased resistance to infection and disease and inpairment or

ccrplete failure of reproductive function. Joslin also Sciid that

stress-inducing factors other than the human disturbance associated with
seisrdc activity appeared to be minor over the course of the stiady. It is
unkncwn whether stress-induced pneumonia is the causative factor in the

population decline. Ihe negative correlation between goat productivity
and seismic activity suggeatEd that the stress was cumilative over perhaps
three years.

Joslin cited other research that indicated a prolonged stress response
decreases an individual animal's ability to cope psychologically, which in
turn is likely to increase susceptability to subsequent stressors.

In her 1984 and 1986 reports Joslin summarized reseairch fron other studies
that indicate the following:

1. Stress-related changes generally include increased hormone levels,
raised heart rates and respiration, as well as increased metabolic levels.
2. Intruders cause considerable stress in big horn sheep evaluated by
heart rate telemetry. However, cbservable behavior of the sheep was a

poor indicator of stress response. 3. The consequences of chronic stress
are insidious and difficult to document, but they itay stcM up as reduced

feeding time even though stress increases metabolic rates and the need for

food. 4. Stress may increase fetal abortion and resorption, reduce

reproduction, and increase avoidance of certain areas, resulting in loss
of access to resources and, ultimately, reduced population.

Joslin also surmarized a study by Geist (1975) that states:

"Harrassment by elevating the oost of living to individuals reduces
their growth. ... It is important to note that anthropcrorphism is

not a reliable guide to v^iat is or is not harassing to animals."

Joslin reviewed various other studies that indicate proliferation of roads
and increased human access to mountain goat habitat has led to population
declines in Montana, British Columbia, Idaho, Alberta, and Alaska.

Bighorn Sheep

11
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Andryk (1983) reported ti^t insufficient data was available to assess

irpacts of seismic activity on sheep reproduction; hcwever, sheep

displacerrent frcm lambing sites in the Walling Reef area of Montana's

Pocky Mountain Front indicated increased stress associated with seismic

exploration during the critical lambing period. In contrast, Andryk
stated that a group of ewes at Ear Mountain did not leave a seismic test

5irea, perhaps due to visual screening of the seismic line by a high ridge
and/or to their salt hunger exceeding their desire to flee the disturbed

area. Andryk sunmarized other research that indicates road use can impede

sheep noveinent into previously heavily used habitat and that road use has

been associated with decreased reproduction and health of bighorn herds.

Hook (1985) radio-oollared eight bighorn sheep in 1982 and monitored their

year-round movements for four years. Three seismic lines were run

concurrently by two crews in the fall of 1983 on the herd's fall-winter

range (the Ford-Fairview Plateau noirth of Benchmark) . ThB only year of

the study period that the sheep were not present on the plateau during the

fall rtonths was during the seisrdc activity in 1983. Kook indicated that

the intense helicopter activity associated with the seismic shooting was

apparently responsible for the dislocation of the bighorns.

Elk

Olson (1981) found that radio-oollared elk remained out of the direct line

of sight of seismic work in the Badger Creek-South Fork TWo Medicine River

area and preferred to remciin at least one ridge or drainage fron the

dist\irbance , mostly in heavy timber cover. Also, the elk exposed to

seisniic activity rroved at least 50% more between the researcher's

obser\'ations than a control herd in the Middle Fork Flathead drainage that

did not experience such disturbance. Olson noted that levels of seismic

activity in winter similar to that conducted during the sunmer of his

study might cause severe physiological stress on the herd and that forced

movements to marginal winter range might disrupt reproductive processes
and nutritional balances. The net effect could be calf losses and death

of weaker members of the herd.

Olson reviewed elk studies conduc-bed in various western states and Alberta

and suirmarized the follcwing research results:

1. Roads in th^e Blue Mountains of Washington significantly reduced both

elk and deer distribution in meadcw habitat. 2. In hone range altered by

ran, individual elk or groups of elk will remain but will use the area

differently, and the larger the area altered and the faster the rate of

alteration, the more tenuous the elk use of -that cirea beccmes. 3.

Disturbance of an area may interrupt herd use of critical winter range and

force anirrals into rarginal habitat. 4. Intense oil and gas exploration
and developn-ent along the Pembrina River in Alberta produced many hastily

planned roads, which in conjunction with a large network of seisric lines

resulted in almost unlimited access to critical elk winter range. The net

result was thought to be a reduction in total elk numbers and a decrease

in productivity iresulting from displacement of animals frcm primsury range.

5. Elk have been shown to move their calves at earlier ages in areas where

drilling was occurring and bo avoid meadcws which were visible fron rig

12
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access roads. 6. Seisnic activity significantly affected the nx^venients

but not the distribution of e 13c in northern Michigan. Significant
increases in eUc daily ircvements may disturb rut and calving activities.
7. A study in Alberta indicated that helicopters have a very distressing
effect on big game and that this activity should be )<ept at a minimum. 8.

An elk-seisrtdc study in V^oning noted that elk at a distance of over two
miles frcn\ the disturbance distributed themselves more at random, while
elk within two miles of the disturbance used the terradn as a shelter fran
the activity. 9. Other research in Alberta indicated that the irrpact of
seismic activity is prcbably curmlative and where one program might be

easily tolerated, numerous projects create considerable iitpact fran line

clearing, explosions, machinery, canpsites, and concentrated hviman

activity.

Mule Deer

Kasvrorm (1981) felt that weather, livestock, grcizing, housing develojinent,
and recreation in ccrrbination with oil and gas develogxnent oould produce
significant changes in mule deer populations. Ihsle's study (1982) was
based on very limited data that irsJicHte tio ctovious avoidance by deer of
well sites in the Blackleaf-Teton area of Montana's Rocky .

Mcuntain Front.
Ihsle's literature review, vAich included seme studies concerning elk,
indicated the following:

1. Activity at the site of an oil well did not statistically influence elk
movements or distribution, prt±>ably due to the adaptability of elk to

predictable and stationary disturbances. 2. Since mule deer can be easily
habituated to human activities and are difficult to force frccn their hone

ranges, the direct effects of gas/oil drilling at scattered sites for
short periods of time may be negligible. Dense fields, hcwever, may lead
to physical habitat loss and increased access which could increase the
risk of mortality to mule deer due to habitat deterioration, accidents, or

poaching. 3. Seismic activity had a greater potential for negatively
iitpacting animals, through decreasing feeding efficiency, decreasing
reproduction, and increasing energy expenditure, than did well drilling.
4. Disturbances are potentially more detrimental if ui^redictable and

frequent.

13
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United Slates Department of the Interior
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M.S.BOX 25046
w-EV

DtNVER FEDERAL CENTER
DENVER. COLORADO S0225

Branch of Isotope Geology

January 13, 1986

To

From

Lorraine Mlntzrayer

Regional Director, NFS

Irving Friedman, Research Geochemist
Branch of Isotope Geology

Threat associated with gas and oil development adjacent to
Subject: Yellowstone National Park

In response to your request regarding the above, ray assessment follows:

As you are aware, oil and gas leases have been granted by the Forest Service on

the west boundary of the Park in the Gallatin National Forest. The Park is in

the overthrust belt which is an area of high petroleum potential.

Gas and oil development represents a threat to the therma l fpa;;i|i-r-
"f ^hp

f^j]/^

at least as impQrt.Tnr a^: ppnrhprmal heat extr.irrion, Geothermal operators can

be made to, and actually may desire to reinject the geothermal fluids back into

the aquifer. The result is that heat is removed from the system, but little

fluid is lost. Other than the possibility of causing earthquakes by reinjection,
there are ndniraal tectonic effects from such activities. Without minimizing the

effect that heat extraction from the Island Park area might have on the geysers
and hot springs of Yellowstone, gas and oil development also has great potential
for damage.

Large scale petroleum extraction removes material from the subsurface and together
with the possible reinjection of oil field brines. can result in tectonic changes
such as ground subsidence and earthquake generation, in addition to the possible
alteration of subsurface flow to adjacent thermal features. Research in the

Rangely, Colorado oil field has documented the influence of fluid injection in

triggering earthquakes. ("An experiment in earthquake control at Rangely, Colorado

by C. B. Raleigh, J. H. Healy and I. D. Brederhoeft. Science vol. 191. 1230-1237,

1976).

Land subsidence caused by gas and oil extraction is well documented. For example,
see "Subsidence over oil and gas fields" by J. C. Martin and S. Serdengecti, Re-

views in Engineering Geology, vol. VI, 198^, Geological Society of America (see

attached) .

At present, little is known of the subsurface interconnections of aquifers between

Yellowstone and its surroundings. This information is difficult to obtain with-
out extensive drill hole data.
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Recently reference has been made of a research report In which the authors
postulate that the deep water feeding the thernval areas ) 'i Yellowstone origi-
nates north of the Park In the Gallatin Range. "The effects of subsurface boil-

ing and dilution on the Isotoplc compositions of Yellowstone thermal water" by
A. H. Truesdell, M. Nathenson and R. Rye - Journal of Geophysical Research,
V. 82, P. 3694-3704 (1977). For a number of reasons, X take issue with the

authors conclusions. 1 do not think that the Park can depend upon this sup-
posed connection to the north to rule out impact from development to the west
of the Park, nor in fact from any direction.

Robert Fournier

Lynn Torak
John Rosholt

J. N. Kosholt

Subactivity RF

IG-Denver RF

l^lVr iedm.in: mav
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"'JH^ism
BISMARCK. N. OAK 5t506

^^^ggMit^!^
PMONC 701 224-2110

January 18, 1983

Mr. Howard Geduldig
Legal Intern

NWF, Natural Resource Clinic

Fleming Law Building
Boulder, CO 80309

Dear Mr. Geduldig:

We appreciate the interest your organization has shown in oil and gas

development on the Little Missouri National Grasslands (LMNG), and

apologize for not responding more quickly to your 17 November 1982

letter, but as you will see this is a very complex matter. Until now,
we have been unable to give your inquiry the detailed attention we

believe it deserves.

In your letter of November 17, 1982, you requested information on the

degree of involvement of the State of North Dakota in management of

wildlife resources on the LMNG, particularly with regard to protecting

against the impacts of extensive oil and gas development. As you
pointed out in your letter, the State of North Dakota has a trust

obligation to manage the wildlife resource on the LMNG (and the

contiguous area) and prevent "waste" of these assets. As the state

agency with primary responsibility for fulfilling that obligation,
the North Dakota Game and Fish Department recognizes its responsibility
to minimize impacts to wildlife resource resulting from oil and gas

development. However, recognizing one's responsibilities and having
the ability to carry them out, can be two distinctly different things.
I'm sure you are quite familiar with the problems a state wildlife

agency faces in attempting to protect wildlife resources and assert
the interests of wildlife users on lands owned and operated by other

agencies or private interests. Acting in advisory capacity, we are

able to carry out our mandated responsibility only to the degree that

others are obligated or willing to cooperate in wildlife management.

In the case of the LMNG our cooperative management efforts with the
U.S. Forest Service cover such an extended period of time and have
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changed in response to so many factors, that it Is difficult to know

exactly how much is relevant to your inquiry.

Because virtually all of the problems we currently face on the LMNG
relative to oil and gas develop<nent stem from decisions made in the 1974
and 1975 Plans/EIS, we would like to begin by briefly describing the
traditional management situation on the LMNG and our relationship with
the U.S. Forest Service prior to the development of those plans.

Based primarily on requirements of the Sikes Act, the North Dakota Game
and Fish Department and the U.S. Forest Service have for many years
held annual coordination meetings and cooperated in certain aspects of
wildlife management on the Little Missouri National Grasslands. A
Memorandum of Understanding between the U.S. Forest Service and the
North Dakota Game and Fish Department has existed since at least 1960
and served as the basis of our cooperative efforts (current MOU
enclosure #1).

The scope and effectiveness of our relationship with the U.S. Forest
Service has been limited by "traditional" management priorities and
ch»s« laid out in the Bankhead Jones Act. Under past interpretations
of this act, the dominant use of the National Grasslands 1s for live-
stock grazing and the primary management objective has been the
enhancement of rangeland resources. Wildlife resources and related
recreational use of the LMNG have been managed chiefly as by-products
of a massive system of grassland agriculture. While most wildlife

populations have been maintained at marginally acceptable levels,
little if any effort or attention has been given to enhancement of
wildlife habitats.

In the face of seemingly overwhelming legal and political obstacles to

improved management, the North Dakota Game and Fish Department has

traditionally limited its involvement to managing harvests and hunting
seasons on the LMNG. A few cooperative wildlife investigations, the
establishment of a series of livestock exclosure studies, and the
Introduction of bighorn sheep and wild turkeys have been the major
cooperative management successes. Neither the North Dakota Game and
Fish Department nor the U.S. Forest Service has ever developed a detailed

long range plan for wildlife resources management on the LMNG.

This lack of management direction for wildlife resources was present
in 1974 and 1975 management plans and>a consequence, many of the potent-
ial conflicts between oil and gas development and wildlife resources
were not addressed. As with livestock, it appears that the 1974 and
1975 management plans assumed that wildlife resources on the LMNG could
exist as by-products In the face of oil and gas development as well,
at least at the levels of development that were anticipated In the 1974
and 1975 Plans/EIS.

Limited oil and gas development had been occurring In parts of the LMNG
since the 1960's, however, it was never extensive enough to present
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any appreciable problems for wildlife resources. The U.S. Forest Service

has repeatedly assured us that when the 1974 and 1975 plans were written

they did not anticipate the current extensive development. The plans did

recognize that some development was likely to occur and described in

very generic terms the types of impacts that might occur. In all fair-

ness, it is doubtful that anyone could have foreseen, in the early 1970's,

the rapid expansion of oil and gas developnient that has occurred since

1978. In any case, the door was left wide open for extensive development
in the 1974 and 1975 plans, but the possible impacts were poorly described

and there was no obvious method for control were it to become necessary.
In addition, neither agency was sufficiently staffed nor prepared to

deal with the rapid expansion of oil and gas exploration and development
that took place in 1978. Although the U.S. Forest Service was "staffing

up" in minerals and range personnel, they did not have a biologist
stationed in North Dakota during the peak of development in 1980 and 1981.

The North Dakota Game and Fish Department had only begun its interagency
coordination and technical assistance program (Federal Aid Project FW13C)
in 1977. The 13C program was or^^jnally created in response to expand-

ing coal development in the state^increasing requests for review and

comment on federal projects in the 1970 's as a result of the National

Environmental Policy Act and other federal laws. The scope of the 13C

program has gradually expanded to include technical assistance and

coordination with all other state agencies and private industry on a

wide variety of projects. There are two full-time biologists assigned
to the project, as a result the amount of time and attention that

could be given to any one project or agency was and is severely constrained.

Extensive oil and gas development was just beginning in 1978 and compared
to other problems it was not yet a major concern.

By early 1981, In the middle of the oil boom, both biologists originally

assigned to the 13C project had transferred to other projects. I took

over as project leader in 1979 and Ken Sambor replaced the other 13C

biologist in early 1981. Neither of us had any substantial experience
with oil development nor were we well acquainted with the maze of laws

and regulations governing administration of the National Grasslands and

the federal mineral estate. Although oil and gas development was expand-

ing rapidly and we were very concerned about the myriad problems occurring
as a result, initially we were not familiar enough with federal minerals

administration to know exactly how and where to Input or to whom. Much

of our time and efforts with regard to development on the LMNG was

initially spent In getting a handle on the situation and establishing
mechanisms to improve coordination with the U.S. Forest Service.

The first noteworthy involvement in an oil and gas related issue came

In May of 1980 when the U.S. Forest Service proposed to remove the Bennie

Peer area from designation as an essentially roadless area (ERA)

(enclosure 12). As part of the Mondak oil field, this area had undergone
extensive development and become somewhat of an anomaly to the U.S.

Forest Service. Apparently the U.S. Forest Service felt it no longer
served any purpose to retain the ERA designation. The North Dakota

Game and Fish Department objected feeling that retention as an ERA was
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needed to insure the best possible future restoration of the area in

accordance with the established management direction for ERA's. With
the support of then Governor Link's office, we were able to pursuade the
U.S. Forest Service to retain the ERA designation. In response to a

lack of coordination on the Bennie Peer issue, and in recognition of

growing problems elsewhere, we attempted to shore up our relationship
with U.S. Forest Service and develop more wildlife input into minerals

management planning on the LMNG.

In June of 1980, the MOU was updated and expanded. Most of the revisions
were directed at increasing coordination on minerals activities and
related construction affecting wildlife and outdoor recreation. To
further improve coordination on wildlife management and activities

affecting wildlife, an interagency work group was started in the fall
of 1980. Initially, the work consisted only of North Dakota Game and
Fish and U.S. Forest Service representatives, who met regularly to dis-
cuss basic management problems and work toward cooperative solutions.
Later members of the local grazing association were Included as well as

representatives of the oil industry. In order to have more direct Input,
Bruce Renhowe, our district land management biologist in Wllllston, was

assigned to work with the U.S. Forest Service on a part-time basis In

1980. His primary duties were to review proposed development plans.
Identify potential wildlife conflicts and offer advice on site specific
mitigations. Initially, Bruce was able to accompany the U.S. Forest
Service on field inspections of many of the proposed well sites, pipe-
line corridors and road locations. The sheer number of projects pre-
cluded field Inspection of many, but because of similarities, Bruce
was able to offer general recommendations based on development plans
and maps of the proposed locations. Virtually all of the environmental
assessments and development plans Issued by the U.S. Forest Service up
to 1981 had addressed only one or two wells, the associated roads, and

single or relatively small pipeline projects. Review and comnent was

possible on most. When a particular problem such as an eagle nesting
territory was encountered, a field inspection was generally possible
and specific recommendations were offered. As you can Imagine, one

biologist with other duties covering nearly one-quarter of the state
was very hard pressed to review and Input to all of the rapidly expand-
ing developments.

Presumably because of the approach of the surface occupancy cutoff dates
for ERA'S, development began to expand very rapidly in 1980. Individual
wells and roads consolidated Into fully developed oil fields. New wells
and roads began to spring up In many previously undeveloped areas on
the LMNG. Realizing the need to have a full-time biologist available
to the U.S. Forest Service, an Interagency personnel agreement (IPA)
was initiated In 1980. The U.S. Forest Service was undergoinq personnel
reasslgnments (they had no biologist assigned to North Dakota) and
facing personnel ceilings. By hiring a North Dakota Game and Fish

Department biologist via an IPA, there was a chance to accomplish several

purposes. This would effectively bypass the U.S. Forest Service's person-
nel ceilings, provide the U.S. Forest Service with a biologist, and
create direct Interagency coordination on specific problems related to
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oil and gas development.

In June of 1981, Bryan Stotts was hired under an IPA and assigned to the

McKenzie Ranger District at Watford City. Although his duties cover a

wide range of activities, most of them relate to oil and gas development.
As a part of the U.S. Forest Service ID teams, he has had direct input
on wildlife mitigative measures for EA/development plans and is able

to advise the North Dakota Game and Fish Department of major problems

early in the planning process. Shortly after the hiring of Stotts,
the U.S. Forest Service assigned East Zone biologist Bill Blunt to

North Dakota and stationed him at the Medora Ranger District office in

Dickinson.

Throughout 1980 and 1981, in our work group meetings problems resulting
from oil development were a constant subject of discussion. As we became

more familiar with federal process, and increased our awareness of the

size and scope of the impacts, we began to push harder for more effect-

ive mitigation and become increasingly critical of the situation.

In early 1981 the U.S. Forest Service began to expand the size and scope
of the EA/development plans being issued. The Medora District issued

plans for Lower Ash Coulee covering roughly 30 square miles and the Magpie
Whitetail Creek area covering 74 square miles. The McKenzie District

issued the Lone Butte EA/Plan covering some 10 square miles.

The purpose of these larger area development plans was to provide advanced

planning in anticipation of full development of the leases in these areas.

The plans identified suitable well locations, displayed several possible

j-oad networks and located probable pipeline corridors. The plans were

incorporated into an environmental assessment of the potential Impacts
of full development under each of the possible road networks.

The drafts of these plans and requests for our cotrments were still being
sent to Bruce Renhowe in early 1981. Despite his best efforts, Bruce

was unable to provide adequate Input. He had neither the time nor

experience with the review and comment process to evaluate these larger
area plans. Located in our Willlston field office, he did not have

direct access to enough wildlife data and information to assess the poten-
tial impacts to wildlife resources over broad areas. Realizing that

developments of this size would require more detailed analysis and comments,
we requested the U.S. Forest Service to begin sending all area develop-
ment plans directly to our Bismarck office.

For a number of reasons Including time and manpower constraints; our overall

unfamiliarity with the EA process j
a key change In North Dakota Game and

Fish personnel (our 13C biologist transferred); and some delays In the trans-

fer of materials; the three previously mentioned EA's were written and

approved with minimal Input from or review and comment by our department.
Given that IPA biologist Stotts and East Zone biologist Bill Blunt had only
started in mid-1981, it Is doubtful that they had the background and time

to provide extensive wildlife Input to these plans either. It seems these

three EA's were written and evaluated primarily by range and minerals person-
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nel of the U.S. Forest Service with only minimal input from or review by
wildlife professionals.

As a consequence, we believe many impacts to wildlife resources were
overlooked and in general the EA's were inadequate. Because of the U.S.

Forest Service committment to honor existing leases, many issues which
could have and should have been raised with regard to the adequacy of

these EA's were not. In hind sight, the lack of a quantitative descrip-
tion of impacts to wildlife resources and the absence of a concurrent

tracking of total development on the LMNG in these EA's is quite obvious.

It Is apparent to us now, that the rapid pace of development in 1980 and

1981 and the committment to honor existing leases lead to unanticipated
and poorly evaluated impacts in many parts of the LMNG. Although the

U.S. Forest Service had officially recognized as early as October 22,

1980, that the impacts exceeded the levels anticipated in their 1974

and 1975 Plans/EIS (see enclosures #3, 4), their committment to honor

leases (enclosure #5) prevented any meaningful restrictions on the

extent of development. Without the option of limiting development, the

district personnel of the U.S. Forest Service had no choice but to

accomnodate development through these area plans. With development a

foregone conclusion, it served no purpose to spend a great deal of time
and effort evaluating Impacts to wildlife.

In early 1981, the U.S. Forest Service initiated a series of contacts

soliciting our input to the new plan being developed for the Custer
National Forest. Recognizing that virtually all of the problems we

presently face stem from deficiencies In the 1974 and 1975 Plans/EIS
we decided to make a major effort to provide the Forest Service with our
best data and advise for their forthcoming plan. That effort resulted
in the two documents - Wildlife Resources of the LMNG (enclosure #6) and

The North Dakota Game and Fish Department's Perspective and Conments
on the Subject and Issues of 1982 Custer Forest Plan (enclosure #7) being
forwarded to the U.S. Forest Service. Additional data and information
on wildlife populations and recreation on the LMNG was transferred less

formally. Several meetings were held in 1981 and 1982 to discuss a

variety of other Issues relative to the forest plans. With regard to

oil and gas development our recommendations to the U.S. Forest Service
can be summarized as follows:

- No wildcat drilling permits should be Issued until a comprehensive

updated evaluation of current Impacts has been made and there Is an

orderly detailed plan of development.

- No leases should be Issued or reissued until the same conditions
as In #1 have been met. Continued development should be restricted
to active fields for completion of known pools.

- No leases should be Issued or reissued in ERA's except where
intensive development has already occurred.

- Any future development must be based on an orderly plan which

recognizes the fragile nature, unique character and Irreplaceable
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wildlife values of the badlands of the Little Missouri River relative
to the state of North Dakota.

We repeatedly stressed that limitations need to be placed on the extent of

development in order to adeuqately protect the wildlife resources of the

LMNG and preserve the amenity values vital to public use and enjoyment of

these lands.

Subsequent to our input to the Forest Plan, we have consistently recom-

mended against all major construction projects and developments pending

completion and approval of the new Forest Plan/EIS. Throughout 1981 and

1982 to the present we have expanded and refined our efforts to cooperate
with the U.S. Forest Service in management of oil development on the

LMNG. Through the work group and other formal and informal cormunications

at the district, forest and regional levels we have repeatedly voiced our

concerns about the impacts that were occurring. Our consistent advise

has been that development should be restricted as much as possible. In

some instances our recommendations have been followed. We were partic-

ularly pleased when Forest Supervisor, James Mann, at our request, halted

plans for a road crossing of the Little Missouri River. For the most

part, however, the U.S. Forest Service has continued to allow development
because of their coitmittment to honor existing leases. The recent slow-

down in drilling and exploration on the LMNG has given us a temporary

reprieve and allowed us to do a certain amount of catching up.

One of the primary problems we faced during much of 1981 and 1982 was

obtaining a comprehensive picture of the extent of development. We have

tried to obtain updated maps of the development that has occurred and

reconmended that they be developed as a basis for evaluating overall

impacts. To this date, we have not been provided a comprehensive updated

map showing all roads, wells, pipelines and other facilities for either

district of the LMNG. It appears that only now is the U.S. Forest Service

beginning to evaluate the cummulative impacts and produce updated maps
of total development.

The lack of a cummulative impact assessment is one of the objections we

have raised in our most recent and most extensive involvement with any

single oil and gas development plan. A draft of this plan, known as the

Wannagan Area Oil and Gas Development Plan, was forwarded to us for

review and comment in early 1982. To save a lengthy reinteration of the

controversy that has ensued and culminated in our appeal of the plan to

the Regional Forester, we have included copies of the major correspondence
we have had with the U.S. Forest Service on the Wannagan Plan (see
enclosure #8). A reading of this correspondence should provide you with

some insight into our most recent efforts to protect wildlife resources

on the LMNG.

In sunmary, we believe that given the conditions that exist, the North

Dakota Game and Fish Department has made concerted efforts to fulfill

its obligation to protect wildlife resources on the LMNG. While there is

always more that could have been done, it is obvious that the ultimate

responsibility lies with the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land
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Management, and Minerals Management Service of the federal government.
We have forwarded our concerns to the surface management agency (the U.S.

Forest Service) and we believe it is their responsibility to carry those

concerns to the agencies administering the federal mineral estate.

Ultimately, it is up to these agencies to provide adequate protection
of these lands by placing some reasonable limits on leasing and develop-
ment.

Again, we appreciate your interest in this matter. If you have any
further questions or if parts of this response are unclear, please advise

us where we may assist you further.

Sincerely,

Michael G. McKenna
Natural Resources Coordinator

Ir

enclosures (8)

1. F.S./G & F MOU
2. Proposal to Remove Bennie Peer

3. Letter from Mclntyre
4. Letter from Filius
5. F.S. Committment to Honor Leases
6. Wildlife Resource Document
7. Game and Fish Perspective
8. Wannagan EA Documents

Enclosures retained in Subcommittee files.

81-703 (24A;
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